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I. INTRODUCTION

To cope with a growing population and demand for water, the City

of Cheyenne is considering several plans which would increase its

available water supply. Many of these plans involve the diversion,

storage, and transport of water from the mountainous areas west of

Cheyenne to the city. The basic questions arise: How much water is

available for diversion, how much is needed, and how much will it cost?

This report will attempt to answer these questions.

Most of Cheyenne's water is currently supplied by the Stage I

collection facilities, which consist of two parts. The eastern part is

located in the Medicine Bow Mountains about 40 miles west of Laramie

within the North Platte River drainage. Here, Douglas Creek has been

dammed near Keystone to form Rob Roy Reservoir. Water stored in the

reservoir is released to a diversion structure about a mile downstream on

Douglas Creek, which sends water through a pipe into Lake Owen, ten

miles to the east. From Lake Owen the water is sent via a gravity-flow

pipeline across the Laramie valley to the Crow Creek drainage west of

Cheyenne.

Because of the North Platte River Court Decree limiting storage

above Pathfinder Dam, the City of Cheyenne must replace the water

taken from the North Platte River Basin. The western half of the

Stage I project accomplishes this replacement. Flow is collected from

upper tributaries of the Little Snake River in the Sierra Madre Mountains

on the west side of the continental divide and diverted to Hog Park

Creek within the North Platte River Basin, where it is stored in a
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res~rvoir until it is needed for replacement. A more complete descrip

tion of the current Cheyenne water supply system is included in several

reports written by Banner Associates, Inc. (1976, 1977, 1979).

Cheyenne's current water supply system provides enough water to

meet Cheyenne's water needs in most years. However, most people expect

Cheyenne to grow over the next 20 years, and the city will require new

water supplies to satisfy the increasing demands. Several alternative

sources of new water supplies have been suggested (Banner Associates,

Inc., 1979).

The most commonly mentioned source of water is the Douglas Creek

Lake Creek-Lake Owen area. An estimate of how much additional water

would be collected by an extension of existing collection facilities in

this area is provided in Section II of this report. Any additional

water diverted from this area of the North Platte River Basin would have

to be replaced, probably by additional diversions from the Little Snake

River Basin to the North Platte River Basin. An estimate of how much

water is available for diversion from the Little Snake River Basin is

also provided in Section II.

Another alternative is for Cheyenne to purchase existing water rights

in the North Platte River Basin. The water presently consumed under these

rights would be allowed to flow downstream as replacement water for ,the

water Cheyenne would take from the Douglas Creek discharge. Other alter

natives include the development of groundwater in Albany County or Laramie

County, and combinations of the alternatives mentioned above.

This study was commissioned by the Wyoming Legislature in order to

provide an estimate of how much water could be supplied by each alterna

tive, how much water Cheyenne would need in the future, and how much each
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alternative would ccst4 The concl~sioDs of this study are summarized in

Section V. Sections II-IV provide a more complete discussion of water

supply, water demand, and cost. The five appendices attached to this

report include a detailed description of the methodologies, assumptions,

and calculations used in arriving at the conclusions presented in

Section V.
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II. WATER SUPPLY ANALYSIS

HYDROLOGICAL CONCEPTS

This section provides an introduction to some of the hydrological

concepts used in this paper. It i~ by no means an exhaustive treatise

on the subject, but should be an aid to those who are unfamiliar with

such concepts. Those familiar with basic hydrological concepts may

bypass this section.

For the most part, streamflow in the mountainous regions of Wyoming

is a product of snowmelt. In the high mountain streams, 80 to 90

percent of the annual streamflow comes during the snowmelt months of

April, May, June, and July. Obviously, then, the amount of snow that

falls within an area plays a very importa~t part in the amount of runoff

produced.

In mountainous regions snowfall (and precipitation) is heavily

dependent upon elevation. When the winds blow an air mass full of

moisture into a mountain chain, the air mass is forced to rise above

the mountains (Figure II-I). As the air mass rises, it cools and is

less able to hold the moisture it contains. At a certain temperature,

the saturation point, water begins to condense and form raindrops. If

the cloud cools below freezing, ice crystals form the beginning of snow

flakes. Within the atmosphere for every 1,000 feet of elevation rise,

the temperature cools by about three degrees. This temperature decrease

is known as the lapse rate. Therefore, as the moisture-laden air mass

rises over the mountain chain, it encounters cooler temperatures and is

more likely to reach the saturation point. Because of this difference,
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WIND
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Figure II-I. Effect of elevation on snow depth in mountainous areas of
Wyoming.

the amount of snow (or rain) falling at higher elevations in the

mountains will be more than that falling at the lower elevations. This

is shown graphically in Figure II-I. Another result to be expected is

that more of the snow will fallon the windward side of the mountains

than on the leeward side. In most of Wyoming and in the Cheyenne Water

Project area, snowfall on the western slopes of mountain chains is

greater than on the eastern slopes.

Not all of the snow that falls within a drainage basin will appear

as runoff within a stream. Some of it will be lost to the processes of

evaporation and transpiration which return the moisture to the atmosphere.

Neglecting other losses (such as to groundwater) as small, the efficiency

of the runoff process may be defined as

Precipitation falling within a basin
-Runoff within a basin EFFICIENCY.

A basin where all of the precipitation is returned as runoff (an unlikely

case) would be 100 percent efficient.
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The processes of evaporation and transpiration generally are more

efficient at higher temperatures, and when they become more efficient,

the runoff process. is less efficient. As was stated earlier, due to

the lapse rate the temperature at higher elevations is less than that

at lower elevations. Thus, at higher elevations evaporation and trans

piration become less efficient and the runoff process becomes more

efficient.

Because snowfall is greater and the runoff process is more efficient

at higher ~levations, the amount of runoff per unit of area will be

greater for a drainage basin at a high elevation than one at a lower

elevation. For example, if a stream that flows from the high mountains

to the plains is gaged at a place such that the basin above it has an

elevation of about 9,000 feet, it may be that the basin will produce

three feet of water for every acre. If the same stream is gaged at a

place such that the basin above it has a height of about 6,500 feet,

the streamflow may be such that only two feet of water are produced from

every acre. In general, it can be expected that within a homogeneous

climatic region the higher a drainage basin is in the mountains, the

more water it will produce per unit area. This concept will be utilized

later in this report.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

Several studies, either in conjunction with the Cheyenne Water

Project or of a somewhat similar nature, have been performed in the

Sierra Madre-Snowy Range region. Banner Associates, Inc., a consulting

firm, has been the principal investigator contracted by the Cheyenne
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Board of Public Utilities to plan the diversion and collection system

for the City of Cheyenne. Since collection and diversion facilities

for the Cheyenne Project are located on u.S. Forest Service administered

land, that organization has initiated several studies to investigate

water yields on its land. Finally, the. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation has

done a large amount of investigative work in the Little Snake River

Basin in conjunction with the proposed Savery-Pot Hook Project.

The techniques used by these three organizations in their studies

of the diversion and collection areas will be reviewed here. Detailed

descriptions of their methodologies may be found in the reference

section at the end of this report. Specific "numbers" will be presented

only when necessary in light of the analysis. A review of yield figures

of the various studies will be presented with those of this report.

BANNER ASSOCIATES, INC. STUDIES

Banner Associates has conducted a number of investigations (Banner

Associates, Inc., 1974, 1976, 1979), not only to determine the yield of

collection areas, but also to look at temporal variability of the flow

from such areas. This has been done since Banner's work is geared

toward operations studies which are necessary for design of collection

system facilities such as pipelines and reservoirs. Banner's studies

are therefore restricted primarily to the collection areas.

There are few streamflow records in the Cheyenne Water Project

diversion areas, and most of the records available are of short length.

To extend the records of key gaging stations, the Banner studies have

used a regression procedure where short records at one gaging station

are extended by regression using the records of another gaging station.
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Banner has used a monthly regressicn procedure such that an independent

regression equation is developed between two stations for each month

of the year. Although this is necessary for the type of operation

studies performed by Banner, there are problems inherent in it,

especially when monthly values are summed to yearly figures. For

example, although some monthly correlations may be excellent, as are

the June and July correlations between stations #6204 and #6210 on

2 2Douglas Creek (June, r = 0.958; July, r . = 0.976), the May correlation

2is poor (r = .414). Because about 40 percent of the annual flow at

station #6204 comes during May, a poor correlation during that month

could result in poor annual values for the station.

Banner developed regression equations using the least-squares

method, and usually using a linear model, although nonlinear models are

also used. Regressions were performed to extend the records at key

gaging stations below areas proposed for diversion. The particular

gaging stations with records extended were the North Fork of the Little

Snake River near Encampment, Wyoming (#2518), Battle Creek near

_Encampment, Wyoming (#2534), and Douglas Creek above Keystone, Wyoming

(116210). These records were extended to a 35-year base period starting

in about 1940 (when gaging stations were initiated) and ending in about

1975 (about when the various reports were written). The 35-year base

periods are used to develop yield figures and for operation s t'udies.

To extend flow records to ungaged areas, area-discharge (-yield)

relationships are developed. These assume that within a large basin

all areas are producing equally, and therefore, the percentage of flow

in the larger basin derived from a given area is equal to the percentage

of the basin that the smaller area covers. This same concept will be
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used within this report. However, in a few C&8eS an area-elcvation

discharge equation will be developed which will, we believe, yi~ld

better values.

In summary, Banner methodology involves the extension of flow

records at key gaging stations below diversion points by developing

regression equations between the key station and ones with longer

records. The flow records for ungaged points are then generated by an

area-discharge relationship with the key gaging station. Similar tech

niques are developed in this report (Appendices A-3 through A-4), but

there are numerous differences also. Yield figures produced by Banner

will be reviewed with the figures developed in this study.

u.S. FOREST SERVICE STUDIES

The U.S. Forest Service has been conducting a series of studies to

evaluate the hydrologic resources of Forest Service lands to be impacted

by the Stage II development of the Cheyenne Water System. This report

will primarily review the findings of McLaughlin (1977), who was

responsible for the Forest Service statement on water yields in the

Stage II diversion areas in the Little Snake River Basin.

The methods used by McLaughlin to determine yields in the Stage II

areas are 'quite different from those used by Banner Associates, Inc.

This results from the fact that each group will have different uses for

the information it develops: while Banner needed flow and yield figures

it could use in operation studies, the Forest Service evaluated the

water supply as a resource and the possible impacts of development on

this resource.

As an example of differences in approach, McLaughlin undertakes a

"climatic analysis" rather than attempting to extend stream gaging
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station records. He ~S€G the same key gaging station on the North

Fork of the Little Snake River (#2518) as was used by Banner. Since

this station has only nine years of record (1956-1965), McLaughlin

analyzes this time period in comparison with stations having longer

records to determine if this was a "wet" or "dry" period. He concludes

that, for the period when gaging station #2518 was in operation, "the

gage records in Huston Park represent an average to slightly below

average precipitation and runoff cycle." One could thus conclude that

the yield figure from gaging station #2518 for its period of operation

will be equal to or less than a long-term average. The difficulty here

is that this statement is qualitative and does not lend itself to

determining a yield with a statistical reliability. The extension of

streamflow records is a more statistically reliable method for develop

ing a quantitative statement on the yield from a given area.

All measurements that man makes of physical quantities are imprecise,

with the error being the difference between the measured value and the

"true" value. Statistical techniques are available which allow the

estimation of error and the calculation of a range in which the true

value may lie. McLaughlin uses these techniques in his calibration

analysis of gaging stations to determine the possible range of the mean

yield in the Stage II diversion area. For gaging station #2518,

McLaughlin's figures show a mean annual yield of 2.29 acre-feet per

acre with a 90 percent confidence interval ranging from 1.62 to 9.45

acre-feet per acre. This means that there are nine chances out of ten

that the "true" value of the mean lies somewhere between 1.62 and 9.45

acre-feet per acre with the best estimate of the true value being 2.29

acr~-feet per acre. At the North Fork Little Snake River gaging station
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near Slater, Colorado (#2519), McLaughlin's figures are 1.72 acre~feet

per acre for the mean with a 90 percent confidence interval ranging from

1.4 to 2.06 acre-feet per acre. Based on these figures McLaughlin

states, "1.6 acre-feet per acre is reasonable for water yield for the

Huston Park area."

The yield figure of 1.6 acre-feet per acre is probably the most

conservative figure possible, with the best estimate being 2.29 acre

feet per acre or greater. There are three reasons for this conclusion.

First, because yield increases with elevation in homogeneous climatic

areas, the basin above gaging station #2518, with a median elevation of

9,400 feet, better approximates the diversion areas (approximate eleva

tion 9,500 feet) than the basin above gaging station #2519, with a median

elevation of 9,000 feet. Using the flow records of station #2518

should produce a better estimate of yield in the Huston Park area. The

mean, being the best estimate of the "true" value, for this station is

2.29 acre-feet per acre. - The value of 1.6 acre-feet per acre suggested

by McLaughlin does not fall within his 90 percent confidence interval

for this station. Statistically, there is only one chance in ten that

the true value would not lie within the 90 percent confidence interval.

Finally, the climatic analysis conducted by McLaughlin suggests that

the above values may be lower than the "true" values since the period

when station' #2518 operated was possibly drier than normal. It is

concluded here from McLaughlin's calibration analysis that there is no

reason to accept 1.6 acre-feet per acre in favor of 2.29 acre-feet per

acre.

A second method employed by McLaughlin to determine mean annual

runoff is the development of precipitation-runoff relationships. Such
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relationships art: usually mathematical oversimplifications of complex

physical processes, but sometimes they can yield useful information.

A difficulty arises in the interpretation of McLaughlin's (1977) work.

Although he states that in the Huston Park area 45 to 55 percent of the

precipitation is returned as runoff, a figure in Appendix III of the

same report suggests that at the 9,500 foot level, about 72 percent of

the precipitation would be returned as runoff. It is believed here

that due to this discrepancy and the fact that limited data were avail-

able to develop such a relationship, the yield figures developed from

these relationships are unacceptable.

A third hydrologic technique used by McLaughlin is a geomorphic

analysis of drainage basins developed by Lowham (1976). Lowham's work

includes the following relationship which was developed for predicting

runoff in the mountainous regions of Wyoming:

where:

Q = 0.0036 AO. 96 E2•57
a

Qa = annual average discharge in cubic feet per second

A basin area in square miles

E elevation in thousands of feet above MSL

(1)

This study was done in cooperation with the Wyoming Highway Department

which was interested in developing a methodology for predicting peak

flows on streams over which highway bridges were to be built. The

relationships developed have a high standard error, which means that they

might be able to predict that a peak flow would be about 10,000 cfs

rather than 100,000 cfs, but they would not be able to predict a differ-

encebetween 10,000 cfs and 12,000 cfs. Since the relationship presented
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above has an average standard error of 59 percent, it would be of no use

in predicting a difference between 1.6 and 2.4 acre-feet per acre.

A careful analysis of McLaughlin's work suggests that the figure

of 1.6 acre-feet per acre is probably not "a good estimate for the mean

annual yield in the Huston Park area. Rather, analysis of his own find

ings would suggest a yield of about 2.3 acre-feet per acre or greater.

A comparison of this figure with the findings reported herein will be

discussed later.

u.s. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION STUDIES

Studies by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation are limited to the Savery

Creek, Slater Fork (Creek), and lower Little Snake River area since that

agency was primarily concerned with developing the Savery-Pot Hook

Project. Methodologies used by the Bureau of Reclamation are similar

to those used by Banner Associates, Inc. in its studies. This is

expected since the Bureau of Reclamation, like Banner, used the generated

flows tor operation studies of the proposed reservoirs. Flow figures

developed by the Bureau of Reclamation are outside the primary area of

interest of this study.

WRRI HYDROLOGIC STUDY

INTRODUCTION

Because of a discrepancy between the findings of Banner Associates,

Inc. and the U.S. Forest Service regarding the annual yield in the Stage

II areas of the Cheyenne Water Project, the Water Resources Research

Institute at the University of Wyoming was requested to independently

examine the water yield potential from these areas. Presented here is

a summary of these findings. Methodologies used, why they were favored,
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and the results produced are given in Appendices A-I through A-5. Also

listed in these appendices are flow and yield figures for other areas

within the Little Snake River Basin but outside the Stage II diversion

area.

INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY

Some of the hydrologic techniques used by the others investigating

this region are used in this study, but many times subtle--and sometimes

less subtle--differences exist. This section provides a synopsis of

the methodology used in this report and how it compares to the other

investigations. A more elaborate discussion of the methodologies is

given in the appendices.

Streamflow records of all gaging stations of interest were extended

to the 1939-1978 base period (Appendices A-2 and A-3) with the exception

of those in the Douglas Creek Basin. Due to a lack of gaging stations

in that region, the base period used is 1941 to 1978. Regression

equations were developed between dependent stations with short records

and independent stations with longer records using annual flow figures.

The r~gression model used was linear and developed by the least-squares

method. This differs from the Banner and Bureau of Reclamation investi

gations, which used monthly correlations. Due to a greater variability

of monthly flows (for a given month) over annual flows, the results of

regressions conducted with annual flows will be more reliable than those

using monthly flows. The most statistically reliable figures within

this report will be mean annual flow and yield estimates.

Calculation of flow and yields from ungaged basins was made either

using a simple area-discharge relationship or using an area-elevation-
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discharge relationship. For the upper North Fork Little Snake River

Basin, the following area-elevation-discharge relationship was developed:

where:

Q = 1.98 x 10-13 AO•869 E4 •04
a

the mean annual flow in acre-feet

A drainage basin area in square miles

E median basin elevation in feet above MSL

(2)

This equation has a low standard error (0.6 percent, average), but

should not be used outside the region where it was developed or on basins

smaller than about 13 square miles with median elevations greater than

9,600 feet. Equation (2) is used to estimate mean annual flows on

Roaring Fork Creek and West Branch Creek.

The mean percent flow for each month was calculated 'from all avail-

able years of data and the result was multiplied by the mean annual flow

to produce the mean monthly flow (Appendix A-4). Since both the mean

annual flow and the mean .percentage of annual flow during a given month

are not error free (i.e., we can only give a confidence interval where

the true value may be found), the product of the error of these two

variables will be the error of the mean monthly flow estimate. There-

fore, the reliability of mean monthly flows will be less than for mean

annual flows. The method used by Banner, which calculates a mean monthly

flow by averaging monthly flows from all years, will have the same

limited reliability. As was stated earlier, monthly flows cannot be

predicted as reliably as annual flows.

To generate mean monthly and annual flows assuming virgin conditions

(conditions without man's development), the following procedure was

performed. Irrigation acreages from USGS Water Supply Papers for areas
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above and below gaging stations were checked. Consumptive use for each

irrigated acre above a gaging station was computed using the method

presented in Wyoming Water Planning Report No.5 (1970). For each acre

below a gaging station irrigated with water diverted from above that

gaging stati~n, it was assumed that four acre-feet per acre would be

diverted annually with diversions for May, June, July, August, and

September being 0.5, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, and 0.5 acre-feet per acre, respec

tively. The consumptive use and diversion values were then added to

gaging station flow values to obtain virgin flow figures. The annual

consumptive use figures are probably much more reliable than monthly

consumptive use figures.

Average daily flow figures are probably the least reliable and most

variable of any in this report. They are calculated by finding the mean

of the flows on a given date for all years of record. The values were

then adjusted to reflect expected flows during the forty-year base period.

Some difficulties arise since for stations with short years of record, an

unusual event in one year may cause a significant departure from the

"true" average values. Also, there is an apparent shift in the ratio of

monthly flow for June and July between "wet" and "dry" periods. Thus,

short records for daily flows from a non-normal climatic period may

produce estimates significantly different from the actual values.

INVESTIGATION RESULTS

Little Snake Diversion Areas

Stage I - A Review

The Stage I operation has now been diverting water from the western

slope for about fifteen years. During this period the average annual
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diversion has been about 7,400 acre-feet per year or an average annual

yield of 1.96 acre-feet per acre. These values are the measured flows

which have been transported to the east side and do not represent the

actual yields of the diversion areas. This study indicates that during

that time period actual average flow past the diversion points without

the Stage I diversion operating would have been in excess of 9,700 acre

feet, giving an annual yield of about 2.57 acre-feet per acre. The

system during these years allowed an average of 2,300 acre-feet per

year to be bypassed. System collection efficiency during this period was

about 76 percent, but if the low flow year of 1977 is excluded (which was

a fifty~year low flow), system efficiency would be· about 80 percent.

The explanation as to why the diverted flows are not the total

~lows at the diversion points are several. First, no significant

correlations between the diversion flows and flows of streams in the

Little Snake River Basin can be made, but correlations of flows among

various gaging stations in the region (#'s 2518, 2519; 2534, 2535, and

2530) are extremely high. Secondly, if the yield of 1.96 acre-feet is

accepted as the true yield of the collection areas, then although those

areas comprise 46 percent of the area of the drainage basin above gaging

station 112518, they would be contributing only 35 percent of the flow

passing #2518. This is improbable since its high .elevation suggests

that the collection area would contribute more than 46 percent of the

flow at station #2518. Thirdly, there has been some recent question as

to why the lodgepole pine forest has not invaded the channel of the

North Fork of the Little Snake River. This would be expected if the

diversion system were collecting all the water flowing down the channel.

The fact that the forest has not encroached upon the channel lends
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credence to the fact that the diversion system is not collecting all

possible flow.

The collection system of Stage I probably cannot collect all water

passing for several reasons. The most limiting factor is the 85 cfs

transport capacity from the diversion structures to the divide tunnel.

In an "average" year, flow past the diversions is greater than 85 cfs

for about a week. Also, trashing of the diversion structures limits

intake, thus reducing diversion capacity. Water is also probably lost

to other causes, such as to groundwater flow, but these should have

minimal influence.

Stage II

Average annual flow and yield figures for the Stage II diversion

area were calculated using an area-discharge relationship based on the

extended record of gaging station 1/2518. It is assumed that flow (or

yield) from the Stage II area is directly proportional to area in

comparison to the flow (or yield) and area of the drainage basin above

the 1/2518 gaging station. The area-elevation relationship presented

earlier (Eq. 2) is not reliable in predicting flow from the Stage II

areas due to extrapolation problems (see Appendix A-3). A relationship

assuming equal flow from equal areas is probably valid when used for

the entire Stage II diversion area. Admittedly, lower areas to be

diverted, such as on Rose Creek or Solomon Creek, will have lower yields

than that of the #2518 gaging station, but the upper areas to be

diverted on the Roaring Fork, West Branch, and North Fork should have

higher yields. Therefore, the application of the #2518 gaging station

yield figures to the Stage II diversion area seems acceptable.
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The estimate given here for the mean annual yield of the drainage

basin above gaging station #2518 is 2.42 acre-feet per acre based upon

annual flow records for that station extended to the forty-year base

period. The 95 percent confidence interval on the mean is 2.28-2.57;

in other words, there is only one chance in twenty that the range

2.28 to 2.57 does not contain the "true" mean of the drainage basin

above #2518, if all assumptions made are valid. The most recent yield

figure of Banner Associates, Inc. (1979) for this station is 2.44

acre-feet per acre. The u.s. Forest Service's (McLaughlin, 1977) mean

yield estimate for this station is 2.29 acre-feet per acre based on

records from a period which may "represent an average to slightly below

average precipitation and runoff cycle." All things considered, it is

the opinion of the investigators here that the best estimate for mean

annual yield of the Stage II area is 2.42 acre-feet per year.

Annual flow variability of the Stage II producing areas is not

extreme; the coefficient of variation of annual flows is only 0.191.

Table 11-1 lists the low flows expected for several return periods based

upon a Stage II area of 10,800 acres. A return period describes the

expected frequency of an event. In this case it refers to how often a

flow will be as low as the one described. For example, a ten-year

low-flow is the lowest flow expected during any ten-year period.

Although the Stage II area will produce an average annual yield of

2.42 acre-feet per acre, design plans are being made to collect only

1.86 acre-feet per acre, a collection efficiency of about 76 percent.

As can be seen from Table II-I, there should be fe.w years when the system

is water-short. Thus, the mean annual flow bypass will be about 24
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TABLE II-1

STAGE II LOW-FLOW YIELDS FOR VARIOUS RETURN PERIODS

Yield

Return Period Acre-Feet Acre-Feet per Acre

2 year low flow (mean) 26,164 2.42

3 year low flow 24,029 2.22

10 year low flow 19, 779 1.83

Yield in 50% of all years
is between 22, 797-29,531 2.11-2.73

percent. Of course, for above-average years this figure will be higher,

and for below-average years it will be lower.

MOst of the water bypassed will come during the peak flow season

of May and June. Table 11-2 lists the mean percent of the annual flow

expected during a particular month and mean monthly flows. The date

of mean maximum flow based on average daily flow figures is June 7 for

the Stage I - Stage II area. Peak flow days for the area can occur

from the last week in May through the second week of June depending on

the warming trends of a-given year. Instantaneous peak flows from the

Stage II area could be in excess of 650 cfs. Increasing the system's

capacity to capture such water faces the tradeoff of building a larger

system which would operate below capacity most of the time. Such a

decision is of an economic nature and not dealt with here.

Fish flow requirements, flushing flow requirements, and prior down-

stream water rights will affect the available yield from the Stage II
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TABLE 11-2

MEAN MONTHLY FLOWS AND PERCENTAGE OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW
DURING A GIVEN MONTH FROM THE STAGE II DIVERSION AREAS

Mean Flow
Month (acre-feet) Percent of Annual

October-March 1,858 7.1

April 994 3.8

May 8,529 32.6

June 11,591 44~3

July 2,302 8.8

August 497 1.9

September 392 1.5

Annual 26,164 100.0

area. Jespersen (1979) has made fish flow and flushing reconnnendations

which, in an average year, will require the passing of about 6,100

acre-feet per year. This would reduce divertable flow to about 20,100

acre-feet in an average year or a usable yield of 1.81 acre-feet per

acre. Fish flow reconnnendations below the Stage II diversion areas

would require a total of 11 cfs passage or natural flow, whichever was

less. Bas~d on average daily flow data (from #2518) this would require

system shutdown about the first week in August. In most years system

startup could not occur until mid-April if fish flows are to be met.

However, all figures given here are for a worst-case shutdown of the

entire system. Since fish flow requirements are set for individual
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diversion structures, DLly partial shutdown will be necessary at times.

Thus, less flow may be bypassed than suggested here.

Recommended flushing flow requirements (Jespersen, 1979) would

require a 219 cfs bypass for a 72-hour period, for a total of 1,300

acre-feet. Peak flows are extremely variable and in some years nature

itself could not meet this requirement, but in general this should pose

little problem. Since the system has a maximum diversion rate of 340

cfs due to the divide tunnel, a significant amount of the flow which the

system could not handle could be used to satisfy the flushing flow

requirement.

To satisfy the downstream water rights requirements, Stage II may

be required by the State Engineer to shut down when flow of the Little

Snake River at the Dixon gaging station (#2570) reaches 180 cfs. The

average daily streamflow value of 180 cfs is reached on July 11, but

during the past forty years, flow of 180 cfs has been reached as early

as June 16 and as late as July 27. The hydrograph for Dixon is dropping

rapidly at this time, both for natural reasons and due to diversion for

agriculture, with about a 25 to 30 cfs flow drop daily. On July 11,

when the average daily flow at Dixon reaches 180 cfs, the average daily

flow from the Stage II diversion area would be about 45 cfs or 26 percent

of the flow at Dixon. However, with Stage II in operation the 45 cfs

would be removed from the Dixon flow. The result will be that flow of

180 cfs at Dixon will be reached one or two days earlier than it

normally has. If Stage II is shut down when Dixon reaches 180 cfs, the

hydrograph should recover as in Figure 11-2. Effects of Stage II on the

average daily flow at Dixon are shown in Figure 11-2.
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Figure 11-2. The effect of Stage II on the average daily flow hydro
graph at Dixon.

Ultimately, if all legal requirements and fish and flushing flow

requirements are met, Stage II could be shut down from about the second

week of July to mid-April. This is a worst-case assumption, however,

based on flow production and bypass requirements of the entire Stage II

area. Sherard Creek, for example, with a fish bypass flow requirement

of 0.5 cfs, may shut down much later than, for example, Rabbit Creek,

where a bypass flow of 1.5 cfs would be required. In other words, the
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11 cfs bypass requirement used here is the worse case since each

individual diversion would be shut down only when necessary to meet

flow requirement~ on that stream. Table 11-3 lists the amounts of flow

that would be byp~ssed in an average year to satisfy fish, flushing and

legal flow requirements. Satisfaction of all requirements would limit

divertable flow to an average of 19,026 acre-feet per year.

The following conclusions can be drawn about the Stage II diversion

project.

(1) The average annual yield of the Stage II diversion basins is

2.42 acre-feet per acre, or for the 10,800 acres involved in

Stage II about 26,200 acre-feet per year. Assuming the Stage

II system efficiency can be maintained at 80 percent and that

TABLE 11-3

DIVERTABLE WATER FROM STAGE II AREAS
AFTER SATISFACTION OF OTHER FLOW REQUIREMENTS

Average annual flow

Fish flows shutdown
(August 1 - April 15)

Legal flow shutdown
(July 10 - August 1)

Fish flow bypass of 11 cfs
(April 15 - July 9)

Flushing flow bypass of 219 cfs
(3-day period)

Average annual divertable flow
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26,164 ac-ft

-3,002 ac-ft

-1,002 ac-ft

-1,811 ac-ft

-1,303 ac-ft

19,026 ac-ft



downstream flow requirements are minimal, an average annu.al

yield of 20,900 acre-feet is reasonable.

(2) The flow at Dixon will reach 180 cfs a day or two earlier with

Stage II in operation.

(3) In a worst-case scenario, legal, fish flow and flushing flow

requirements could limit average annual divertable yield to

19,000 acre-feet per year.

Stage III

Plans for a possible Stage III expansion of the Cheyenne Water

Project are rather tentative at this time. Present concepts include

diverting flow from basins to the north of the planned Stage II area

and transporting it to the Jack Creek drainage basin on the east side

of the Sierra Madre Mountains. About 25,000 acre-feet per year would

be diverted from the west slope to the North Platte River Basin. Plans

include diverting flow from 7,670 acres in the upper Battle Creek basin

and 8,180 acres in the upper Savery Creek basin.

The upper basin of Battle Creek appears more productive than the

Stage I and Stage II areas. Extended records for the gaging station on

Battle Creek near Encampment, Wyoming (#2534), give an average annual

yield of 2.66 acre-feet per acre. Since most of the proposed area for

collection lies above that station, an estimated yield of 2.66 acre-feet

per acre would be conservative. Collection from 7,670 acres would give

a mean annual yield of 20,400 acre-feet.

The northern end of the Sierra Madre Mountains seems to be much

less productive than the Stage I - Stage II areas, but lack of stream

gaging station records in this region limits the statistical validity
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of statements made regarding flow and yield. TIle yield from the upper

reaches of Big Sandstone Creek is about 1.73 acre-feet per acre and from

the East Fork of Savery Creek it is about 0.81 acre-feet per acre.

Again, reliability of these yield estimates is limited. In the northern

part of the Stage III collection area, yields of 1.73 acre-feet per

acre or better are probable since those areas are located higher in the

mountains than the gaging station (#2559) upon which that yield is based.

Given an area of 8,180 acres, an average annual yield of 14,100 acre

feet could be expected. The average annual yield of the entire Stage

III area would be about 34,500 acre-feet.

Lower Basin Reservoir Sites

Several sites on the lower Little Snake River and its tributaries

have been proposed for reservoirs from which the Cheyenne Water Project

could pump water to be diverted to the eastern slope. Three possible

sites are investigated here (Table 11-4). Site I is included in

Alternative Plan B to Stage II of the Cheyenne Water Project. Kemmerer

Coal Company has a filing for site III, and site II has been proposed

by citizens of the Little Snake River Valley. Mean annual flows at

the proposed sites and 3-year and 10-year low flows are presented in

Table 11-5.

Diversion of the necessary 20,100 acre-feet to meet the annual

needs of Stage II could be readily accomplished from a properly-sized

reservoir at any of the above-mentioned sites. Because all sites drain

large areas, the possibility of water-short years will be less than

with the planned Stage II diversion scheme. Economic and legal factors

are of more concern with these sites since, hydrologically, they could

easily supply the Stage II water demands.
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TABLE 1I~4

LOCATIONS OF RESERVOIR SITES
IN THE LOWER LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN

Site Name Location

I North Fork Sec. 14-15, T. 12 N. , R. 86 W.

II Middle Fork Sec. 17, T. 12 N. , R. 86 W.

III Three Forks Sec. 18, T. 12 N. , R. 86 W. (in Wyoming)
Sec. 13-14, T. 12 N., R. 87 W. (in Colorado)

TABLE 11-5

EXPECTED FLOWS AT PROPOSED RESERVOIR SITES
IN THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN

Site

I

II

III

Virgin Flow (acre-feet)

Mean Annual 3-Yr Low Flow 10-Yr Low Flow

52,840 47,750 37,862

70,788 60,932 41,786

166,224 145,306 104,673

Snowy Range Collection Areas

Whereas water from the Sierra Madre Mountains is needed to satisfy

water rights requirements in the North Platte River Basin, water is

diverted from the Snowy Range via pipeline for consumption in Cheyenne.

At present, Stage II plans call for increasing the storage capacity of

Rob Roy Reservoir, adding interceptor collectors along the Douglas
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Creek-Lake Owen div~rsioll pipeline, and emplacing a collector system in

the upper Lake Creek basin. Planned enlargement of Rob Roy Reservoir

would increase its storage capacity from the present 9,000 acre-feet

to over 35,000 acre-feet. The interceptor system would collect flow

from an additional 1,380 acres, while flow from 3,170 acres of the Lake

Creek watershed would be intercepted.

Only two gaging. stations of sufficient record have operated on

Douglas Creek. One near Keystone (#6204) operated from 1956 through

1965, while a station at Fox Park (#6210) was functioning from 1947

through 1971. Because these are the only two stream gaging stations

that have operated in the area, precipitation and snowcourse data have

also been used to supplement the water yield study of areas to be

collected. Due to a lack of streamflow data, statistical validity for

yield estimates (except at the gaging stations) is minimal.

Rob Roy Reservoir

Streamflow records at gaging stations #6204 and #6210 were extended

to the period of 1941 to 1978. From, these data the flow estimates at

Rob Roy Reservoir were made (Table 11-6). Mean annual yield above Rob

Roy Reservoir is 1.70 acre-feet per acre with a 95 percent confidence

interval of 1.58 to 1.82. The mean annual yield estimate of Banner is

1.75 acre-feet per acre, a value which is not statistically different

from 1.70 acre-feet per acre. Allowing a 1 cfs fish flow below the

diversion (Stage 1 Special Use Permit requirement), and assuming no

other losses such as to groundwater or evaporation, about 22,000 acre

feet per year would be available for diversion. This compares with a

diversion estimate of 20,250 acre-feet prepared by Banner, but this

estimate takes evaporation losses into consideration.
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TABLE 11-6

LOW-FLOW YIELDS AT ROB ROY RESERVOIR
FOR VARIOUS RETURN PERIODS

Flow Yield
Return Period (acre-feet) (acre-feet per acre)

2-year (mean) 22,680 1.70

3-year 20,453 1.54

10-year 16,128 1.21

50% of all flow years
are between 19,224-26,135 1.44-1.96

Interceptor Collection System and Lake Creek Collection System

Plans for collecting runoff from 1,380 acres of watershed along the

. Douglas Creek-Lake Owen pipeline and from 3,170 acres in the upper Lake

Creek basin are a part of Stage II of the Cheyenne Water Project.

Since no long-term gaging of these streams has been done, good statisti-

cally valid yield figures from these areas are impossible to produce.

In this study, precipitation and snowcourse data from the u.S. Soil

Conservation Service were used to provide additional information in

determining yields.

In the Banner Associates, Inc. studies, it is assumed that the

yield from both the interceptor collectors and the Lake Creek system

would be the same as above Rob Roy Reservoir. Their yield figure is

1.75 acre-feet per acre, but allowing for a 20 percent fish bypass,

about 1.4 acre-feet per acre would be collected. (At this time the

Forest Service has not set fish or flushing flow requirements for these

areas. Banner Associates, Inc. (1979) is assuming an 80 percent
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collection.) Assuming an 80 percent collection efficiency could be

maintained year-round, then an average annual collection of 6,350 acre-

feet per year would be possible from these systems.

Based on precipitation, snowcourse and streamflow data, it appears

that although the interceptor collection system is in an area of yield

similar to that of the area above Rob Roy Reservoir, the Lake Creek col-

lection system may net as little as one-third of the 1.70 acre-f~et per

acre yield estimate, there. In Table 11-7 are listed runoff data for the

two gaging stations on Douglas Creek. Also listed are data for an

independent drainage basin (Figure 11-3) representing the yield of the

lower Douglas Creek basin exclusive of the basin above station #6204.

This imaginary station (6210-6204) would be located aL #6210, but it

would record only the runoff derived from the basin below station #6204.

As can be seen in Table 11-7, although the lower basin (#6210-6204)

receives only a foot less precipitation annually than the upper basin

(#6204) does, in returning the precipitation as runoff to Douglas Creek,

it is much less efficient. Reasons for this lessened efficiency could

TABLE 11-7

PRECIPITATION, YIELD, AND RUNOFF EFFICIENCY
OF DRAINAGE BASINS ON DOUGLAS CREEK

Mean Annual Yield (1941-70)
Mean Annual Preci-
pitation (1941-70) Efficiency

Station Acre-feet Ac-ft per acre in ac-ft per acre (percent)

6204 23,678 1.67 2.98 56.0

6210 57,546 0.75 2.22 33.8

6210-6204 33,867 0.54 2.05 26.3
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include increased evapotranspiration due to a lower elevation and the

groundwater basins not being coincident with drainage basins. Also,

a very real possibility exists that the SCS isohyetal map used in

calculating basin precipitation has inaccuracies. A detailed study

of this region with the collection of field data will be necessary to

provide good estimates of yield.

The upper Lake Creek area receives about 25 inches of precipitation

annually (for the 1941-1970 period). This is close to the lower basin

average and therefore a runoff from this region of 0.54 acre-feet per

acre seems reasonable. Assuming a 56 percent efficiency as in the upper

basin, 1.17 acre-feet per acre could be expected in runoff. The "true"

yield of this area is probably somewhere between these two estimates

and nearer the lower figure. Again, these estimates depend upon a

number of assumptions and the accuracy of the data used. No statistical

validity (such as a 95 percent confidence interval on the mean) can be

assigned to these estimates.

Assuming the Lake Creek basin has a yield of 0.7 acre-feet per

acre, runoff of 2,200 acre-feet per year could be expected, but allowing

for a 20 percent bypass reduces the net runoff to 1,775 acre-feet per

year. The Banner estimate for yield from this area is 4,450 acre-feet

per year. This amounts to a difference of about 2,800 acre-feet per

year between these two estimates.
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III. WATER DEHAND ANAI,YSIS

A water demand analysis complements a water supply analysis in a

water resources development study. The latter analysis defines how

much water is available to meet water needs. The water demand analysis

yields an estimate of current and future needs. Together, the two

analyses can provide the information needed to design the water

collection, storage, and conveyance system. These two analyses, along

with an economic analysis, can also define when different components of

the water supply system should be constructed and brought into operation

in order to satisfy increasing water needs at the most reasonable cost.

Water use projections have been developed for Cheyenne to be used

in the design and staging of the Stage II project and other water supply

projects proposed to serve the Cheyenne area. Water demands have also

been projected for other communities in the North Platte River and

Little Snake River Basins. These communities may be able to develop

water in the Stage II area if the Stage II project is determined to be

capable of providing water in excess of the amount legally available to

Cheyenne or needed by Cheyenne to satisfy water demands.

The water demand analysis has been much more extensive for Cheyenne

than for the other communities, because Cheyenne is expected to be the

principal beneficiary of the Stage II water development project. If

other communities become seriously interested in Stage II water and if

excess water appears to be available, it is recommended that a more

detailed study of historical and future water demands be undertaken for

those communities.

This chapter includes a summary of the water demand analysis

methods and water use projections. Readers interested in a more
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detailed discussion of methodology, assureptions! and results are

referred to Appendix B on population and Appendix D on water demand

projections.

CHEYENNE WATER DE~~D PROJECTIONS

Four different methods have been used for estimating future water

use in Cheyenne:

1. Assumption that the historical mean per capita consumption

rate will remain approximately constant in the future. The

future water demand is then the historical per capita consump

tion rate times the projected population.

2. Investigation of water consumption by major wateL user types,

such as refineries, suburban residences, car washes, and many

others. Projections of water demand are then made from

estimates of future numbers of each user type and their unit

consumption.

3. Projections based on the influence of significantly important

variables, which may include population, climatic factors.

economic factors, and others.

4. Comparisons of consumption and consumption rates for Cheyenne

to those for other cities in Wyoming and the Rocky Mountain

area.

All four methods require a knowledge and understanding of histor

ical water use in Cheyenne. Therefore, the analysis of water use in

Cheyenne begins with a discussion of the city's historical water use.
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HISTORICAL WATER USE

Reasonably accurate records of water use in Cheyenne are available

from 1961 to the present. Annual water use is presented on Figure III-I.

Annual water use has fluctuated between 10,600 acre-feet and 14,100

acre-feet, with a mean consumption of 12,500 acre-feet per year. The

five-year centered moving average, which dampens out the effects of

annual variations and emphasizes long-term trends, illustrates that water

demand has remained near the mean of 12,500 acre-feet per year with no

statistically significant trend in water use either up or down over the

18 years of record.

As illustrated on Figure 111-2, industrial water use has also been

fairly constant. This observation is supported by the fact that no new

major industrial water user has begun operation in Cheyenne during the

period of record. Industrial water use over the period has averaged

3,100 acre-feet per year, which is approximately 25 percent of the total

use in the Cheyenne area. While there is some indication that years of

high water use tend to follow years of high water use and vice versa,

no statistically significant overall trend up or down was found over the

entire 18 years of record.

Non-industrial water use is shown on Figure 111-3. The non

industrial component includes all nonindustrial water uses such as in

home domestic use, lawn watering, park and golf course watering, car

washes, and other commercial uses. Similar to the industrial.component

and total water use, the non-industrial component has exhibited year-to

year variation but no statistically significant trend either up or down

during the period of record. The average water consumption for non

industrial uses over the last 18 years is 9,400 acre-feet per year,
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which is approximately 75 percent of the total use in the Cheyenne

area.

PROJECTION METHODS

Four methods for projecting Cheyenne's water demands were studied

in detail. These methods have been termed "projections by the mean,"

"projections by major variables," "projections by individual sources,"

and "projections by comparisons to other cities." The selection of one

method for projecting water demands has been based on the capability to

reproduce the annual water demands over the 1961-1978 period. A

discussion of the results from the application of each method is pre

sented below.

Projections by the Mean

The most frequent method used to project water demands is to multiply

the population forecasts by the historical mean per capita water demand.

The population forecasts for Cheyenne which have been used in the study

are presented on Figure 111-4. The high estimate, which is the highest

published projection made by any agency or individual, is from the

Cheyenne-Laramie County Regional Planning Office (1978). The lowesti

mate, which is the lowest published projection, is from an adaptation

of projections made by the u.S. Census Bureau (1979). The middle esti

mate is the average of the four published projections for Cheyenne.

The 1978 Cheyenne service area population is estimated at 58,400.

The three projections call for a high growth rate of 4.7% per year, a

middle growth rate of 3.0%, and a low growth rate of approximately zero.

Population growth in the service area may be caused by both an influx of

new people to Cheyenne and inclusion of populated areas currently outside

the service area.
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Per capita water demand is the other piece of information needed

to make the projection with this method. The average per capita demand

in Cheyenne over the last 18 years is 242 gallons per capita per day

(gpcd). One quarter of this demand is attributed to industrial water

use, and three-quarters to non~tndustrialwater ·use.

A significant downward trend has occurred in industrial per capita

demand over the period. Decreasing industrial per capita demand is

attributable to greater service area populations and no significant

increase in total industrial water use. The Cheyenne service area

population has grown approximately 35 percent over the l8-year period

through influx of new people and through incorporation of populated

areas into the service area. Despite the population increase, no new

major industrial water users have begun operation in Cheyenne. There

fore, per capita use of industrial water has decreased over the period.

If the trend continues over the next 20 years projecting indus

trial water demands by multiplying the historical mean industrial per

capita demand by the population forecasts will overestimate future

industrial water demands. The historical record suggests that population

can continue to grow with no increase in industrial water demand.

Therefore, based on the 18 years of reco~d, the historical mean total

industrial demand of 3,100 acre-feet per year appears to be a better

estimate of future industrial demand than the product of the historical

mean per capita demand and population.

In contrast to industrial demand, no significant trend up or down

has occurred in non-industrial per cap.ita demand over the l8-year period.

Because of the absence of any trend, projecting non-industrial water
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demand by multiplying forecasted population and the mean per capita

demand of 181 gpcd appears to be a reasonable approach.

Projections by Major Variables

Trends in water demands can often be attributed to changes in one

or more important variables. The methods described in the previous

section entitled "Projections by the Mean" assume that service area

population primarily affects future water demands in Cheyenne. A

doubling of population produces approximately a doubling of water

demand.

The literature identifies several other variables which have

influenced municipal demands, including:

--climatic variables, such as precipitation and temperature,
which may affect lawn irrigation use

--economic variables, such as the cost of water and rate structures,
which may affect residential use particularly

--other economic variables, such as per capita income and assessed
property valuation, which represent a standard of living and may
correlate with water use

--population variables, such as total population served and growth
rates, which may affect both total demand and per capita demand

--other variables such as voluntary water conservation.

The effects of these variables on Cheyenne's water demands were examined

statistically where data allowed and qualitatively where data did not

allow.

Few variables were found to influence industrial demand. The total

and per capita industrial demands did not appreciably change in 1975 and

1977, the years of a rate increase and a voluntary water conservation

program, respectively. Per capita income also did not correlate signi-

ficantly with industrial demand. However, increasing service area
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population has brought about a significant decrease in industrial per

capita water demands.

Several variables appear to be affecting non-industrial water

demands. On a qualitative level, large decreases in non-industrial

demand occurred in 1975 and 1977, and may have been attributable to the

rate increase and voluntary conservation program which occurred in 1975

and 1977, respectively. It is risky to develop a model including the

effects of the cost of water and a voluntary conservation program based

on one data point for each variable, one in 1975 and the other in 1977.

However, this tendency should be noted in projecting water demands.

Non-industrial water demands were significantly correlated with

population growth rates. A decreasing growth rate was associated with

increasing per capita water demands, while a growing population was

associated with decreasing per capita demands. (A possible explanation

for this pattern is advanced in Appendix n.) The relationship explained

about 40 percent of the annual variation in per capita demands.

Population growth is predicted for Cheyenne over the next 20 years

under any population scenario. If the relationship between population

growth and per capita demand continues, the following changes in non

industrial per capita demands would occur: an 8 percent annual decrease

in per capita demand for the high population projection; a 5 percent

annual decrease for the middle projection; and no change in per capita

demand for the low projection.

It is uncertain how population growth and non-industrial per capita

demands will be related in the future, if at all. In the past 18 years,

rapid population growth has tended to be associated with depressed
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non-industrial per capita demands. In the future, it seems unlikely that

population growth projected at 3-5 percent per year under the average and

high scenarios ~ill continue to produce or be associated with per capita

demand reductions of 5-8 percent per year. Thus, as with rate increases

and voluntary conservation programs, the tendency for rapid population

growth to be associated with temporarily depressed non-industrial per

capita demands in the past should be noted. However, it has not been

included in any model because the tendency can not be satisfactorally

quantified.

The effects of major variables on irrigation demand were also

examined. Few variables were found to influence irrigation demand. Two

of the three" largest declines in total and per capita irrigation occurred

in 1975 and 1977. A rate increas.e and a voluntary water conservation

-program during these two years may have been instrumental in those

declines. No other variables, including the climatic variables, were

significantly correlated with irrigation demand. Therefore, the large

variations in total and per capita irrigation demand from year to year

remain largely unexplained.

Projections by Individual Sources

If sufficient data are available, water demands by major users and

major user types can be investigated separately and models can be

developed to predict future water demands due to each user or user type.

Major users and user types in Cheyenne are expected to be the Husky Oil

Refinery, Warren Air Force Base, Union Pacific Railroad, and several

other industries; hotels, motels, laundries, hospitals, car washes, and

golf courses in the commercial and public sectors; and domestic in-house

use and lawn irrigation in the residential sector.
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Projection by individual sources is by far the most time con

suming method, but it can often give the most gratifying results.

Water demand forecasting by individual sources has been done for

Cheyenne in earlier studies (Smith and Quan, 1964; Thompson et al.

1976). In these studies, source data have been inputted into a com

puter model entitled the MAIN II System, which estimates water demands

through a combination of mathematical models, unit use coefficients,

and per capita coefficients.

Despite the greater effort and detail needed to project water

demands by the 11AIN II model, results from the modeling are less accurate

for Cheyenne than the results from the methods described in the section

entit~ed "Projections by the Mean." The average error in annual water

demand estimation by MAIN II is 10% over the 1961-1972 period. The

average error in annual water demand estimation by the other methods is

6% over the same period. Therefore, MAIN II appears to offer no

advantage in this study.

Projections by Comparisons to Other Cities

Current municipal water use is discussed in Appendix C for 23

cities in the North Platte River and Little Snake River Basins, including

Cheyenne. The current water demands in the 23 cities other than Cheyenne

average 211 gpcd, with a range from 54 gpcd to 563 gpcd. Eleven cities

have per capita demands which are higher than Cheyenne's 1978 rate of

192 gpcd, and eleven cities have lower per capita demands than Cheyenne's.

Casper, the only Wyoming city of comparable population, had a 1978 per

capita water demand of 170 gpcd. The comparisons indicate that Cheyenne's

water demand is in line with the other municipal water demands in the

North Platte River and Little Snake River Basins.
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In cases where a certain city's water use and population records

are not considered accurate, an average of the water demands of cities

in the same region can provide a rough measure of the water demand in

that .. particular city • This method is considered to be relatively

unreliable for this project, because Cheyenne has kept accurate water

demand records and because other cities in the same region have

experienced a very wide, and largely inexplicable, range of water

demands.

PROJECTIONS OF AVERAGE ANNUAL DEMAND

Two important pieces of information are contained in the water"

use records for Cheyenne." First, total industrial water use has not

significantly increased over the past 18 years; despite a 35% gain in

service area population. Second, the non-industrial per capita water

demand has not changed significantly over the same period. Continuation

of current trends would mean no increase in industrial water use over

current levels of ~lOO acre-feet per year and an increase in non

industrial water use at the rate of population growth.

A middle projection of water demand has been derived from a continu

ation of these trends and from population projections equal to the average

of all published population projections for Cheyenne. The middle pro

jection of water demand, shown on Figure 111-5, predicts total water

demands equal to 16,500 acre-feet in 1985, 18,700 acre-feet in 1990,

and 22,800 acre-feet in 2000.

There is no guarantee that trends in water use observed over the

previous 18 years will continue into the future. In particular, Cheyenne

officials believe that their city will attract new industry because of

the availability of water and other factors. The statistical analysis
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over the 1961-1978 period does not suggest a future increase in indus

trial demand. However~ the possibility of increasing water demand has

been incorporated into a high projection, which is shown on Figure 111-5.

Under this scenario, industrial demands increase at the rate of popula

tion growth. The high projection also incorporates the highest published

population forecasts for Cheyenne and non-industrial water demands

increasing at the rate of population growth.

The high projection produces a total water demand of 29,800 acre

feet in 2000. This value is 7000 acre-feet or 30% higher than the pre

diction with the middle projection. Sixty percent of the difference

between the two projections is a result of higher population forecasts.

used in the high projection; the remainder of the difference is attri

butable to increased industrial demands under the high scenario.

One significant trend was also found to depress non-industrial per

capita water demands. A significant relationship was found between

population growth rates and non-industrial per capita water demands;

higher growth rates tended to associated with decreasing non

industrial per capita water demands. A low projection of water demand

has been based on this significant relationship, along with the lowest

published population forecast, and a constant industrial water demand

equaL to 3100 acre-feet per year over the next 20 years. (At the lowest

published growth rate, the significant relationship between population

growth and per capita demand predicts that non-industrial per capita

demand will decrease by approximately 0.9.gpcd per year. At this rate,

non-industrial per capita demand in 2000 would be 163 gpcdas compared

to the current rate of 181 gpcd.)
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The low projection is shown on Figure 111-5. It predicts a 700

acre-foot per year increase in average annual demand over the next 20

years. The projected 13,200 acre-foot per year demand in -2000 is 9600

acre-feetor 40% less than the middle projection. Approximately 7%

of this difference is due to the decreasing non-industrial per capita

demand; the remainder is attributable to lower population projections.

Figure 111-6 illustrates how well the three methods developed in

-this section of the report can account for historical changes in water

demand. Water demands predicted by the three methods are compared to

historical water demands and the five-year moving average of historical

water demands in the figure.

The predictions fall in the general range of water demand over the

1961-1978 period. The average error in reproducing historical water

demands is 9% for the middle projection, 10% for the low projection, and

12% for the high projection. In other words, the method which produces

the middle projection is more accurate in reproducing historical water

demands. If past ,!rends continue, the "middle projection" method should

be most accurate in forecasting future water demands.

Figure 111-6 also illustrates two failings of the methods. The

first is that the methods are not sensitive to the wide fluctuations in

water demands from one year to the next. The second and more discon

certing failure is their inability to predict the general downward trend

over the last five years. All three methods predict increasing water

demands during this period, primarily because of rapidly increasing

service area populations. A rate increase in 1975 and a voluntary con

servation program in 1977 were probably instrumental in decreasing water

demands during the five-year period.
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Figure 111-5 showed three projections of average annual demand. It

is important to note that annual demands over the past 18 years have

deviated by as much as 15% from the mean of that period. Thus, even if

one of the projections correctly predicts future average annual water

demands, the water demand in any particular year may be considerably

above or below that average.

It is also important to note that the annual demand is not equally

distributed over the year. Irrigation of lawns, parks, and golf courses

increases the demand well over the average during the summer months.

The peak monthly demand over- the previous 18 years has averaged 1700

acre-feet, which is 13.6% of the average annual demand. Peak monthly

demand has varied between 11.3% and 15.6% for individual years.

Figure 111-5 also has illustrated the uncertainty about Cheyenne's

future water demands. Water demands in 2000 are predicted to range

anywhere from 13,200 acre-feet to 29,800 acre-feet. Because of the

uncertainty about future demands, the best water supply alternative

would have the following properties: 1) the capability to respond to

rapidly increasing water demands; 2) the capability to provide an

average yield of 29,800 acre-feet per year by 2000; and 3) a relatively

low cost to retain the two capabilities described above until the time

they might need to be exercised.

PREVIOUS PROJECTIONS

Banner and Associates and the Wyoming Water Planning Program have

made recent projections of Cheyenne's water demands (Banner, 1979;

Wyoming Water Planning Program, 1978). As illustrated on Figure 111-7,

the two projections exceed even the highest projection of water demands

made in this report.
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Banner's projections are' higher for two reasons. First of all,

Banner assumed a non~industrial per capita demand of 190 gpcd for the

current demand, whereas this report uses 181 gpcd, which is the histor

ical mean per capita demand over the 1961-1978 period. More importantly,

Banner assumed that the per capita demand would increase by 2 gpcd per

year, due to an increase in the standard of living,so that by the year

2000 non-industrial demand would average 214 gpcd. This'report assumes

no increase in per capita demand for the high projection; this assumption

is supported by the lack of any trend in non-industrial per capita

demand over the 1961-1978 period.

The Wyoming Water Planning Program's projections are higher because

its report was published before data were available on 1977 and 1978

water demands. Water use in those years has reduced the mean non

industrial per capita demand since 1961 from 188 gpcd to 181 gpcd. That

4% reduction in mean per capita demand accounts for the difference

between the Wyoming Water Planning's projections and the high prpjection

made in this report.

The middle and low projections made in this report are much lower

than either the high projection made in this report or the two previous

projections made by Banner and the Wyoming Water Planning Program. The

most important reason for the difference is the lower population fore

casts used in making the middle and low projections of water demand. A

second reason, accounting for approximately 2000 acre-feet of the

difference, is that the middle and low projections assume no increase

in industrial demand, 'based on the absence of any trend in industrial

demand over the 1961-1978 period. A final reason is that the middle and

low projections have assumed a constant or decreasing non-industrial per

capita demand.
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PROJECTIONS FOR OTHER TOWNS

Preliminary projections of water demand have been made for other

towns within the Little Snake River and Platte River Basins. These

projections are equal to the product of the forecasted population

and the current estimated per capita demand. Projections for Baggs

and Dixon in the Little Snake River Basin are illustrated on Figure

111-8, while projections for 20 towns in the North Platte River Basin

are illustrated on Figure 111-9.

As for Cheyenne, three projections of water demand have been made

for each town. Each projection is based on a different population

forecast. The high projection in each case uses the highest published

population forecast for a particular town, while the low projection

uses the lowest published population forecast. The middle projection

is based on the average of all population forecasts for a particular

town.

Per capita demands for each town are included in Appendix C. They

vary from 54 gpcd at Lingle to 563 gpcd at Guernsey. The average for

all towns covered in the survey is 210 gpcd.

At least one of the projections shows increasing water demands for

every town surveyed. According to the middle projections, no town will

need as much additional water as Cheyenne is projected to need over the

next 20 years. However, again according to the middle projections, water

demands in Baggs and Dixon in the Little Snake River Basin and in

Encampment, Hanna-Elmo, and Midwest-Edgerton in the North Platte River

Basin are predicted to grow at a faster rate than Cheyenne's.

If Stage II water becomes a real possibility for some communities

in either river basin, their historical water demands should be
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investigated in much gr.eater detail to determine trends, major variables,

major water users, and other important factors influencing water demands.

The projections for the two towns in the Little Snake River Basin and

for the 20 towns in the North Platte River Basin have been included in

this report only to add perspective to the water demand analysis for

Cheyenne. Although Cheyenne's projected water needs may be t·he greatest

over the next 20 years, other communities will also have to develop

new water supplies to meet growing water demands. The.Stage II project

may be a source for some of these new water supplies.
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IV. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The rights the City of Cheyenne owns to water in the Little Snake

River drainage system, west slope of the Sierra Madre Mountains,

provides the city with several options for the development of needed

future water supplies. The options that can be considered realistically

have been determined by engineering and hydrologic studies. The City

of Cheyenne engaged Banner Associates, Inc. to conduct engineering and

hydrologic studies and to design a water supply facility based on those

studies. The design that was proposed by Banner Associates, Inc. is,

essentially, an expansion of the current system the city operates to

obtain water from locations in the Medicine Bow National Forest. The

current system, known as Stage I, was designed to bring water from the

Little Snake drainage into the Platte River drainage to replace water

Cheyenne takes out of Douglas Creek in the Snowy Range Mountains. The

reason Cheyenne has to replace the water taken from Douglas Creek with

Little Snake River water is that the amount of water Wyoming is entitled

to under the North Platte River Decree had already been appropriated

before Cheyenne developed the Stage I system.

The only way Cheyenne could use water from the Platte River was

to purchase existing water rights or by replacing the water the City

was diverting from the Platte drainage. The latter option was obviously

selected in the case of Stage I. Another option would have been that

of bringing the water from the westside of the Sierra Madre Mountains

directly to Cheyenne by pipe. The expense of this option has made it

economically infeasible as it would necessitate crossing two mountain
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ranges. Even though the Little Snake water could be collected at high

elevations on the west side of the Sierra Madres and diverted by gravity

flow to the east side through a tunnel, as the present system does,

the expense of pumping the water up the west side of the Snowy Range

MOuntains is prohibitive. The present system brings the west slope water

from the Sierra Madres to the east slope and into the Platte drainage

by gravity flow. Water that would normally flow down Douglas Creek

and into the Platte River is diverted into a pipeline at Rob Roy Reservoir

on the upper reaches of Douglas Creek. From the Rob Roy inlet, the

pipeline goes downhill to a point where it is brought over the Douglas

Creek divide into Lake Owen or into the Laramie River drainage area.

Lake Owen is at an elevation that is higher than the Laramie Mountain

Range between Laramie and Cheyenne., As such, water from Lake Owen will

flow by pipeline up and over the Laramie MOuntain Range without having

to be pumped. Thus, the complete system operates by gravity flow.

As mentioned, the system that has been proposed by Banner Associates,

Inc. is an expansion of the present system and is commonly referred to

as Stage II. Like the present system, it is a complete gravity flow

system that would replace water diverted from Douglas Creek to Cheyenne

with water from the west slope of the Sierra Madre Mountains. Cheyenne

requested financial assistance from the Wyoming Legislature under

provisions of the Wyoming Water Development Act. The Legislature

responded to the City of Cheyenne's request by directing the Wyoming

Water Development Commissi~n to conduct a feasibility study of the

proposed Stage II system including an analysis of other alternative

systems that might be considered to provide Cheyenne with a firm and

reasonably priced water supply. In addition to Stage II, four other
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alternatives were identified. A brief narrative description of these

alternatives follows with a more detailed description appearing in

Appendix E.

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVE I

This is Stage II, as proposed and developed by the City of Cheyenne

and Banner Associates, Inc. This system would bring20,lOO acre-feet

of water from tributaries of the Little Snake River through the conti

nental divide and into an enlarged Hog Park Reservoir. From here the

water is released into the Encampment River and flows into the North

Platte River to replace water that is diverted from Douglas Creek. An

equivalent amount of water will be collected from Douglas Creek and its

tributaries. This is accomplished by enlarging Rob Roy Reservoir,

building a collection system for Lake Creek and other small creeks, and

delivering the water to a gravity feed pipeline beginning at Lake

Owen, crossing the Laramie Basin, and emptying into Crystal Reservoir.

ALTERNATIVE I I

This alternative is very similar to Alternative I. All of the

facilities drawing water from Douglas Creek are identical. The collection

system on the Little Snake River is reduced to cover only the area that

lies outside the original Huston Park Roadless Area boundary. The

portion of this area that would be developed under Alternative I has

been designated a Further Planning Area by the u.S. Forest Service as

a part of RARE II. This reduced collection area has a usable yield of

about 7,400 acre-feet per year. In order to provide the additional
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12,700 acre-feet per year of replacement water to the North Platte

drainage, 19,200 acres of land would be purchased, and the water rights

. d 1ret1re • See Appendix G for stream tabulation.

ALTERNATIVE III

This alternative would develop groundwater in both Laramie and

Albany counties for the use of Cheyenne. These well fields are supple-

mented by the Reduced Stage II collection system and the purchase of a

small amount of agricultural water rights on the North Platte to bring

the total yield to 20,100 acre-feet per year. 5,000 acre-feet per year

would be contributed by a well field northwest of Cheyenne. 7,000 acre-

feet per year is drawn from the Casper formation in Albany County with

a line of nine wells from the McGuire well near Bosler to a pumping

station south of Laramie. Included in the cost of this alternative

are purchase of rights-of-way, and provision of replacement water to

the City of Laramie and other affected users in both counties. See

Appendix E for more details. These costs are less well known.

ALTERNATIVE IV(A)

This alternative involves construction of all facilities drawing

on Douglas Creek. All of the replacement water is obtained through the

purchase of upper North Platte River water rights. Approximately

130,500 acres of land would be purchased.

lAbout 60 percent of these water rights are actually irrigated (l~right
Water Engineers Estimate, see Appendix E, p. B-19). Under Alternative
II actual lost irrigated acreage would be 11,550 acres, while
Alternative IV would take 18,270 acres of out irrigated agricultural
production.
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ALTERNATIVE IV(B)

This alternative is identical to Alternative I except that some

senior water rightsOD the Little Snake River would be purchased to avoid

the legal flow shutdown described in Section 11.2 This action would

yield little additional water, barring pumping, and would involve an

upstream transfer of the water right that might not receive Forest

Service approval. For these reasons this alternative is not discussed

further. 3

ALTERNATIVE V

This alternative would construct a low elevation reservoir on the

Little Snake River to collect 20,100 acre-feet per year of water to be

pumped up to the tunnel under the continental divide, and then down to

HQg Park Reservoir and the Encampment River. There are two proposed

reservoir sites, and thus two 'different plans. V(A) is the North Fork

Little Snake River Dam and Reservoir. This dam is the more expensive of

the two; however, less pumping is required from this site to reach the

continental divide. The second site, Alternative V(B), is on the Middle

Fork of the Little Snake River.

2See Table 11-2.

3For details see Appendix E, Table 1, plan 4B.
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PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY

Examination of the relative economic efficiency of these alternative

water supply systems is intended to aid policy· makers in the selection

of the best system. Benefit-cost analysis has traditionally been the

analytic technique used to assess the economic feasibility of proposed

water development projects. The framework for this analysis will be in

the mold of benefit-cost analysis although it will not yield the

traditional benefit-cost ratio. Two separate but related reasons exist

for the deviation from standard benefit-cost analysis. First, the

benefits generated through the provision of municipal water supplies

are difficult to define and quantify in a manner that is amenable to

expression as a mathematical formula. Second, benefit-cost analysis was

developed as a procedure for evaluating and ranking alternative public

investment projects. The supply of needed municipal water is generally

treated as a required government service rather than as a public invest

ment opportunity. It is generally assumed that municipa~ water require

ments will be provided as long as the water users are willing to pay

the related costs. Even though the benefits of the different users

cannot be quantitatively expressed, it follows that the benefits the

various users associate with the water must exceed the cost they payor

they would not continue to use the water. Under these circumstances,

the analytical focus turns from that of identifying the project or

alternative with the best ratio of benefits to costs to that of

identifying the project or alternative that will supply the needed water

at the lowest cost. That is, if the benefits from supplying a given

amount of water are going to be the same regardless of the alternative
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used to supply that water, then the economic efficiency test consists of

finding the low cost alternative. The objective' of this section is to

identify the least cost alternative for the provision of municipal water

supplies for the City of Cheyenne. The first decision to be made is the

basis on which costs should be compared.

Different alternatives naturally have different construction and

operating costs. Some alternatives have relatively low initial costs,

but high cost in later years (III), while others are expensive to build

(I), but cheap to operate. Still others may be relatively inexpensive

to both build and operate, but impose costs on third parties (II and IV).

The State may be willing to finance part of the construction costs

directly or by providing construction funds at a very low interest rate.

If so it would be to Cheyenne's benefit to select an alternative that

had high construction costs (of which the state would pay part or all)

but low operating cos~s. At the other extreme, an alternative with

high initial capital co~ts that would have to be financed at high interest

rates would cause the alternatives with high operating costs but

relatively low initial construction costs to become more attractive.

There is the possibility that Cheyenne could negotiate with the owners

of water rights in the North Platte River for the sale of their rights

to the City at a price that was mutually beneficial to both. The state

and the local area may oppose the sale of water rights as it would

likely result in a transfer of irrigation water out 0'£ agriculture and

cause the retirement of productive irrigated land. In short, the final

choice of an alternative will depend on economic and political tests of

feasibility as well as engineering and design tests. \Vhen the State

became involved in the project, the evaluation focus shifts from a concern
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for the least-cost water supply alternative for Cheyenne to a concern

for the least cost alternative for Cheyenne and the State. There is no

reason to expect that the least-cost alternative for Cheyenne will also

be the least-cost alternative for the State.

The cost estimates that will be considered in the economic analysis

were provided by Wright Engineers. They were asked to evaluate the

cost estimates Banner Associates, Inc. had given Cheyenne for the Stage II

design and to develop cost estimates for the ·other alternatives that

were considered. The Wright Engineers report appears as Appendix B.

The Wright study presents all cost estimates in terms of current

costs. Unless it was contemplated that each alternative would be

completed at the time construction was initiated, using the current

cost estimates would not be appropriate. There are features of each

alternative that could be delayed until Cheyenne would actually need

the water supply capacity which that phase or feature added to the system.

If those features of the different alternatives were to be delayed or

staged such that the cost of the various stages would not be incurred

until the capacity was needed, the cost summaries presented in the Wright

report would have to be modified. The cost of those features that could

be delayed would have to be adjusted to account for expected inflation.

In addition to inflation, the Wright cost summaries need to be adjusted

to account for staging and it would be helpful to include operations

and maintenance (0 & M) costs with construction costs before final costs

are calculated. The effect of staging and the inclusion of 0 & M costs

can be handled by discounting all costs to a common base. In this case,

all costs were discounted to what in economics is termed "present value."

Discounting is commonly used in the bond market and in banking and
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other financial institutions. For example, the current sales price

fora bond that will ;p.ay the owner $100.00 in five years will depend on

the discount rate. If an individual was to purchase a: bond that would

pay the owner $100 at the end of a five-year period, the price he or

she would be willing to pay for the bond would have to be low enough

to yield the same net gain as could be earned by depositing the money

in a savings account. If the individual could put money in savings at

8 percent interest, he would expect to earn at least that much on the

purchase of a bond. That is, the individual would discount the price

of the bond by 8 percent. A $100 bond that is payable in 5 years

would have a discounted or present value of $69.06. At that price the

individual would be indifferent about whether he put money in savings

at 8 percent or purchased the $100 bond for $69.06 as he would be

earning the same rate of interest. The present value will always be

lower than the face value of a promised future value as long as discount

rates (interest rates) ar~ positive.

The same principle applies when comparing the cost of two or more

projects that would accomplish the same purpose. If some of the costs

for one project could be delayed, those costs would be discounted to

their present value b~fore being included in the total cost calculation. 4

The effect discounting has on the cost comparisons depends on the

discount rate and the length of time the costs can be delayed. The

higher the discount rate, the lower the present value will be. The

longer the delay period, the lower the present value figure will be.

4The delayed costs would also have to be adjusted for inflation.
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For example, a cost item of $100 delayed one year with a discount rate

of 5 percent will have a present value of $95.24. The present value

of the same $100 item of $100 delayed one year with a discount rate of

10 percent would be $62.09. If the discount rate was lower than the

inflation rate, the effect of inflation will increase the value of the

cost item over the period of delay more than the discounting procedure

will reduce it. A $100 cost item expected to increase at an annual

inflation rate of 10 percent would cost $161 in five years. If the

discount rate was 8 percent, the present value of the $161 cost item

would be $109.61, higher by $9.61 than the present cost estimate.

Under these circumstances, it would pay, obviously, to purchase the

item now rather than puttint it off.

As indicated above, the choice of a discount rate will have an

influence on the present value of the various water supply alternatives

being considered in this report. Those alternatives with high, initial

capital or construction costs will receive relatively favorable treat-

ment in the discounting procedure with a low discount rate. With a

high discount rate, those alternatives with relatively low initial

construction costs will be favored. What should the discount rate be?

There is no single answer.

For federal water development projects, Congress has instructed

the federal agencies to use the interest rate the Treasury Department is

5
paying for long-term bonds. There are economists who would argue for

5See Principles and Standards for Planning Water and Related Land
Resources, Water Resources Council, Federal Register, Vol. 38, No.
174, September 10, 1973. Washington, D. C.
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a higher discount rate on the basis that the federal government has other

programs it could invest in that would yield a higher rate of return than

the interest rate paid on long-term bonds. The essence of this argument

is that if the government has the opportunity to invest or expand other

programs where the measured or perceived benefits represent, for example,

a 10 percent return on investment, then the discount rate for water

projects ought to be equal to the highest rate of return that could be

realized on other investment opportunities. This argument, in effect,

is the "opportunity cost" notion so familiar to economics.

The opportunity cost argument applies to state financed projects

as well as federally financed projects. The Wyoming Legislature has not

established a discount rate or a specific procedure for determining a

discount rate. The Legislature, under the authority of the Water

Development Act, loaned money to the City of Gillette this past year to

finance a water development project. 6 The Legislature set the interest

rate on that loan at 4 percent per year.

An interest rate of 4 or 5 percent is lower than the rate that would

have to be paid if the state were to raise the money by selling long-term

bonds. It is lower, also, than the rate of interest that could be earned

if the State were to invest the money that would otherwise be used to

finance the Cheyenne project. Because the State is in a better ~inancial

position than Cheyenne, or any other municipality in the state, it is

likely that the City would have to pay a higher interest rate in the

open bond market than the State would.

6This loan is administered by the Farm Loan Board.
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From Cheyenne's point of view, use of a discount rate equal to the

effective interest rate the City will have to pay on the money they borrow

makes sense. If the Legislature finances the project at an interest

rate of 4 or 5 percent, it would be financially advantageous for the City

to select the low cost present value alternative with a discount rate of

4 or 5 percent. A discount rate below the rate of inflation will favor

the complete and immediate construction (i.e., no staging) of the low

cost alternative (alternative I) based on the initial cost estimates

shown in the Wright Engineers study. It should be emphasized that the

reason Alternative I surfaces as the low cost alternative is that the

State is subsidizing the project with a low interest rate loan. It

means, in effect, that the balance of the State's citizens are helping

Cheyenne residents pay for an expanded water supply.

The Wyoming Water Development Act stipulates that economic effi

ciency is to be one of the criteria used in evaluating proposed water

development projects. To comply with this instruction, a non-subsidized

discount rate would have to be used. There is still a choice to be made

however. The economically efficient discount rate insofar as the City

is concerned would be the best interest rate that could be negotiated

on the open bond market without the State backing up or underwriting

the City's repayment capacity. The economically efficient discount

rate for the State would be either the rate of interest the State would

have to pay in the long-term bond market or the rate of return that

could be earned by putting the money in other programs or by investing

it. Without specific direction as to what discount rate to use, present

value calculations were made using 10 percent and 12 percent discount

rates.
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WATER REQUIREMENTS

According to the projected water requirements appearing in Chapter

7
III, the addition of 20,100 acre-feet to Cheyenne's present water

supply would meet the City's need, under the high projection, to the

year 2004. Under the medium or most likely projection, the additional

water would satisfy the City's needs to the year 2025. With the low

projection, the present system with perhaps another one or two wells

appears to be sufficient to carry Cheyenne through the period of analysis.

If it were assumed that the low projection series was the "most likely,"

it seems apparent 'that all of the alternatives represent more capacity

than the City would realistically consider. Therefore, the low projection

has been omitted from any further analysis. The medium and high water

requirement projections affect the staging considered differently and,

thus, the present value calculations·will vary between the two projections.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Evaluation of the five alternatives proceeded under the assumption

that the water supply associated with the different alternatives were

equally reliable. The validity of this assumption needs further study.

Alternative III is based on the assumed availability of approximately

5,000 acre-feet of groundwater to the north of Cheyenne and approximately

7,000 acre-feet of groundwater from the Casper formation north of Laramie.

There is no agreement among the State officials and the engineers

associated with the proposed Cheyenne project regarding the reliability

of the two groundwater sources. If the groundwater is not as plentiful

7Each of the five alternatives was designed to deliver 20,100 acre-feet
to Cheyenne.
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as has been assumed, the design and staging adapted to this alternative

will probably have to be reconsidered and perhaps the alternative would

have to be abandoned. Even if the groundwater is technically available

but at greater depths than has been assumed, the extent of damage to

other wells in the area would have to be evaluated and new estimates of

compensation for well damage would have to be included in the cost of

this alternative. On the other hand, if the groundwater supply is

generally more plentiful than has been assumed, the cost advantage of

this alternative would be even greater than has been shown under some of

the discount options.

If the reliability of the groundwater supplies in Alternative III

was determined to be sound" the State may wish to pursue an alternative

that was not formally considered in this report. It would involve the

construction of both Alternatives I and III. Cheyenne would use the

water from the two groundwater sources with the balance of the City's

needs coming from the Little Snake drainage as has been proposed in

Alternative III. Instead of a modified Stage II development (Alternative

III), the complete Stage II plans would be constructed. This new

combined alternative would produce approximately 32,500 acre-feet of

water. After Cheyenne's requirements were met, the balance could be

made available to downstream communities as a permanent water supply.

The feasibility of the combined alternative would depend on the costs

downstream communities will experience in developing expanded water

supplies to meet their future needs.

Alternatives II and IV entail the purchase of existing water rights

to Platte River water. The water associated with these rights would be

left in the channel to replace water taken from Douglas Creek in the
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Snowy Range Mountains. In other words, existing water rights would be

purchased in lieu of constructing all or part of the proposed Stage II

system on the Sierra Madres. The Medicine Bow system would be constructed

as planned. By law and by economic necessity, the existing water rights

to be purchased under these two alternatives would come from agriculture.

That is, the acquisition of existing water rights would likely come at

the expense of irrigated agriculture in the Saratoga Valley. Under

Alternative II, purchase of the proposed water rights would retire an

estimated 11,550 acres of irrigated cropland. Under Alternative IV,

purchase of the water rights would result in the withdrawal of an

estimated 18,270 acres. The political feasibility of either of these

alternatives would seem to be highly questionable. 1be estimated acreage

that would be retired under Alternative IV amounts to roughly 11 percent

of the 168,000 acres that can be irrigated with North Platte River water

in Wyoming under provisions of the North Platte River Decree.

Two other study needs warrant mentioning. One is the need to test

the adequacy of the various.alternatives under the area's hydrologic

history. There is need of assurance that any of the alternatives that

might receive serious consideration will perform adequately under

drought or other stress conditions. A second need is that of examining

the repayment obligations Cheyenne would incur under the different

alternatives. Although the State may have the flexibility to tailor

repayment requirements to anticipated revenues, the relationship of

repayment schedules to revenue flows need to be considered for each

alternative, and especially so for those alternatives that would have

high initial costs and create considerable excess capacity at the

beginning.
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Table IV-l displays the components of the estimated current cost of

each alternative, as presented in the Wright Engineers report, Appendix E.

The present value calculations for the medium water requirements

projection with 10 and 12 percent discount rates are shown in Tables

IV-2, and IV-3 for the five alternatives. The same calculations are

shown in Tables IV-4 and IV-5 for the high water requirements projection.

Table rvo-6 attempts to display the costs of each alternative from the

point of view of a planner for. the City of Cheyenne. If the finance

rate obtained on the loan for the capital costs is less than or equal to

the expected rate of inflation for construction costs, then costs will

be minimized by proceeding to construct all facilities as soon as

possible, irrespective of the alternative selected. Thus Table IV-6

includes the 1979 estimated construction costs for each alternative.

The discounted present value of operating cost for each alternative should

be added to the construction cost to yield the present value of costs to

the city of Cheyenne. The agricultural losses are also added as a cost.

This cost wduld be born by residents of the Saratoga Valley, not by

Cheyenne, unless Cheyenne water users were required to pay compensation.

As Table IV-6 shows, Cheyenne should prefer Alternative I if all costs

are included, given a finance rate lower than the inflation rate. The

final present value figures for both series are summarized in Table

IV-7. An Economic Lifetime of 50 years was assumed for all these cal

culations. Detailed calculations are presented in Appendix F.
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TABLE IV-l

ESTIMATED 1979 COSTS FOR ALL ALTERNATIVES
(Immediate Construction)

Alternative I II III IV VA VB

Construction Cost $82,455,400 $80,882,000 $49,603,500$87,260,700 $99,570,400 $98,541,200

Annual Operation,
Maintenance, R~placement

and Full Pumping Power
Cost

Annual Economic Loss
Due to Lost Agricultural
Production

$100,000 $75,000

$605,200

$2,244,300

$33,500

$75,000 $3,595,100 $4,076,700

$957,900 ---



TABLE IV-2

DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE OF COSTS

Assuming 10% Discount Rate, 8% Inflation Rate, and the Medium Projection

Alternatives

Discounted Present Value
of Construction Costs

Discounted Present Value
of Operating Costs

I

$72,067,200

$3,068,900

II III IV VA VB

$64,461,100 $35,579,800 $61,248,300 $88,265,600 $87,291,500

$2,301,600 $38,057,200 $2,301,600 $65,280,800 $73,781,000

Discounted Present Value
of Economic Losses Due
to Lost Agricultural
Production

TOTAL $75,136,100

$10,112,800

$76,875,500

$879,300 $20,219,500

$74,516,300 $83,769,400 $153,546,400 $161,072,500



TABLE IV-3

DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE OF COSTS

Assuming 12% Discount Rate, 8% Inflation Rate and the Medium Projection

Alternatives

Discounted Present Value
of Construction Costs

Discounted Present Value
of Operating Costs

Discounted Present Value
of Economic Losses Due to
Lost Agricultural Production

TOTAL

I

$64,012,900

$2,028,000

$66,040,900

II

$52,325,300

$1,521,000

$4,735,000

$58,581,300

III IV VA VB

$26,418,900 $56,872,800 $79,358,900 $78,436,000

$21,158,000 $1,521,000 $38,620,900 $43,608,200

$545,400 $12,225,400 ---

$48,122,300 $70,619,200 $117,979,800 $122,044,200



TABLE IV-4

DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE OF COSTS

Assuming a 10% Discount Rate, .an 8% Inflation Rate and the High Projection

Alternative I II III IV VA VB

Discounted Present Value
of Construction Costs $76,104,500 $71,046,800 $40,932,100 $77,111,100 $92,302,800 $91,328,800

-....J
\0

Discounted Present Value
of Operating Costs $3,068,900 $2,301,600 $52,304,900 $2,301,600 $86,355,000 $97,793,100

Discounted Present Value of
Economic Losses due to
Lost Agricultural Production $13,496,300 $1,061,400 $25,405,200 ---

TOTAL $79,173,400 $86,844,700 $94,298,400 $104,817,900 $178,657,800 $189,121,900



TABLE IV-5

DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE OF COSTS

Assuming a 12% Discount Rate, an 8% Inflation Rate, and the High Projection

00
o

Alternative

Discounted Present Value
of Construction Costs

Discounted Present Value
of Operating Costs

Discounted Present Value
of Economic Losses Due
to Lost Agricultural
Production

TOTAL

I

$69,728,100

$2,028,000

$71,756,100

II

$62,235,300

$1,521,000

$8,133,000

$71,889,300

III IV VA VB

$34,505,30~ $68,021,900 $85,034,100 $84,111,300

$30,738,400 $1,521,000 $52,968,900 $59,956,400

$710,500 $16,078,700 ---

$65,944,200 $85,621,600 $138,003,000 $144,067,700



TABLE IV-6

DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE OF COSTS

Imnrediate Construction of All Facilities plus OM&R and Agricultural Loss Costs

ex>.....

Alternatives

Construction Cost

1Discounted Present Value
of Operating Costs

1Discounted Present Value
of Economic Losses Due to
Lost Agricultural Production

TOTAL

I

$82,455,400

$3,068,900

$85,524,300

II

$80,882,000

$2,301,600

$10,112,800

$93,296,400

III IV VA VB

$49,603,500 $87,260,700 $99,570,400 $98,541,200

$38,057,200 $2,301,600 $65,280,800 $73,781,000

$879,300 $20,219,500

$88,540,000 $109,781,800 $164,851,200 $172,322,200

1A 10 percent discount rate is used together with an annual inflation rate of 8 percent. The medium Water
Requirement Projection is used to adjust OM&R costs for required water production.



TABLE IV-7

COMPARISON OF COSTS UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS

Alternative I II III IV VA VB

1
Medium Projection of \'1ater
Use Growth

10% Discount Rate $75,136,100 $76,875,500 $7 /.,516,300 $83,769,400 $153,546,400 $161,072,500

12% Discount Rate $66,040,900 $58,581,300 $48,122,300 $70,619,200 $117,979,800 $122,044,200
1

High Projection of Water
Use Growth

10% Discount Rate $79,173,400 $86,844,700 $94,298,400 $104,817,900 $178,657,800 $189,121,900

00 12% Discount Rate $71,756,100 $71,889,300 $65,944,200 $85,621,600 $138,003,000 $144,067,700N

2
lnunediate Construction $85,524,300 $93,296,400 $88,540,000 $109,781,800 $164,851,200 $172,322,200

1Faci1ities are constructed as needed to prevent supply shortages from occuring.

2Al1 facilities constructed by the end of 1982. OM&R costs adjusted to reflect increasing use of these
facilities according to the medium projection.



V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been made regarding the hydrology,

water demand, and economics of the various alternatives under considera

tion by the City of Cheyenne for its water needs •

• In the Stage I-Stage II area of the Little Snake River Basin a

mean annual yield of 2.42 acre-feet per acre can be expected, assuming

future climatic variability is the same as during the past forty years.

This compares with an estimate of 1.6 acre-feet per acre made by the

U.S. Forest Service and 2.44 acre-feet per acre made by Banner Associates,

Inc. These estimates are based on stream gaging stations below the

diversions and area-discharge relationships used to extend records to

ungaged basins. Models using other basin or stream parameters to deter

ming annual flow will generally have a high standard error or require

extrapolation to give estimates and are therefore less reliable. Only

a long-term gaging program of the streams of interest could provide

more reliable results .

• The effect of Stage II diversions on the flow of the Little

Snake River at Dixon would not be extensive. The 20,100 feet planned

for annual diversion represents less than six percent of the actual (not

virgin) flow at Dixon. Most of this flow would be diverted during the

peak flow months of May and June--a time when much of the flow at Dixon

is lost to downstream use in the Colorado River Basin. Assuming capture

of all flow from the Stage II area, fiow at Dixon would reach 180 cfs

one or two days earlier than it normally does.
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• Due to fish flow requirements, flushing flow requirements, and

shutdown to satisfy prior water rights, an annual diversion of only

19,000 acre-feet could be all that is possible under a worst-case

scenario. This is 1,100 acre-feet less than the Banner Associates, Inc.

estimate (1979); but at the time of their estimate, the most recent

U.S. Forest Service (1979) fish and flushing flow recommendations had

not been made. The 1,100 acre-foot discrepancy can be attributed to

additional fish and flushing flows on Rose Creek, Rabbit Creek, and

Sherard Creek. If all flow requirements are met, an annual yield of

20,100 acre-feet from Stage II may not be possible, but this is based on

average annual figures.

• Average annual yields of the Stage III areas range from as low

as 1.7 acre-feet per acre in the north to as high as 2.7 acre-feet per

acre in the south. This area could provide the necessary divertable

flows for Stage III if runoff from enough area is collected.

• Hydrologically, reservoirs on the lower Little Snake River or

its tributaries could provide the most consistent supply of divertable

water. Legal and economic considerations on the use of this water are

of more critical concern than its availability.

• An expanded Rob Roy Reservoir could provide about 2,000 acre-feet

more divertable flow than the 20,250 planned. This assumes, however,

no losses to groundwater or evaporation and that the present Stage I

Special Use Permit is not changed.

• Only rough estimates of available runoff from the Douglas Creek

drainage interceptor collectors and the Lake Creek collection system can

be made due to a lack of data. The interceptor collectors will yield

about 1.7 acre-feet per acre, about as much as Banner has suggested.
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The Lake Creek collection system may yield as little as 0.5 acre-feet

per acre to about 1.2 acre-feet per acre. This is only one-third to

two-thirds the estimate of Banner.

• The Cheyenne service area population is projected to grow by as

much as 100 percent over the next 20 years or as little as 10 percent

over the same period. The average projection is 60 percent, which

converts to an annual growth rate of 3 percent.

• Population growth within the Cheyenne service area may be due

both to the influx of new people to Cheyenne and to the inclusion of

populated areas currently outside the service area.

• The best estimate of average annual future water demands in

Cheyenne, based on the average of all population projections and continu

ation of historic water use trends, is 16,500 acre-feet in 1985, 18,700

acre-feet in 1990, and 22,800 acre-feet in 2000.

• Other population projections and slight modifications to water

demand trends produce average annual demands in 2000 ranging from 13,200

acre-feet per year to 29,800 acre-feet per year.

• The average annual demand will be exceeded in approximately half

of the years. Between 1961 and 1978, water demands in individual years

have been as much as 15 percent higher or lower than the average annual

demand over the period.

• Monthly demands have been higher during summer than other seasons,

probably due to irrigation. The peak month demand has averaged 13.6

percent of the annual demand, with a range from 11.3 percent to 15.6

percent for individual years.

• Because of the uncertainty about Cheyenne's future water demands,

the best water supply alternative would have the following properties:
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1) the capability to respond quickly to rapidly rising water demands;

2) the capability to provide an average annual yield of 29,800 acre-

feet per_year by 2000; 3) a relatively low cost to retain the two

capabilities described above.

• MOst towns in the North Platte River and Little Snake River

basins are projected to grow rapidly over the next 20 years and will

require new water supplies. However, water demands in Cheyenne are

projected" to grow by a larger amount than those for any other town in

the two river basins.

• The least cost alternative is the economically efficient alterna

tive provided that all costs are included.
l

Three projections of

future water use were examined, and two discount rates were examined.

No one alternative emerges as the least cost system under all combina-

tions of assumptions. Therefore, the choice of discount rate and the

choice of growth projection are important matters.

• The decision on whether or not to delay construction of the appropri-

ate portions of the selected alternative should consider the rate-of interest

at which the project will be financed. If the finance rate is lower than

the expected annual rate of inflation, then construction should not be

delayed.

• The purchase of land and attached agricultural water rights to

provide replacement water for water diverted from Douglas Creek has been

analyzed. The direct cost of such a purchase is as high or higher than

the cost of water diversion from the west slope of the Sierra Madre

Mountains. Additionally, these purchases would reduce agricultural

lIt is also necessary that all alternatives provide equal benefits, or
the same amount of water.
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output. The economic loss associated with this reduction in output is

significant •

• The element of uncertainty inherent to the groundwater alternative,

Alternative III, results in estimates of yield and cost that are less

precise than those for the surface water alternatives. Under those sets

of assumptions where the groundwater alternative has a cost advantage the

magnitude of that advantage must be considered as well .

• An important matter that has not been addressed by the analysis

of economic efficiency concerns the financing of the selected alternative

and the amount that water users in the City of Cheyenne would have to

p~.
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APPENDIX A-I

GAGING STATIONS AND DRAINAGE BASIN PARAMETERS

Most of the flow data used in this report were derived from gaging

station records of the U.S. Geological Survey as published in numerous

Water Supply Papers. Provisional records for 1978 were obtained from

the Cheyenne field office of the Water Resources Division of the USGS.

Flow data from thirteen gaging stations in the Little Snake River Basin

and two gaging stations on Douglas Creek were used extensively for this

report, but other station records provided additional data. Gaging

station locations and other basin parameters are given in Tables A-l.l

and A-l.2 for stations in the Little Snake River Basin and on Douglas

Creek, respectively. In TableA-l.l, USGS gaging stations begin with

the prefix 25, while imaginary stations created for this study begin

with 00. A schematic diagram of the major tributaries to the Little

Snake River, with both USGS gaging stations and some of the imaginary

gaging stations created for this study, appears as Figure A-l.l.

In Tables A-l.l and A-l.2 are listed basin size and median elevation

of the drainage basins above the. given gaging stations. FiguresA-I.2

and A-l.3 show these values for gaging stations in the Little Snake

River Basin. Also listed in Table A-I.I is the percentage of the area

contained in each smaller subbasin of the drainage basin above the

gaging station on the Little Snake River at Dixon, Wyoming (#2570,

Area = 988 mi2). These values are presented in Figure A-I.4. When

Figure A-I.4 is used in conjunction with Figure A-3.7, a comparison

A-l



TABLE A-I.1

GAGING STATION LOCATIONS AND BASIN PARAMETERS OF DRAINAGE BASINS
IN THE LITTLE S~AKE RIVER BASIN

Station
Number Station Name Location

Years of
Operation

Percentage of
Median Basin Drainage Basin

Basin Size Elevation at Dixon
(Square Mile) (Ft. abv. M.S.L.) (2570) Reliability(l)

7.5 9,400 0.8 5

1.9 9,700 0.2 5

13.0 9,400 1.3 2

1.5 9,040 0.2 5

2.9 8,820 0.3 5

28.7 9,000 2.9 2

7.2 9,690 .7 5

15.1 9,000 1.5 4

46 8,200 4.7 3(2)

3.5 10,060 0.4 5

2515

0010

0011

2518

0012
:>
I

N 0013

2519

0022

0025

2525

0032

}lidd1e Fork
Little Snake River
near Battle Creek,
Co.

North Fork
Little Snake
River I

Deadman Creek I

Xorth Fork Li~tle

Snake River near
Encampment, Wy.

Harrison Creek I

Solonnn Creek I

Xorth Fork Little
Snake River near
Slater, Co.

We~t Branch I

vlt:lst Branch II

South Fork Little
Snake River near
Battle Creek, Co.

Roaring Fork I

Sec. 21, T. 12 N., R. 86 W.
1/4 mile upstream from
confluence with Little
Snake River

Sec. 33, T. 13 N., R. 85 W.
Above confluence with
Deadman Creek

Sec. 33, T. 13 N., R. 85 W.
1/4 mile above mouth

Sec. 13, T. 13 N., R. 85 W.
200 ft. upstream from
Harrison Creek

Sec. 4, T. 12 N., R. 85 W.
Above mouth

Sec. 7, T. 12 N., R. 85 W.
Above mouth

Sec. 14, T. 12 N., R. 86 W.
One mile upstream from West
Branch

Sec. 26, T. 13 N., R. 86 W.
Below confluence with
Rabbit Creek

Sec. 14, T. 12 N., R. 86 W.
Above confluence with
Little Snake River

Sec. 28, T. 12 N., R. 86 W.
1 mile upstream from mouth

Sec. 22, T. 13 N., R. 86 W.
Below confluence with
Sherard Creek

1912-22

.L956-65

1956-63

1912-20

120.0 8,600 12.1

(1) See text for definition
(2) Monthly figures less reliable due to irrigation above station.



Station
Number Station Name Location

TABLE A-l.l (Cont.)

Years of
Operation

Percentage of
Median Basin Drainage Basin

Basin Size Elevation at Dixon
(Square Mile) (Ft. abv. M.S.L.) (2570) Reliability (1)

>
I

W

0035

2530

2534

0042

2535

2550

0051

2554

0052

2555

2559

0053

0056

2560

Roa ring Fork II

Little Snake River
near Slater, Co.

Battle Creek near
Encampment, Wy.

Battle Creek I

Battle Creek near
Slater, Co.

Slater Fork (Creek)
near Slater, Co.

Little Savery
Creek I

East Fork Savery
Creek near
Encampment, Wy.

Savery Creek I

Savery Creek at
upper station
near Savery, Wy.

Big Sandstone
Creek near Savery,
Wy.

Big Sandstone
Creek II

Little Sandstone
Creek I

Savery Creek
near Savery, Wy.

Sec. 17, T. 12 ~., R. 86 W.
Above confluence with
Little Snake River

Sec. 15, T. 12 N., R. 87 W.

Sec. 4, T. 13 N. R. 86 W.
Eight miles upstream from
Hagerty Creek

Sec. 22, T. 13 N., R. 87 W.
Below confluence with
Hagerty Creek

Sec. 14, T. 12 N., R. 88 W.
1/4 mile upstream from mouth

Sec. 21, T. 12 N., R. 89 W.
1 mile upstream from mouth

Sec. 30, T. 15 N., R. 88 W.
Above confluence with
Savory Creek

Sec. 15~ T. 15 N., R. 87 W.

Sec. 19, T. 15 N., R. 88 W.
Above confluence with Little
Savory Creek

Sec. 2, T. 14 N., R. 89 W.

Sec. 9, T. 14 N., R. 87 W.
100 ft. downstream from
Douglas Creek

Sec. 36, T. 14 N., R. 89 W.
Above mouth

Sec. 2, T. 13 N., R. 89 W.
Above mouth

Sec. 14, T. 13 N., R. 89 w.

1942-47
1930-

1956-63

1942-51

1910-12
1931-

1956-58

1940-44
1952-71

1956-58

1941-46
1948-72

18.3

285.

12.8

49.9

85.3

161.0

45.4

6.66

109.1

200.

9.88

43.2

28.3

300.
315.3

8,400

8,510

9,600

8,600

8,150

8,350

7,400

8,800

7,900

7,700

9,200

8,000

7,900

7,800

1.9

28.8

1.3

5.1

8.6

16.3

4.6

0.7

11.0

20.2

1.0

4.4

2.9

33.4

4

2

4

5

3

5

3

5

5

(1) See text for definition
(2) Monthly figures less reliable due to irrigation above station.



Reliability (1)
Station
Nllmber Station Name Location

TABLE A-1.1 (Cont.)

Years of
Operation

Percentage of
Medtan Basin Drainage BaSin

Basin Size Elevation at Dixon
(Square M·ile) (Ft. abv. M.S.L.) (2570)

2565

2570

Savery Creek
at Savery, Wy.

Little Snake River
near Dixon, Wy.

Sec. 7, T. 12 N., R. 89 w.
3/4 mile upstream from
mouth

Sec. 8, T. 12 N., R. 90 w.

1915-16
1918-22

1910-23
1938-

354.

988.

7,650

7,800

35.8

100

(1) See text for definition
(2) Monthly figures less reliable due to irrigation above station.



TABLE A-1. 2

GAGING STATION LOCATIONS & BASIN PARN'1ETERS OF DRAINAGE BASINS
ON DOUGLAS CREEK

STATION
NUNBER

6204

6210

STATION
~~AHE

Douglas Creek
above Keystone

Douglas Creek
near Foxpark, lVY

LOCATION YEARS OF OPERATION

Sec 16, T14N, 1939-64
R79t~, ~ mile
upstream from
Horse Creek

Sec 19, T13N, 1947-71
R79t~, 600 Ft.
downsJ;ream from
Beaver Creek

BASIN SIZE
(Square Miles)

22.1

120.0

~IED. BASIN
ELEV. (FT.
ABOVE r-t. S.L.)

97no

8900

RELIABILITY (1)

2

2

:>
I (l)See text for definition.
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can be made between the percentage of flow a given subbasin contributes

to the Little Snake River at Dixon and the percentage of area that

basin contributes to the one above the Dixon gaging station.

Among the many estimates of annual, monthly, and daily flows made

in this report, some estimates will be better than others because long

gaging station records requiring little extension are available. A

qualitative evaluation of the reliability of estimated values at the

various gaging stations has been made (Table A-I.I). The definition of

the classes of reliability follow:

1) Good. Gaging stations with long period of record requiring

little generation of data for missing years.

2) Good to Fair. Gaging station with short period of record but

which correlates well with a gaging station with a longer period of

record. Records extended by a regression model.

3) Fair to Poor. Gaging station with short period of record which

does not correlate well with another gaging station or in which the years

correlated with another station are not within the forty-year base period

used in this report.

4) Good to Fair. Ungagedbasin for which flow and yield values were

derived from a regression model. Model equation has a low standard

error and independent variables are within the range for which the model

was developed-.

5) Fair to Poor. Ungaged basin for which flow and yield values

were derived from a regression model. Model equation has a high standard

error or independent variables used required model extrapolation, or both.
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As will be shown later, the most reliable values predicted will be

mean annual flows, with monthly and daily mean flows being much less

reliable. Figure A-l.5 gives station reliability for many of the stations

used in this report. Stations with irrigation occurring above them will

have less reliable flow and yield estimates due to difficulties in

calculating consumptive use (See Appendix A-3).
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APPENDIX A-2

CLIMATIC VARIABILITY IN SOUTH-CENTRAL WYOMING

Because the climate is known to be variable, any water resources

project must consider that variability when planning studies are being

done. In this study, an analysis of streamflow variability in the past

will be used to predict streamflow variability in the future. Since

no one can predict the future, developing a model on data from the past

is the only alternative. However, the model's ability to predict the

future is good only if no significant variations occur in the future

that have not occurred in the past.

In this study only one aspect of climatic variability, streamflow

variability, will be studied~ Precipitation and temperature usually

show much less variation from year to year than streamflow. The runoff

process seems to "magnify" the small changes in precipitation and

evapotranspiration (temperature), causing a much greater annual

variability in runoff. For this reason temperature and precipitation

variabili~y were not examined.

Five gaging stations, on both sides of the continental divide, were

used to develop hypotheses of long term flow variability. These

stations are listed in Table A-2.1. The gaging station on the Little

Snake River at Lilly (#92600) was used only to extend the record (via

a regression model) at Dixon (#92570). Also, for each year that both

gaging stations on the North Platte River were in operation, the

difference between the two was calculated to create flow records for

an independent basin that headed in the mountains of Wyoming. This

station will be referred to as #62JO-6200.
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TABLE A-2.1

LONG-TERM STREAM GAGING STATIONS IN SOUTH-CENTRAL WYOMING

USGS
Number

066200

066270

092550

092570

092600

Years of
Location Annual Record

North Platte River near Northgate, Colorado 1916-1978

North Platte River at Saratoga, Wyoming 1904-1906,
1911-1970

Slater Fork near Slater, Colorado 1932-1978

Little Snake River near Dixon, Wyoming 1911-1923,
1939-1971

Little Snake River near Lilly, Colorado 1922-1975
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The simple procedure of moving averages was used to look for

trends and jumps in the streamflow record. A moving average takes

a specified number of data points and averages them together. When a

new data point is added, the first point is dropped, and the average

is recalculated. This process is continued for the entire range of the

data. The effect of a moving average is to smooth a curve, knocking

away the rough corners it may have. In essence, a moving average tries

to eliminate the stochastic, or random components, in a streamflow

series and let any trends, jumps, or periodicity show through.

Annual flows at the previously mentioned gaging stations were

subjected to a ten-year moving average. In addition, annual flows on

the Little Snake River were subjected to a nine-year moving average.

(An odd number of years is necessary for a centered moving average.)

Presented here are results o~ly, in graphical form. Figure A-2.l shows

annual flows on the Little Snake River at Dixon with a nine-year centered

moving average superimposed. In Figure A-2.2 a ten-year backward moving

average on normalized streamflow data is shown. Whereas a centered

moving average can be used to show trends when they happen, a backward

moving average tells what the particular situation has been during the

past time period. The data in Figure A-2.2 were normalized by dividing

each averaged value by the mean annual flow for a thirty-year base

period, 1941 to 1970.

As can be seen in Figures A-2.l and A-2.2, streamflow was higher in

the early part of the century than in the latter part of the century. A

1student t test was performed on the difference of the means of annual

1Refer to any statistic text.
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flows of the Little Snake River to see if the period of record before

1930 was wetter than the period after 1939. It could be shown with

99 percent confidence that streamflow at the Dixon gaging station

(#2570) before 1930 had a mean annual streamflow of about 120,000 acre

feet per year more than the period after 1939. Admittedly, increases

in irrigation later in this century probably caused some of the decrease,

but as stated in the main body of this report, it appears that there

was a climatic change during the early part of this century (Julian, 1961).

Because there is no way of knowing whether or not the greater

streamflow values during the early part of this century will ever

return, it was assumed in this study that they will not--a prediction

felt to be a conservative approach for a water supply study. Therefore,

no flow values before 1939 were used to predict mean annual flow or

yields. A forty-year base period of 1939-1978 was used to determine

mean annual flow and yield for this study with the exception of the

Douglas Creek area where lack of records limited the base period to

1941-1978. Extended streamflow records are presented in the next section

of this appendix.
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APPENDIX A-3

ESTIMATION OF MEAN ANNUAL FLOWS AND YIELDS

The determination of mean annual flows and yields was considered

to be of most concern for this study. Because no operation studies

were performed, no month-by-month flow estimates were made for any

gaging station. Rather, only statistical probabilities of attaining

a flow in a given month were examined. The use of annual flows, rather

than monthly flows, as the base source should result in a better mean

annual flow estimate since the coefficient of variation of annual flows

is much less than that for monthly flows. Thus, all regression models

used to extend flow records of gaging stations to the forty-year base

period used annual flow values.

The basic model used to extend flow records was a linear one with

the form

Qd = a + bQ. dep l.n (Eq. A-3.l)

where Q
d

is the annual flow value at the gaging station with shortep

records (the dependent station), Q. d is an annual flow at the gagingl.n

station with long records (the independent station), and a and bare

constants. The equations were developed by using the least squares

method. Specific details of this methodology may be obtained from

Haan (1977) or most other statistics texts. Regression equations were

developed between dependent and independent stations if a high linear

correlation existed. All regression equations used for extending gaging

records had sample correlation coefficients (r) of greater than 0.9 with
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only one exception (0.85 between 16210 and #6250). Matalas and Jacobs

(1964) have given criteria, primarily concerning correlation coefficients,

which must be met if the mean and variance of the extended records are

to yield more information than that available from the unextended data.

All developed regression models used for extending flow records in this

report meet these criteria.

Regression equations developed in this study are presented in Table

A-3.l and Table A-3.2. Other information, such as correlation

coefficients, coefficients of determination, and number of correlated

years, are also given in these tables. In cases where the independent

station did not have records for the entire forty-year base period, a

second station was used to complete the record (last colUmn in

Tables A-3.l and A-3.2). Annual flows, extended to the forty-year base

period, appear in Tables A-3. 3 and A-3. 4. Mean annual flows based on

these values appear in Tables A-3.S and A-3.6. Figure A-3.l illustrates

these values for the Little Snake River Basin.

Also listed in Tables A-3.S and A-3.6 are several other values of

interest. In column five are listed the standard deviations of the annual

flow values for the various stations. The coefficient of variation (as

a percentage) appears in column six. By assuming a normal distribution

of the mean annual flows, a confidence interval on each of the means was

developed. The assumption of normality was verified by plotting each

station's annual flows on probability paper. Annual yields above each

gaging station were calculated by dividing the mean annual flow by

drainage basin area (Table A-3.5). Mean annual virgin flow, coefficient

of variation of annual flows, and yield over the drainage basin are

presented in Figures A-3.3, A-3.4, A-3.S, respectively.
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TABLE A-3.1

REGRESSION EQUATIONS USED FOR EXTENDING FLOW RECORDS
OF GAGED STREAMS IN THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN

Years of
Years of Historical

Primary Number of Extended Record Secondary
Correlation Correlated Record in in Base 2

Correlation
Station Station Years Base Period Period r r Regression Equation Station

2515 2570 10(1) 40 0 .91 .83 Qy = 0.205Qx - 587

2518 2530 9 31 9 .94 .88 Qy = 0.079Qx + 7245 2570
:x>
I 2519 2530 7 33 7 .98 .96 Qy = O.152Qx + 5636 2570
'"...... 5(1)(2)2525 2570 40 0 .99 .99 Qy = 0.040Qx + 2772

2530 2570 26 7 33 .95 .91 Qy = 0.42lQx + 16254

2534 2550 7 33 7 .98 .96 Qy = 0.279Qx + 6758

2535 .2550 9 31 9 .95 .90 Qy = 0.696Qx + 20232

2555 2560 19 21 19 .97 .94 Qy = O.449Qx + 1335 2570

2560 2570 29 11 29 .96 .93 Qy = 0.247Qx - 10490 2550

2570 2550 27 7 33 .95 .91 Qy = 2.37Qx - 36600

(1) All correlated years are outside of bas~ period and during era of high flows. Thus, most calculated
flows are extrapolated and may not be predicted reliably.

(2) Three outliers removed.
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N
N

Primary fiOf
Correlation Correlated

Station Station Years

6204 6210 6

6210 6250 25

TABLE A-3.2

REGRESSION EC)UATIONS USED FOR EXTENDING RECORDS
OF GAGED STREAHS IN TIlE NORTH PLATTE RIVER BASIN

Years of Extended Years of Historical
Record in Base Record in Base

2
Regression

Period Period r r Equation

9 29 1.00 .99 Qy=.304 Qx + 5808

13 25 .85 .73 Qy=.350 Qx - 3i5

Secondary
Correlation

Station

6250



TABLE A-3.3

ANNUAL FLO\.JS FOR THE PERIOD 1939 - 1978

IN THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN (1)

Flow (Acre-feet)
STATION

YEAR 2515 2518 2519 2525 2530 2534 2535 2550 2555 2560 2570

1939 51413* 17504* 28929* 12972* 123174* 17266* 46446* 37672 24787* 52285* 253900
1940 50971* 17432* 28787* 12886* 122264* 17143* 46141* 37243 24548* 51751* 251740
1941 64135* 19580* 32987* 15468* 149329* 20665* 54927* 49859 31675* 67641* 316010
1942 85117* 23004* 39680* 19584* 192472* 23879>~ 62946* 61384 44143* 95438 418460
1943 67473* 19419* 32175* 16123* 154950 19305* 46669 44985 28518* 60603 332310
1944 67608* 18697* 30779* 16149* 145757 20798* 54163 50338 37076* 79682 332970
1945 98700* 22974* 39048* 22248* 200190 28758* 74141 78876 49540* 107470 484780
1946 58454* 19185* 31722* 14353* 151970 19249* 51709 44782 27177* 57612 288273
1947 77988* 21263* 35739* 18185* 178410 25559* 65016 67406 39176* 84365* 383650
1948 60389* 18969* 31792* 14733* 141627* 20120* 56594 47907 26102* 55216 297720
1949 93863* 24430* 42470* 21299* 210453* 28033* 79210 76277 48419* 104971 461160
1950 8111+6* 22356>~ 3H414* 1R805* 184307* 2570P 61764 67914 42747* 92325 399070
1951 59051* 19274* . 31rllJl.* ]4/.71* 153100 1lfdd* 51003 39017 26372* 55818 291190

:> 1952 117705* 25049* 43060* 25976* 226600 2H~.)()6* 75673* 79621 68709* 150206 577570
I 1953 52428>" 16123* 25ROZ* 13171* 1D002 18476~< 49465* 42010 28134 59025 258850

N
w 1954 31606* 13193* 20138* 9087* 75710 15112* 41072* 29949 19340 39426 157188

1955 43555* 16248* 26044* 11431* 114590 17964* 48188* 40175 20919 42518 215530
1956 61554* 20871* 34982* 14961* 173428 20837* 55357* 50477 26134 58097 303410
1957 93185* 25134 41585 21166* 229560 27409 74255* 77635 36963 95277 457850
1958 8081)8* 21388 36738 1H750* 188220 25254 61817* 59761 39123 84865 397710
1959 34950* 14:'56 25086 8cn9* 100800 1/.dl.9 41710* 30H65 15978 29757 173513
1960 595%* 17642 32/.37 1·.577* 13Y759 197BH 49919* 42662 26940 54978 293840
1961 308~6)'< 15239 2::177 89L.6>~ 103350 14170 37722* 25134 13337 28771 153673
1952 91825'" 21560 C"Q') 20kSl9>" 218800 24333 65431* 6!~955 43648 94305 451210

~ -~ --+ \.......

1963 36':'03'" lL.!.H 3 2205L. 10044* 97140 14030 40360>~ 28926 15839 38797 181000
1964 6<j945'~ 20/.16 31674>~ 16607>~ 151650 191()5~' 51036* 44268 26088 60490 344380
1965 82338* 24646 37445* 19038* 18%40 2'3379* 61699* 59591 35569 80180 404890
1966 52444* 15385* 24375* 13174* 103602 17334>~ 46616* 37916 35021 64391 258930
1967 65247* 18626* 25628* 15686:~ 144850 19597* 52264* 46032 35615 71719 321440
1963 87241* 21843* 36862* 20000* 185800 25960* 68138* 68845 47872 107120 428830
1969 71153* 19016* 31396* 16845* 149820 23038* 60848* 58369 42085 86000 350300
1970 95437* 23568* 40196'" 21618* 207750 29370>'< 76645* 81070 55078 104452 469090
1971 108243* 26753* 46364* 24120* 248350 28995* 75709* 79725 52817 117728 531370

1972 65195* 18850* 31075* 15701* 147710 17365* 46695* 38030 31248* 66690* 312165*

1973 89956-:' 20749* 34747* 20533* 171880 26494* 69471* 70760 37614* 80881* 369561*

1974 92941* 29164* 51015* 21118* 278970 28892* 75420* 79310 65816* 143756* 623865*

1975 764S0~ 22553* 38233* 17835* 194830 26917* . 70526* 72276 43657* 94355* 424059*
1976 68659* 20339* 33594* 16355* 166657 20835* 55353* 50471 36239* 77815* 357158*
1~77 (2) 22026* 12172>'< 18163* 7204* 62710 11137* 31157* 15700 8864* 16785* 110317*
1978 101215* 24953* 42873* 22723* 225377 26933* 72065* 74473* 51702* 112290* 496599*

*F1ow value calculated by regression with another gaging station. See Table A-3.l.
(1) Actual flows with irrigation occurring. (Not virgin flows).
(2) Low flow year - reconstructed values probably not accurate due to extrapolation.



TABLE A-3.4

ANNUAL FLOWS FOR THE PERIOD 1941-1978
ON DOUGLAS CREEK

Station

Year

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
197/+
1975
1976
1977
1978

6210

47456*
65251*
68852*
53384*
78838*
52613*
69789
52610
73763
61469
72377
72419
3894]_
27473
23933
45072
81067
63874
58409
47363
42911
75654
37486(1)
43951(1)
65920(1)
39583(1)
48303(1)
71892(1)
58106(1)
87601

103390(1)
53113*
61938*
77504*
72676*
55023*
24098*
75406*

6204

20220*
25624*
26717*
22020*
29751*
21786*
27002*
21785*
28209*
24476*
27788*
29320*
17636*
14152*
13077*
22919
30669
30389
23242
20197
18576
28711
17587
22419(1)
24263
17829*
20477*
27641*
23451*
32412*
37207*
21938*
24618*
29345*
27879*
22518*
13127*
28708*

*F1ow value calculated by-regression with another gaging station.
See Table A-3.2.

(1) Diverted flows added in.
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TABLE A-3.5

~1EA.'l' A.'l'NUAL fLOHS AND YIELDS AT GAGING STATIONS
IN THE LITTLE S~AKE RIVER BASIN

Hean Annual Flow Coefficient 95%(acre-feet) Standard of Confidence Interval 95%
Actual Irrigation Virgin Deviation . Variation on the Yidd Confidence Interval

Station Flow Loss Flow (5) (Percent) Hean Flow2 (feet) on the Yi~>ld

2515 69988 800 70788 22658 32.0 63766 - 77'810 0.92 .83 - 1.01

2518 20156 0 20156 3843 19.1 18965 - 21347 2.42 2.28 - 2.57

2519 33556 0 33556 7459 22.2 31244 - 35868 1. 83 1.70 - 1.95

2525. 16593 905 17498 4476 25.6 16111 - 18805 0.59 0.55 - 0.64

2530 162964 3260 166224 48087 28.9 151322 - 181126 0.91 0.83 - 0.99

2534 21754 0 21754 4988 22.9 20208 - 23300 2.66 2.47 - 2.84

2535 57683 650 58333 12542 21.5 54446 - 62220 1.07 1.00 - 1.14

~ 2550 53819 800 54619 17871 32.7 49081 - 60157 0.53 0.48 - 0.58
I

N 255t. l 3479 0 3479 NA ~A NA 0.81 NAV'1

2555 35266 490 35756 13517 37.8 31567 - 39945 0.28 0.25 - 0.31

2559 1 10989 0 10989 ~A NA NA 1. 73 NA

2560 75646 2800 78446 291301 38.0 69211 - 87681 0.37 0.33 - 0.42

2565 1 76086 6150 82236 ~A NA NA 0.42 NA

2570 348386 27800 376186 117571 31. 3 339750 - 412622 0.59 0.54 - 0.65

IValucs not co:nput~'d from a populaLlon sample. Sl~e text.

2Z (nurmal) statistic used.

NA - Not applicable. See footnote (1) .
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TABLE A-3.6

HEAN ANNUAL FLOWS AND YIELDS AT GAGING STATIONS
IN THE NORTH PLATTE RIVER BASIN

Standard Coefficient 95% Confidence
~1ean Annual Deviation of Variation Interval of the Yield 95% Cunfidence

Station FlOt" (acre/ft) (5) (percent) Hean Flow (feet) Interval on the Yield

6204 24097 5438 22.6 22368 - 25826 1. 70 1.58 - 1.82

6210 59277 17656 29.8 53663 - 64891 0.77 0.70 - 0.84
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Figure A-3.1. Average annual discharge in acre-feet at USGS gaging stations.
Figures assume diversion for agriculture is occurring.



Irrigation Losses

The flow values listed in Tables A-3.3 and A-3.4 are the actual

(or created by regression) flows with irrigation in progress.

Consumptive use requirements were calculated to produce mean flow values

under virgin conditions by the· following manner: USGS Water Supply

Papers were consulted to determine the irrigated acres both above and

below each gaging station in the Little Snake River Basin for the

correlation period (Table A-3.7). (There is no irrigation in the

Douglas Creek Basin.) For each irrigated acre above a gaging station

the method proposed in Wyoming Water Planning Report No. 5 (1970) was

used to calculate consumptive use. Table A-3.B lists monthly and annual

consumptive use in the Dixon area assuming alfalfa is being irrigated.

For each acre of land below a gaging station which is irrigated with

water diverted from above that gaging station, it was assumed that four

acre-feet of water would be diverted annually. Monthly diversion

requirements are listed in Table A-3.9. Table A-3.10 lists the

average annual and monthly diversions at the various gaging stations

in the Little Snake River Basin, and annual values are shown in

Figure A-3.2. Average annual consumptive use is added to average annual

flow (actual) to give average annual virgin flow. These values are

listed in Table A-3.5 and illustrated in Figure A-3.3.

Stations With Short Records

Three stations in the Little Snake River Basin have extremely

short records, making a regression model impossible. For these stations,

#2554, #2559, and #2565, average annual flow for the forty-year base

period was calculated in the following manner. The average annual flow

fo= a 1J.earby gaging station "tolhi.ch had had its records ~xtended to the
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TABLE A-3.7

IRRIGATED ACRES ABOVE AND BELOW GAGING STATIONS
IN THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN

Irrigated Acres Irrigated Acres
Station Above Station Below Station

2515 500 0

2525 360 80

2530 2000 0

2535 230 70

2550 500 0

2555 300 0

2560 1400 130

2565 2800* 400*

2570 9500 3000

*Assumed proportioning from U.S.G.S. records.
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TABLE A-3.B

CONSUMPTIVE USE AT DIXON, WYO~lING

(after Trelease and others, 1970)

Consumptive Use
(acre-feet per acre)

May

June

July

August

September

Annual

0.22

0.39

0.46

0.36

0.20

1.63

TABLE A-3.9

MONTHLY FLOW DIVERSION PER ACRE FOR IRRIGATED
LANDS LOCATED BELOW GAGING STATIONS

Diverted Flow
(acre-feet per acre)

Hay

June

July

August

September

0.50

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.50
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TABLE A-3.10

AVERAGE MONTHLY AND ANNUAL LOSS OF FLOW
DUE TO IRRIGATION IN THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN

Flow (acre-feet)

Station May June July August September Annual

2515 110 190 225 175 100 800

2525 120 220 245 210 110 905

2530 440 780 .920 720 400. 3260

2535 85 160 175 150 80 650

2550 110 190 225 175 100 800

2555 65 115 140 110 60 490

2560 370 675 775 635 345 2800

2565 800 1500 1700 1400 750 6150

2570 3600 6700 7700 6400 3500 27800

A-31
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forty-year base period was calculated using only those years for which

data were available for the gaging station with short records. This

average was compared to the forty-year average with the result being

either a decimal or a number slightly larger than one. The average annual

flow for the short-term gaging station was then multiplied by the

inverse of the above-mentioned fraction to yield a mean annual flow

adjusted to the forty-year base period. These values are listed in

Table A-3.S.

Extension of Mean Annual Flow Values to Ungaged Basins

To estimate mean annual flow and yield in ungaged basins in the

Little Snake River Basin, several regression models were developed.

Julian and others (1967) and Thomas and Bensen (1970,) undertook studies

to determine the most important drainage basin parameters necessary to

determine mean annual flow (yield). In mountainous areas, elevation

and area seem to playa significant role. In a study by Lowham (1976),

area and elevation were found to be the most significant parameters

determining mean annual runoff from drainage basins in Wyoming. In

light of these studies, models based on area and elevation to predict

mean annual runoff and yield were developed. The form of these models

is

(Eq. A-3.2)

where

Qa mean annual discharge

A area of the drainage basin

E median elevation of the drainage basin

and p, q, and r are constants.
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Three different model equations were developed for three dissimilar

microclimatic areas in the Little Snake River Basin. The first (I) was

developed for the upper reaches of the North Fork of the Little Snake

River, the second (II) was developed for the upper reaches of Savery

Creek heading in the basin region, and the third (III) was developed for

the upper reaches of Savery Creek heading in the Sierra Madre Mountains.

Table A-3.ll lists the model equations developed for these regions.

Equation I has a low standard error, thus yielding a small confidence

interval on the mean. In equations II and III, however, a large standard

error exists, thus limiting the reliability of the mean flow values

predicted. Mean annual flow and yield estimates are given in Table A-3.l2.

The values for mean annual flow and yield listed in Table A-3.l2

must be used with caution. As stated above, estimates predicted from

equations II and III have large standard errors, and thus a low reliability.

Flow and yield estimates made using equation I may also be erroneous

since, with the exceptions of stations #0025, #0035, and #0042, all

estimates are the results of extrapolations. As shown by Haan (1970,

Figure 9.3) extrapolated values have a likelihood of being incorrect.

Therefore, even though all mean estimates produced by equation I have

small confidence intervals, since extrapolation was required for many

of these estimates, both mean values and the 95 percent confidence

intervals may be meaningless. Mean annual flows for ungaged basins,

along with those gaged by the USGS are presented in Figure A-3.6. In

Figure A-3.7 is presented the percentage of the annual flow passing the

Dixon gaging station (#2570) that originates in each tributary basin.

As can be seen, the mountainous areas contribute heavily to the flow

at Dixon.
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TABLE A-3.ll

REGRESSION EQUATIONS USED IN PREDICTING
FLOWS IN UNGAGED BASINS

Standard Error

>
I

W
CIJ

Region

I

II

III

Gaged Stations
Used for

Equation Development

2518, 2519
2534, 2535

2554, 2555
2559, 2560
2565

2534, 2535
2554, 2559

Regression Equation l Log Units

.0027

.056

.046

Percent

0.6

12.9

10.5

lQA = Annual flow (acre-feet).

A = Drainage basin area (square miles).

E = Median basin elevation (feet above mos.l.).



TABLE A-3.12

MEAN ANNUAL FLOWS AND YIELDS OF UNGAGED STREAMS
IN THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN

Regression Mean Annual 95% 95%
Equation Flow Confidence Interval Yield Confidence Interval

Station Used~ (ac-ft) on the Mean Flow (ft) on the Yield

0010 I 12508 11360 - 13772 2.61 2.37 - 2.87

0011 I 4303 3828 - 4836 3.54 3.15 - 3.98

0012 I 2636 2422 - 2868 2.75 2.52 - 2.99

0013 I 4234 3915 - 4579 2.28 2.11 - 2.47

0022 I 13647 12316 - 15121 2.96 2.67 - 3.28
> 0025 I 19284 17403 -21368 2.00 1.80 -I 2.21
l.U
\0

0032 I 8479 7517 - 9565 3.79 3.36 - 4.27

0035 I 17251 15871 - 18750 1.47 1.36 - 1.60

0042 I 45379 41377 - 49816 1.42 1.30 - 1.56

0051 II 3296 577 - 18816 0.11 0.02 - 0.65

0052 II 25499 4169 - 155964 0.37 0.06 - 2.23

0053 III 18414 2980 - 113751 0.67 0.11 - 4.11

0056 III 8885 1829 - 43164 0.49 0.10 - 2.38

ISee Table A-3.11.
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APPENDIX A-4

MONTHLY AND DAILY FLOW ESTIMATES

Monthly Flows

As has been stated earlier in this report, the most reliably made

estimates are mean annual flows, since annual variation of flows is

not great. Coefficients of variation of annual flows for various

gaging stations in the study area range from just less than 0.2 to over

0.3, but coefficients of variation for monthly flows at the same gaging

stations range from about 0.25 to over 0.9 for various months. There

fore, in almost all cases it is impossible to estimate a mean monthly

flow as reliably as a mean annual flow.

Mean monthly flows were calculated in the folloWing manner. For

a given gaging station, each month's flow as a percentage of the year's

flow was calculated for all years of record. The mean percentage of the

annual discharge occnrring during each month was then calculated by

summing the mo~thly percentages and dividing by the number of years of

record. These values are listed in Table A-4.1. To generate the mean

monthly flow, the mean annual flow was multiplied by the mean percentage

of annual flow occurring during a given month. These mean monthly flow

values are presented in Table A-4.2. Finally, listed in Table A-4.3 is

the percentage of the flow at Dixon (#2570) derived from tributary

basins for each month of the year.

Although no attempt is made here to estimate mean monthly flows

for ungaged basins, several area-elevation relationships were developed,

but all had high standard errors. Also an imprecise but usable method

exists for predicting mean monthly flow for an ungaged basin by

multiplying the mean annual flow for that basin (Table A-3.l2 or Figure
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TABLE A-4.1

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF THE ANNUAL FLOW
PASSING A GAGING STATION IN A GIVEN MONTH

IN THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN

October-
Station March April May June July August September

2515 8.1 10.5 46.3 28.6 4.2 1.3 1.0

2518 7.1 3.8 32.6 44.3 8.8 1.9 1.5

2519 8.1 6.2 38.9 37.5 6.3 1.7 1.3

2525 19.5 16.2 37.1 19.3 3.9 2.2 1.8

2530 8.0 9.5 39.9 33.5 5.8 1.9 1.3

2534 8.3 3.6 31.5 43.6 8.6 2.4 2.0

2535 6.3 10.5 38.1 36.4 6.3 1.5 0.8

2550 13.0 10.9 ' 43.1 25.7 4.6 1.3 1.4

2554 9.1 1.7 30.8 42.8 11.1 2.7 1.9

2555 21.2 24.5 31.'7 14.8 3.4 2.1 2.3

2559 7.4 1.4 27.6 50.4 10.6 1.6 1.0

2560 15.6 21.0 37.7 19.1 3.6 1.6 1.3

2565 18.7 16.0 43.4 15.6 2.6 2.2 1.4

2570 10.3 14.4 39.9 27.9 4.2 2.0 1.3
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TABLE A-4.2

MEAN MONTHLY AND ANNUAL FLOWS
UNDER VIRGIN CONDITIONS OF GAGED STREAMS

IN THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER BASIN

Flow (acre-feet)

October-
Station March April May June July August September Annual

2515 5710 7443 32804 20243 2970 907 707 70788

2518 1431 766 6571 8929 1774 383 302 20156

2519 2718 2080 13053 12584 2114 570 436 33556

2525 3411 2827 6497 3378 674 383 320 17498
:>
I
~ 2530 13366 15811 66287 55702 9712 3157 2189 166224~

2534 1806 783 6853 9485 1871 522 435 21754

2535 3693 6117 22242 21218 3688 894 481 58333

2550 7096 5972 23514 14031 2528 699 775 54619

2554 317 59 1072 1489 386 94 66 3479

2555 7580 8765 11329 5291 1214 744 832 35756

2559 813 154 3033 5538 1165 176 110 10989

2560 12269 16438 29585 15021 2837 1272 1010 78446

2565 15378 13158 35690 12829 2138 1809" 1151 8223"6.

2570 38696 54107 150087 104992 15893 7615 4796 376186



TABLE A-4.3

PERCENTAGE OF THE FLOW AT DIXON
DERIVED FROM A GIVEN SUB-BASIN

Percentage

October-
Station March April May June July August September Annual

2515 14.8 13.8 21.9 19.3 18.7 11.9 14.7 18.8

2518 3.7 1.4 4.4 8.5 11.2 5.0 6.3 5.4

:>
I 2519 7.0 3.8 8.7 12.0 13.3 7.5 9.1 8.9

+:'-
Ln

2525 8.8 5.2 4.3 3'.2 4.2 5.0 6.7 4.7

2530 34.5 29.2 44.2 53.1 61.1 41.5 45.6 44.2

2534 4.7 1.4 4.6 9.0 11.8 6.9 9.1 5.8

2535 9.5 11.3 14.8 20.2 23.2 11.7 10.0 15.5

2550 18.3 11.1 15.7 13.4 15.9 9.2 16.2 14.5

2554 0.8 0.1 0.7 1.4 2.4 1.2 1.4 0.9

2555 19.6 16.2 7.5 5.0 7.6 9.8 17.3 9.5

2559 2.1 0.3 2.0 5.3 7.3 2.3 2.3 2.9

2560 31.7 30.4 19.7 14.3 17.9 16.7 21.1 20.9

2665 39.7 24.3 23.8 12.2 13.5 23.8 24.0 21.9

2700 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100



A-3.6) by the percentage of annual flow during a given month for a

nearby gaging station (Table A-4.1).

Daily Flows

Daily flow estimates were made only for gaging stations #2518,

located below the Stage I diversion area, and for #2570, the gaging

station on the Little Snake River at Dixon. Average daily flow values,

calculated from ~ll years of available record, were used almost

exclusively. For station #2570, thirty-eight years of record during

the base period were available; so those were used with no alteration.

(Table A-4.4). Only nine years of record were available for gaging

station #2518, so two major adjustments were made. Since, only

short records were available, large events during any given year could

greatly affect mean daily values for the nine-year period. The "bumps"

in the mean daily flow hydrograph, caused by extreme events, were

smoothed by fitting the mean daily flow hydrograph to a fourth-

order polynomial. This polynomial was then adjusted to the forty-year

base period by multiplying by 1.08, since the period of record

experienced a mean annual flow of only 93 percent of that for the

forty-year base period. The polynomial equation used for the daily flow

hydrograph at #2518 is

Q
d

= 1.08(217 - 8.145x + 9.148xlO-2 x2 - 1.382xlO-4x3 -1.829xlO-6x4)

(Eq. A-4.1)

where

Q
d

mean daily discharge

and

x number of days after June 6 (Example: June 7, x
June 8, x
July 1, x
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TABLE A-4.4

AVERAGE DAILY STREAMFLOW IN CFS
FOR THE LITTLE SNAKE RIVER AT DIXON, WYOMING

Month
Date June July August

1 2581 590 21
2 2585 516 20
3 2517 458 23
4 2501 412 21
5 2494 371 21
6 2471 340 19
7 2433 290 18
8 2415 259 21
9 2298 223 18

10 2201 189 18
11 2118 172 20
12 2033 156 18
13 1938 135 19
14 1952 118 21
15 1864 101 19
16 1780 84 17
17 1658 75 16
18 1562 66 16
19 1475 63 14·
20 1381 61 15
21 1320 62 15
22 1249 47 14
23 1171 42 13
24 1097 47 12
25 1045 43 12
26 953 37 12·
27 865 31 12
28 811 29 12
29 731 26 11
30 662 25 11
31 24 11
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Mean daily flows for the Stage II diversion area were calculated from

Eq. A-4.1, but they were modified for the area difference between Stage

II and the 112518 drainage basin sizes. Mean daily flows from Stage II

for selected dates are presented in Table A-4.5.

June 7th is the date of maximum average daily flow for the upper

reaches of the Little Snake.: River in the Sierra Madre Mountains. Peak

flows may occur one to two weeks sooner or later. By the time the

average daily flow hydrograph at Dixon reaches 180 cfs, flow from the

Stage II area will be down to about fifty cfs. However, it must be

remembered that these are average daily flow hydrographs and that

actual daily values may vary greatly from year to year (Table A-4.6).

In general, it appears that full operation of Stage II, without regard

to fish flows, would move back only a day or two the date that flow

at Dixon reaches 180 cfs.
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TABLE A-4.5

AVERAGE DAILY FLOW FROM STAGE II FOR SELECTED DATES

Discharge
Date (sec-ft-day)

June 7 272

June 8 262

June 9 252

June 10 242

June 11 233

June 16 189

June 21 150

June 26 117

July 1 89

July 6 66

July 11 47

July 16 32

July 21 21

July 26 14

July 31 9
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TABLE A-4.6

DATES WHEN DAILY FLOW AT DIXON (#2570) HAS FALLEN
BELOW 180 cfs (1939-1978)

Year Date Year Date

1939 June 23 1959 July 5

1940 June 23 1960 June 30

1941 July 1 1961 July 24

1942 July 6 1962 July 11

1943 July 7 1963 July 22

1944 July 9 1964 July 12

1945 July 27 1965 July 16

1946 June 30 1966 June 21

1947 July 12 1967 July 14

1948 July 1 1968 July 14

1949 July 14 1969 July 11

1950 July 14 1970 July 12

1951 July 7 1971 July 13

1952 July 13 1972 June 30

1953 July 3 1973 July 17

1954 June 16 1974 July 10

1955 June 30 1975 July 23

1956 June 25 1976 July 8
JUof)fl.

1957 July 28 1977 ~16

1958 June 27 1978 July 19
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APPENDIX A-5

FLOW AND YIELD ESTIMATES FOR STAGE I, STAGE II,
AND STAGE III COLLECTION'AREAS

Some estimates of yield for Cheyenne Water Project collection

areas such as average dai~y flow estimates for Stage II have been_made

in the previous appendicies. The methods ~sed to extend other records

will be discussed below.

In Appendix A-3, the extension of mean annual flow and yield

estimates to ungaged basins was performed by the development of area-

elevation relationships, with the results presented in Table A-3.12.

The difficulty with most of these estimates is that the use of the

developed models requires extrapolation, so it is impossible to predict

the reliability of the estimates; hence, a simple area-discharge

relationship based on the yield p~r unit area of a nearby gaging sta-

tion was used. Nearby gaging stations were available in all cases

with the exception of certain areas in the Snowy Range. In most

instances, the gaging stations were lower in elevation than the pro-

posed collection areas. Therefore, the yield per acre in the collection

areas is expected to be greater than at a downstream gaging station.

Thus, the area-discharge relationships used here are conservative with

respect to yields when the gaging station used for comparison is below

the collection area.

As was stated earlier, monthly yields are more difficult to predict

than annual yields. Appendix A-4 describes a method for predicting

monthly yield from ungaged areas. In general, higher areas in the

mountains will have more flow in July relative to the flow in June due

to later snowmelt. When collecting areas are above the "key" gaging
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station used, the bulk of the spring runoff can be expected to come

somewhat later in these collection areas than the runoff arrives at

the gaging station. No attempt is made here to delineate monthly flows

for Cheyenne water project collection areas.

Daily flows and the effect of Stage lIon them have been pre-

sented in the previous section. Two other topics of interest are

discussed here:

1) yields above low-elevation reservoirs in the Little
Snake River basin, and

2) Snowy Range yield estimates.

Low-Elevation Reservoirs

Several low-elevation reservoirs have been considered as alter-

native means of providing Stage II water for diversion across the

continental divide. Specifics on the locations of these may be found

in the main body of this report. Yields above the sites are looked at

here only· in a probabilistic sense, with no operation studies being

performed. Only mean annual flows and certain low-flow return periods

were looked at. Computations were based on the assumption of normality

of annual flows, and were estimated using a gaging station(s) near the

site of the proposed reservoirs. The estimates are not precise since

some flow (particularly at site III) would be gained between the dam site

and the gaging station(s) site. Tables of estimates for yields at the

reservoir sites are presented in the main body of this report.

Snowy Range Yields

Estimates of yield above Rob Roy Reservoir were made using an area-

discharge relationship with gaging station #6204. Because the dam site

and the gaging station site are close, yield estimates developed from
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the gaging station for Rob Roy should be good. Difficulties arise in

predicting yields for the interceptor collectors and for the Lake Creek

collection system since there are no nearby gaging stations. As can

be seen in Table A-3.6, the lower basin on Douglas Creek (above #6210)

has a yield per acre less than half that of the upper basin (#6204).

When the lower basin is treated independently of the upper basin that

yield figure drops to about 0.6.acre-feet per acre.

To give additional information on the possible yield of the Lake

Creel area, precipitation information was examined. Figure A-S.l is

a precipitation distribution map of the Snowy Range area. Planimetering

of isohyets was done to determine average basin precipitation, which

was used in conjuction with runoff estimates to evaluate basin effi

ciency. As a result of utilizing varying methods, extension of yield

estimates to the Lake Creek Collection area could give estimates as low

as about 0.5 acre-feet per acre and as high as about 1.17 acre-feet per

acre .. The main body of the report summarizes these estimates.
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Figure A-S.1 Precipitation distribution in the Medicine Bow Mountains.
(1941-1970, U.S. Soil Conservation Service).
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Introduction

The 1979 Wyoming Legislature authorized the Wyoming Water Development

Commission to study the feasibility of financing the Cheyenne Diversion

Project. The legislation directs the feasibil ity report shall include

Iia statement of the needs for water up to the year 2000 and a minimum

of three different levels of population growth for the counties of

Laramie, Albany, Carbon, ~atrona, Converse, Niobrara, Goshen, and Platte,

and other users of municipal water from the North Platte River trib

utaries that may have insufficient water for growth. 11

The University of Wyomingls Water Resources Research Institute

(WRRI) is preparing portions of the feasibil ity study under contract

with the state of Wyoming. In conjunction with the WRRI contract, the

Research and Statistics Division, Wyoming State Department of Administration

and Fiscal Control (DAFC) and the University of Wyoming's Institute for

Policy Research (IPR) were tasked to provide population projections for

the study counties and municipal ities through the year 2000.
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Wheatl and
Guernsey
Lingle
Torr ington
Lusk
Laramie
Cheyenne
Midwest-Edgerton
Sinclair

Scope of Study

The scope of this DAFC-IPR study was provided in the WRRI work out-

1 ine dated July 25, 1979 as follows:

Population Projections for Municipalities

A. North Platte River Drainage - Counties of Carbon,
Albany, Natrona, Converse, Niobrara, Platte, Goshen,
and Laramie

1. Determine base 1979-80 populations of the
following cities:

Rawl ins
Casper
Mill s
Evansville
Sa ra toga
Encampment-Riverside
Hanna-Elmo
Glenrock
Douglas
Glendo
(Use DAFC Research and Statistics estimates)

2. Determine three growth levels of these municipalities
conjunction with Wyoming Water Development Commission.

3. Project population at the three growth rates for the
above 1 isted cities.

B. Little Snake River Drainage

1. Determine base 1979-80 population of the following
communities:

Baggs
Dixon
Savory
(Use DAFC Research and Statistics estimates)

2. Determine three growth levels for these municipal ities
conjunction with Wyoming Water Development Commission.

3. Project population at the three growth rates for the
above 1 isted towns.
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Summary of Methodology

Determination of the three levels of population growth for the study

municipal ities made use of county and state population projections for

the years 1980, 1985, 1990, and 2000 from two primary sources (Wyoming

Department of Administration and Fiscal Control (DAFC) and the U. S.

Bureau of Census) and numerous secondary sources (see sources).

Both DAFC and the Census Bureau provided projections based upon

models using procedures which analyze both natural increase and migration.

The DAFC state and county projections were based upon a revision of the

Wyoming Population and Employment Forecast Report, June 1979, which rel ies

heavily upon empirical information gathered in Wyoming. The projections

of Wyoming's state population by the Census Bureau rely upon a cohort

component method which is dependent upon more historical information.

The Census Bureau reports three series of projections, the lowest of

which was chosen for this study to develop the low growth rate trend.

Neither primary source provide projections at the municipal level.

The Institute for Policy Research (IPR) investigated trend extrapola

tion, comparative forecasting, density ceil ing and ratio trend methods

of disaggregating the higher geographic level projections to the munic

ipal levels. The ratio trend method was selected as the most appropriate.

This step down technique takes advantage of the tendency for population

projections at the large scale to represent degrees of rel iabil ity that

are more difficult to achieve at a small scale of analysis. The large

scale projections, county or state, act as a constraint on potential
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population levels for the aggregation of municipal ity projections. Since

this method relies upon historical trends, it must be recognized that

historical trends may not hold in the future. However, mitigation of

this tendency was attempted in two ways. (1) Wyoming's current period

of rapid change, 1970-77, was selected for relationship analysis under

the assumption that inmigration trends following 1970 differ signif

icantly from earlier periods. Census Bureau population estimates are

also available at more frequent intervals at the municipal level during

this period. (2) The ratio trend assumption of constant relationships

was modified through regression analysis to forecast changes in the ratio

of municipal population to county population. The municipality's share

of the county population was regressed upon the county's share of the

study region's population durlng 1970-77. This relationship captures

the influence of regional growth upon the municipalities in addition

to county changes. Locational effects of mine or plant placement as

outl ined in the Mineral Development Monitoring System, Wyoming Department

of Economic Planning and Development were reviewed but not entered

expl icitly in the municipality allocation process. Travel distances,

workers are will ing to commute to secure the amenities of relatively

more urban 1 iving, influence the distribution of population. However,

these remain constant due to fixed road networks and thus do not enter

the time series regression analysis employed. Distributional effects

were investigated for the influence of a hierarchy of towns and cities

upon the municipal ity under study. The forecast distributions were not

drastically changed when these effects were cxpl icitly included. Both
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mineral development and locational attraction effects are impl icit on

a county level through the county growth projections provided by DAFC.

They are also captured by allocating the Census state projections to

the county level through a procedure using the ratio of the change in

county population in the DAFC projections to the change in the state

projections.

The forecasted ratio of municipal population to county population

was appl ied to both the DAFC forecasted county populations and the county

allocations of Census Bureau state populations. The resulting municipal

population forecasts were therefore based upon two differing growth rate

assumptions.

The three growth rates requested to base the cost benefit analysis

upon were developed through an additional I iterature search of local

population projections for land use planning, water planning and other

municipal planning functions. The population estimates and forecasts

gathered by Wright Water Engineers, Inc. as part of this study (see

appendix C) were also incorporated. The range of population forecasts

for any single municipal ity varies widely, in most instances, following

the pattern of the local being the highest to the disaggregation of the

Census Bureau state projections being the lowest. Projections collected

f rom a 11 sources we re i nteg ra ted into a rank orde ring a long with the

forecasts by DAFC-IPR in order to construct envelopes of the high and

low projections. These upper and lower forecast boundaries were selected
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from the highest and the lowest projection for each future period regard

less of source or methodology. These extremes provide composite high

and low growth rates and generate a band within which future population

is most likely to be found. For planning purposes, the mean of this

range may be considered to be an appropriate forecast. A composite av

eraging method of all the available projections was used to develop the

third growth rate projections. This method incorporates the influence

of the wide variety of assumptions and methodologies upon which the various

projections were based.

The boundaries of the high and low projections combined with the

"composite average" projection provide three different levels of growth

which may be faced by the counties and municipalities under study. These

growth rates for Cheyenne are illustrated in Figure B-1.
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Figure B-1. Cheyenne Population Projections
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Table B-1. Range of Population Projections

Census 1Estimate Proj ect ions
1977 1980 1985 1990 2000

Albany County 28408
High 33151 37828 42420 49424
Composite Average 30702 33868 39724 41633
Low 27650 29270 30553 31646

Laramie 24962
High 29550 33911 38169 44679
Composite Average 27109 30007 33157 36693
Low 23904 25774 26837 27799

ttl
Carbon County 18132

324922
I High 27609 32492 42633

CO Composite Average 23983 27540 29007 31868
Low 20493 21200 21785 22914

Baggs 280
High 500 983 3000 5000
Composite Average 416 678 1157 2038
Low 347 364 372 406

Dixon 80
High 152 205 213 409
Composite Average 98 147 1492 2032Low 71 124 125 125

Savery
Available estimate 30 30 30 30 30

Rawl ins 10218
250002High 15560 20000 25000

Composite Average 13227 16157 17837 18935
Low 11369 11737 12075 12662



Table B-1 {continued}

Census
Estimates Projections

1977 1980 1985 1990 2000

Sinclair 544
High 652 766 938 1150
Composite Average 610 695 745 801
Low 531 626 645 669

Saratoga 1766
High 2921 3376 3376 4575
Composite Average 2469 2851 2982 3447
Low 2025 2103 2156 2296

Hanna-Elmo 781
High 2919 3849 4800 10000
Composite Average 1736 2460 2765 3950

to Low 922 959 982 1052
I

\0
Encampment-Riverside 596

High 855 1004 1138 1665
Composite Average 752 939 966 t112
Low 697 726 743 799

Converse County 10596
247792High 16113 24779 27972

Composite Average 14465 17728 18758 20642
Low 13126 13464 13875 14619

Douglas 5254
175882 175882High 9826 17588

Composite Average 8439 11509 12092 13045
Low 6837 7008 7220 7661

Glenrock 2549
High 3691 4599 5211 6865
Composite Average 3488 3997 4251 4710
Low 3234 3318 3419 3600



Table B-1 (continued)

Census
Estimates Projections

1977 1980 1985 1990 2000

Goshen County 12139
High 13630 14338 15392 16670
Composite Average 13077 13416 14151 14993
Low 12665 12860 13166 13306

Li ng 1e 436
High 560 605 645 700
Composite Average 512 537 559 587
low 487 489 492 495

Torrington 4995
High 6500 6645 7638 8741
Composite Average 5911 6212 6825 7621
low 5361 5498 5651 5807

tJ:j Laramie County 64327
I High 72200 85073 118629 138377.....

Composite Average 69449 81320 97586 1150960
Low 66329 69005 72725 74885

Cheyenne 48274
High 64860 76425 87990 118490
Composite Average 57080 66070 76697 96984
Low 50680 52450 54754 56426

Natrona County 59596
High 78038 90467 104876 132854
Composite Average 70821 79990 90392 107794
Low 65544 67222 68756 70759

Casper 44012
High 55800 71200 84800 112000
Composite Average 53207 61480 70021 85396
Low 49623 50867 51926 53410



Table B-1 (continued)

Census
Estimates Projections

1977 1980 1985 1990 2000
,"1979

Mi lIs 2042
High 3000* 4125 5250 7500
Composite Average 2570 3025 3397 4277
Low 2311 2353 2343 2392

Evansville 2530
High 4032 4263 4400 7168
Composite Average 3070 3469 3552 4539
Low 2388 2768 3209 3325

Midwest-Edgerton 1010
High 1387 1533 1800 3800
Composite Average 1172 1342 1484 2156

OJ Low 1050 1246 1242 1269
I...... Niobrara County 2953......

High 3162 3275 3340 3641
Composite Average 3109 3186 3210 3321
Low 3065 3083 3090 3123

Lusk 1710
High 1895 2093 2319 2614
Composite Average 1800 1938 2025 2137
Low 1700'~ 1841 1877 1919

Platte County 8275
High 12800 9720 10775 11262
Composite Average 10658 9204 9768 9875
Low 8755 8792 8944 8997

Wheat 1and 3555
61002High 7500 5220 6100

Composite Average 5616 4600 5126 5216
Low 3863 3888 3988 4023



Tab 1e B-1 (cant i nued)

b'J
i....

N

Glendo
High
Composite Average
Low

Guernsey
High
Compos i;'te Average
Low

Census
Estimates

1977

284

1002

Projections
1980 1985 1990 2000

~'c1986

820 500 550 550
2

510 384 423 438
303 307 314 320

2150 2274~'c 2274 22]4
1372 1456 1534 1553
1044 1049 1068 1076

1. Linear interpolation was assumed to be adequate to provide estimates of missing data between 1980 and the last year projected.

2. Data was not projected beyond the previous period shown. If the final projection is an extreme value when compared with further
projections by other sources, it is assumed constant in later periods. This assumption maintains an envelope of extreme high and
low proJections. The composite average includes extent ions of projections only at the latest level projected. No attempt was
made to assume the structure of the model for extent ion purposes. The constant no-growth assumptions was used only where it was
higher than the lowest consistent projection for the year 2000.



Population Projections by Various Sources
Albany County

Estimates Project ions
1970 1973 1975 1976 1977 1978 1980 1985 1990 2000

*1979

1 26431 27012 26660 27875 28408 28800Albany County 2
Blevins, et aI, Method 2 5 33151 37828 42420 49424
DAFC2 21 30353 33814 38854 48848
Morgan. et al (High) 22 31399 35415 39698 48253
University of Wyoming (High~ 31289 35117 39034 46531
Wyo. State Hwy. Dept. (Low) 3 32459 35511 39563 NA
Wyo. State Hwy. Dept. (High)23 32788 35988 39188 NA
University of wyomin1 (Low)22 28635 31354 34410 41443
Morgan, et al (Low)2 1 29858 32837 35832 41329
Albany County Land Use Plan (High) 9 31006 34789 38778 41062
Albany County Planning Commission26 30390 34493 37407 37815
Albany County Land Use Plan (Low)19 27'50 29270 30950 34500
Census (DAFC-IPR)4 29450 29994 30553 31646

txl
L . 1I 23143 24044 23411 24456 24962..... aramle 2

VJ Blevins, et aI, Method 2 5 29550 33911 38169 44679
Wyoming State Hwy. Dept. 23 29500 32700 35900 NA
DAFC-IPR3 20 26658 29672 34051 42844
Wright Water Engineers 1 25000* NA 34500 40000
Albany County Land Use Plan (High) 9 27420 30958 34669 36753
Albany County Planning Commission26 26853 30686 33407 33764
Albany County Land Use Plan (Low)19 23904 25774 27724 31805
Census (DAFC-IPR)4 25315 25879 26353 26837 27799

1
3288 2968 3248Albany County (other) 3419 3446

DAFC-I PR3
(High)19

3695 4142 4803 6004
Albany County Land Use Plan 3585 3831 4109 4309
Albany County Land Use Plan (Low) 19 3746 3496 3226 2695
Census (DAFC-IPR)4 3485 3571 3642 3716 3847



Population Projections by Various Sources
Carbon County

Estimates Projections
1970 1973 1975 1976 1977 1978 1980 1985 1990 2000

*1979
1 13354 15430 16745 17245 18132 19000Carbon County

DAFC2 8 22540 27036 32316 42633
Carbon County COG 22497 24496 27609 32492 NA NA
Stuart/Nichols9 4 22730 25290 29435 NA NA
Census (DAFC-IPR) 20493 21200 21785 22914

Baggs 1 146 212 250 246 280
Wright Water Engineers20

500'~ NA 3000 5000
Carbon County COG8 388 396 412 983 NA NA
DAFC-IPR3 411 520 583 919
Stuart/Nichols9 I 395 410 845 NA NA
Census (DAFC-IPR) + 298 347 364 372 406

Dixon 1
72 42 47 77 80

DAFC-IPR3 8 152 205 213 409
td Carbon County COG 20 67 68 71 134 NA NA
I Wright Water Engineers 75 NA NA NAI--' Stuart/Nichols9 4 65 75 125 NA NA~

Census (DAFC-IPR) 64 116 124 125 145

Savery (unincorporated-census estimates not
avai lab Ie. 1979-80 estimate Carbon
County COG) 30'~ 30 NA NA

In Ba sin Ru ra 1 included in Carbon
County other

Rawl ins 1
7855 8685 9592 9721 1021820Wright Water Engineers 12000* 20000 25000 NA

Carbon County COG8 12925 13494 15560 17659 NA NA
Stuart/Nichol s9 12925 14850 16705 NA NA
DAFC-IPR3 4 12358 14685 17747 22651
Census (DAFC-IPR) 10655 11369 11737 12075 12662



Carbon County (continued)

Estimates Projections
1970 1973 1975 1976 1977 1978 1980 1985 1990 2000

S·- 1 . 1
*1979

Inc air 3 445 480 526 546 544
DAFC-IPR 4 652 766 938 1150
Census (DAFC-IPR) 578 608 626 645 669
Stuart/Nichol s9 20 620 645 710 NA NA
Wright Water Engineers 615* NA NA NA
Carbon County COG8 500 510 531 678 NA NA

Saratoga 1 1181 1400 1539 1670 1766
Wright Water Engineers 20

3200 NA NA NA NA
Carbon County COG8 2500 2700 2921 3376 NA NA
Stuart/Nichol s9 2500 2650 3140 NA NA
DAFC-IPR3 4 2280 2785 3258 4575
Cens~s (DAFC-IPR) 1832 2025 2103 2156 2296

Hanna-Elmo1
513 601 711 746 78120

b:l Wright Water Engineers 1750 NA 3500 4800 10000
I Carbon County COG8 1764 2376 2919 3849 NA NA
~ Stuart/Nichol s9 1830 2055 2700 NA NAV1

DAFC-IPR3 4 1048 1290 1496 2152
Census (DAFC-IPR) 827 922 959 982 1052

Encampment-Riverside! 367 469 517 541 596
Carbon County COG8 20 692 767 855 1004 NA NA
Wright Water Engineers 600>~ 1000 NA NA
Stuart/Nichol s9 750 810 980 NA NA
DAFC-IPR3 4 798 987 1138 1665
Census (DAFC-IPR) 625 697 726 743 799

Carbon County (other) 1 2775 3541 3563 3698 3867
Carbon County COG8 3661 4340 4809 NA NA
Stuart/N icho 1s9 3645 3765 4200 NA NA
DAFC-IPR3 4 4841 5798 6943 ~, 112
Census (DAFC-IPR) 4121 4409 4560 4686 11925



Population Projections by Various Sources
Converse County

1970 1973
Estimates
1975 1976 1977 1978 1980

*1979

Project ions
1985 1990

*1984
2000

Converse Countyl
Converse County Land Use Plan-1978 12

DAFC2 I
Stuart/Nichols 3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

1
Douglas 20

Wright Water Engineers
Converse County Land Use Plan-1978 12

Stuart/Nichol s l 3
DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

Glenrock1

Converse County Land Use Plan-1978 12
DAFC-IPR3
Wright Water Engineers 20

Stuart/Nichols13 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

Converse County (other) 12
Converse County Land Use Plan-1978
Stuart/Nichols13
DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

5938

2677

1515

1746

6860

3056

1868

1936

8048

3839

1071

3138

9350

4535

2519

10596

5254

2549

2793

12300
14613

11700

8752
7500

6347

3263

2700
3033

2598
1500
2920

16113
15320
13300
13126

8763*
9826
8520
8249
6837

3691
3765
3500*
3250
3234

2596
1530
3306
3055

24779*
17471
15200
13464

13800
17588*
9815
9332
7008

4599*
4297

NA
3775
3318

2592*
1610
3842
3138

NA
21178

NA
13875

14600
NA
NA

11238
7220

NA
5211

NA
NA

3419

NA
NA

4729
3236

NA
27972

NA
14619

NA
NA
NA

15361
7661

NA
6865

NA
NA

3600

NA
NA

5746
3357



Population Projections by Various Sources
Goshen County

1970 1973
Estimates
1975 1976 1977 1978 1980

*1979

Projections
1985 1990 2000

1Goshen County
DAFC2 1
Goshen County Land Use Plan 7
Census (DAFC-IPR)4

Li ng 1e 1. 1
Goshen County L~nd Use Plan 7
DAFC-IPR3
Wright Water Engineers20

Census (DAFC-IPR)4

"". 1:orrlngton
3DAFC-IPR 20

Wright Water Engineers 17
Goshen County Land Use Plan
Census (DAFC-IPR)4

Goshen County (other) 1
DAFC-I PR3
Goshen County Land Use Plan 17

Census (DAFC-IPR)4

10885

446

4237

6202

11302

433

4430

6439

11776

4667

6615

12216

487

4958

6771

12139

12280

436
525

4995

5545

6708

6210

11900

464

5133

6303

13630
12665
12938

560
502
500*
487

5680
6500*
6105
5361

7448
6000
7089

14338
12860
13049

605
517
NA
489

6493
NA

6645
5498

7328
5610
7062

15392
13895
13166

645
540
NA
492

7638
NA

7185
5651

7214
6065
7023

16670
15005
13306

700
568
NA
495

8741
NA

8315
5807

7361
5990
7004



Population Projections by Various Sources
Laramie County

Estimates Projections
1970 1973 1975 1976 1977 1978 1980 1985 1990 2000

L. 1 56360 61340 63212 63812 64327 64500aramle County
DAFC2 5 68066 85073 118629 ~38377

Cheyenne Land Use Plan-1978 69921 71200 NA 95990 128720
Genesis project-l~736 72200 NA NA 118400
Cens~s (DAFC-IPR) 66329 69005 72725 74885

Cheyenne 41254 44641 46677 47795 48274
Cheyenne Land Use Plan-19785 7 64860 NA 87990 118490
Wyoming Water Planning Pgm.-1978 59860 71425 82990 113490
DAFC-IPR3 4 52919 63981 81053 99529
Census (DAFC-IPR) 49078 50680 52450 54754 56426

to Laramie County (other) 15106 16699 16535 16017 16053
I Cheyenne Land Use Plan-19785 6340 NA 8000 10230.....

00 DAFC-IPR3 4 15347 21092 34576 38850
Census (DAFC-IPR) 15422 15650 16655 17971 18459



Population Projections by Various Sources
Natrona County

1970 1973
Estimates
1975 1976 1977 1978 1980

"(1979

Projections
1985 1990 2000

*1998
**1997

1
Natrona County 10

Natrona County Land Use Plan-1978
.. OAFC2

4Census (DAFC-IPR) 11
Midwest-Edgerton Land Use Plans-1977

r 1
~asper 20

Wright Water Engineers
Natrona County Land Use Plan-197S 10

DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

Mi lIs 1 20
Wright Water Engineers 10
Mills Land Use Plan-1977
DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

Evansville1 20
Wright Water Engineers
Evansville Land Use Plan-1977
DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

Midwest-Edgerton 1 20
Wright Water Engineers II
Midwest-Edgerton Land Use Plans-1977
DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

Natrona County (other) 1

DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

51264

39361

1724

832

954

8393

52197

39597

1589

1787

860

8364

55087

41192

1700

2142

909

9144

57060

61306

42538

1695

2069

2392

924

914

9511

59596

63145

44012

2042

2133

2530

2185

1010

942

10002

63300
73558

65040

50579

47950

2199

2247

2251

2838

970

1190

9075

78038
70703
65544
69000

55800*
53659
53746
49623

3000*
2338
2632
2311

2500*
2388
4032
3359

1050*
1029
1387
1223

8906
9030

90467
81362
67222
79990

71200
62206
61648
50867

NA
2723
2900
2353

NA
2768
4263
3396

1400
1192
1533
1246

11018
9360

104876
95204
68756
92731

84800
72113
71242
51926

NA
3172
2824
2343

4400
3209
3314
3285

1800
1383
1513
1242

16311
9960

132854*
113518
70759

114046**

112000
91351*
84821
53410

7500
3928
3288
2392

7168
3946**
3716
3325

3800
1791**
1765
1269

19928
10363



Population Projections by Various Sources
Niobrara County

Estimates Projections
1970 1973 1975 1976 1977 1978 1980 1985 1990 2000

*1979

Niobrara Countyl 2924 2886 2895 2865 2953 3000
OAFC2

18 3162 3275 3340 3641
Niobrara County Land Use Plan 3100 3200 NA NA
Census (DAFC-IPR)4 3065 3083 3090 3123

LuSk1
1495 1586 1628 1630 1710

DAFC-IPR3
18 1895 2093 2319 2614

Niobrara County Land Use Plan 1800 1880 NA NA
Census (DAFC-IPR)4 20 1749 1807 1841 1877 1919
Wright Water Engineers 1700* NA NA NA

t::d Niobrara County (other) 1 1429 1300 1267 1235 1243
I DAFC-IPR3 18 1267 1182 1021 1027

N Niobrara County Land Use Plan 1300 1320 NA NA0
Census (DAFC-IPR)4 1251 1258 1241 1213 1204



Population Projections by Various Sources
Platte County

1970 1973
Estimates
1975 1976 1977 1978 1980

*1979

Projections
1985 1990

,~ 1986 *1988
2000

t;d
i
tv
......

Platte County 1
DAFC2 14
Wheatland Comprehensive Plan
Platte County Profile16 1
Guernsey Comprehensive Plan 5
Census (DAFC-IPR)4

1
Wheatland 14

Wheatland Comprehensive Plan
Platte County Profile16
Wright Water Engineers20
DAFC-IPR3 . 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

1
Glendo 15

Glendo Comprehensive Plan
Wright Water Engineers20
DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

1
Guernsey 20

Wright Water Engineers 15
Guernsey Comprehensive Plan
DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

Platte County (other) 1
DAFC-IPR3 4
Census (DAFC-IPR)

6486

210

793

2985

6860

2467

257

830

3276

7275

7000
7000

2770
3000

268

838

3399

7672

7800

3250

267

898

1000

3257

8275

8253
8000

3555

3907

284
410

1002

8800

9625

4842

3893

298

1240

1046

3563

9171
11700
10866
12800
8755

7500
6578
6000*
4138
3863

820
600'~

319
303

1200*
2150
1094
1044

3620
3545

9407
9200
9720
8900
8792

5000
5220

NA
4293
3888

500
NA
345
307

2274*
1370
1129
1049

3640
3548

10775
10200

NA
9200
8944

6100
NA
NA

5197
3988

550
NA
406
314

NA
*1500

1297
1068

3875
3573

11262
NA
NA
NA

8997

NA
NA
NA

5519
4023

NA
NA
444
320

NA
NA

1362
1076

3937
3578
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ASSESSMENT OF MUNICIPAL WATER USAGE AND WATER SUPPLIES

FOR MUNICIPALITIES IN THE NORTH PLATTE DRAINAGE

INTRODUCTION

The 1979 Wyoming Legislature authorized the Wyoming Water Development

Commission to undertake a study of the feasibility of financing the

Cheyenne Diversion Project. Legislation directs that the feasibility

report shall include "a statement of the needs for water up to the year

2000 and a minimum of three different levels of population growth for the

counties of Laramie, Albany, Carbon, Natrona, Converse, Niobrara, Goshen,

and Platte, and other users of municipal water from the North Platte River

tributaries that may have insufficient water for probable growth."

The Wyoming WRRI is preparing portions of the feasibility study under

contract with the State of Wyoming. This report is being prepared under a

subcontract to Wyo. WRRI, and it is limited to the assessment of present

water use by municipalities in the eight counties which were identified by

the Wyoming Water Development Commission. Information is also provided

about future populations and water use rates wherever this information

could be obtained in the process of assessing present population and water

uses.

Scope of Study

The scope of study was outlined in the WRRI work outline of July 25,

1979, as follows:

"l. Contact all municipal systems in the eight county area for present

use.

2. Contact Dixon and Baggs water officials.

3. Acquire information on questionnaire provided by WWDC.

4. Cheyenne information from WWDC. n

The specific scope is to summarize information obtained from town and

city officials, city engineers, and reports prepared by engineering firms

for use in planning system improvements. Much of the information was

obtained from planning reports, some of which had been ~repared for sub

mittal to the State for water system financing. Reports were available for

the larger communities or the communities which have recently had a major

need for water facility expansion programs.
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Although,the questionnaire originalLy developed by WWDC contained

several questions regarding water system 'conditions, capacities, in-town

storage, pumping and pipeline facilites, it was found this information is

not readily available, not easily summarized, and basically not needed for

the primary purpose of the feasibility study - to ascertain present muni

cipal water uses and project future municipal water needs.

Therefore, the scope of this report is limited primarily to the

determination of and tabulation of current municipal populations, total

number of water taps, water use on an average daily and peak day demand

basis, maximum system capacity in million gallons per day, current annual

water use in million gallons and acre-feet, system problems related to

water rights and physical water supply, system problems related to treat

ment, distribution, storage, etc., and an identification of the facilities

that might be needed to divert water developed by the Cheyenne diversion

project to the individual towns for municipal use.

Summary of Process

The first step in this assessment was to contact the EPA, Department

of Environmental Quality, Department of Economic Planning and Development,

and other information sources for reports concerning the municipal water

systems of the twenty or so identified towns. The second step was to

contact officials of all of the cities, towns and municipal systems

identified. Contacted were a town official, the City Engineer, other

municipal system operator, or the consulting engineer involved in

operating the city water system or in an improvement project.

It was decided that the primary output from all of the information

gathered should be a tabulation covering the subjects enumerated above

under "Scope." Included in the tabulation is the information about

present municipal water uses. Also included are data about the assessment

of future water needs made by the town or the town engineers. These

estimates of future water needs are based in every case on a population

projection prepared either by the engineer or obtained by the engineer from

other studies. Often the population projections are from City/County

planners. Since WRRI will prepare the three levels of population pro-
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jections required by the legislation, the population projections obtained

from the city reports will likely be considered another alternative

population projection.

In addition to the primary product, the tabulation of study results,

several appendixes were prepared and included in this report. The first

is an appendix of the lists of water rights held by the towns to obtain

their municipal water supplies. It should be pointed out that, in many

instances, the water~!~ts are not a good indicatio~_~!__~e actual water

supply available to _~h=~~--_._------
Another appendix is the water rate structures which could be

obtained for the towns.

The questionnaires are on file at Wright Water Engineers and contaiY~~
;~ .-/

additional information, in some cases concerning the municipal water o~/'

collection system, water treatment facilities, treated water storage

facilities, distribution system, and other information.

The data obtained were by no means in a uniform format. A part of

the process leading to this report was to calculate, if necessary, the

existing water system capacity, the per capita water consumption, and in

most instances, the annual water use in million gallons and acre-feet.

Documentation

The data presented in the Summary of Municipal Water Use Assessment

are the best data which are available. The information was obtained from

written reports wherever possible. For many towns the data were obtained

from system operators or the town's engineer. Appendix 3 contains a list

of persons contacted. Because people are busy in the late summer and

because of the time constraints placed on the study, much of this contact

was by verbal communication, although most of the town officials were

referring to actual records and other file materials during the

communication.

DESCRIPTION OF MTJrnrTPAL WATER USE

The "normal II C.l ty or town has a base water use associated primarily

with residential and commercial usage, typically classified as domestic or

base use. This water use is fairly constant throughout the year and for

many towns ranges from 70 to 100 gallons per day per capita (GPDPC). In
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addition, there may be industrial uses supplied by the municipal wate~

system. In the summer time, water use increases, primarily due to the

irrigation of residential lawns and city parks.. A "rule of thumb" average

daily use over the year is typically 180-200 GPDPC. This average daily or

average annual rate averages out the base or domestic use and the summer

time use.

Few municipal water systems are constructed with large treated water

storage capacities (this should not be confused with raw water storage

capacity or water supply reservoirs). Therefore, most municipal water

supply systems are designed to meet the peak daily water use demands,

which are typically 2.5 to 3 times the average daily use.

In addition, municipalities must provide for fire flow requirements.

Fire flow requirements in rate and storage requirements are usually

obtained from formulas prepared by the National Board of Fire Underwriters

or a recent publication, "Guide for Determination of Required Flow,"

Insurance Services Office, 160 Water Street, New York, N.Y. 10038,

December, 1974. Fire flow requirements are generally not a significant

factor in determining municipal water supply requirements, but are a

factor in designing municipal distribution, pumping, and system storage

facilities.

As a community grows, the base water use as well as the peak use

increases and the entire water supply must be increased. Thus, the peak

daily rate of water demand as well as the annual volume of water use will

increase. Communities surveyed were found to have needs primarilY for

summer or peak daily water supply capacity. If the peak capacity needs

can be met, then the system capacity will be sufficient to meet winter

time uses.

An example of this is the City of Laramie. Laramie has enough water

supply to meet the current demands through most of the year. However, the

current water supply rate capacity is insufficient to meet the peak demand

during the lawn irrigation season. Thus, Laramie is looking for increased

water supply capacity to meet the summer time use. The annual water use

and base water use is also increasing. Therefore, Laramie is seeking to

increase its ability to meet average daily demands as well.
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Casper has a different kind of problem which may be shared by

Saratoga and one or two other communities in the North Platte River Basin.

Casper has constructed enough system capacity, but has junior water rights.

The State Engineer has warned the City that its diversions may be cur

tailed to meet the senior irrigation water rights uses on the North Platte

River, although such regulation has not yet been imposed. Casper currently

is seeking additional water ,rights or water supplies not subject to cur

tailment by senior water rights, such as storage.

Table 1 is included to illustrate the monthly variation of water

supply for the towns of Laramie and Casper, where water use records were

made available.

TABLE OF STUDY RESULTS

The pages which follow are a tabulation of the study results titled

"Summary of Municipal Water Use Assessment, Cheyenne Diversion Project

Evaluation." Following the tabulation is a narrative description of each

town's existing water supplies, problems, or other information to assist

in projecting current and future municipal water needs.

CHEYENNE WATER USES AND SUPPLIES

The City of Cheyenne has provided several reports to WWDC and WRRI

which summarize the past, present, and future water uses and water supply

needs of Cheyenne. These reports show that Crow Creek has yielded 3100

acre-feet per year for the period 1969 through 1978, and that groundwater

wells have been utilized with a wide variation in water supplies but have

averaged 3800 acre-feet per year for- the period 1969 through 1978. The

Stage I Cheyenne Diversion Project has averaged 7400 acre-feet during the

same period. Banner Associates now assesses presently available water supply

for Cheyenne to be 5100 acre-·feet per year from Crow Creek, 7400 acre-feet

from Stage I, for a total of 12,500 acre-feet per year. Groundwater is to

provide a standby water supply of 2,000 acre-feet per year, bringing the

total present system capacity to a maximum of 14,500 acre-feet per year.

The report "Summary and Analysis of the City of Cheyenne's Proposed

Stage II Water System Expansion" prepared by the Wyoming Water Planning

Program, predecessor to WWDC, is a comprehensive summary of all of the
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Table 1 - Monthly Water Use - Laramie and Casper, Wyoming

Casper
1977 Total 1978 Tota1

1

~i11ion Gallons)

19'W
High Day

Laramie -
Total

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

101.8

105.0

117.3

119.0

152.3

273.3

328.6

252.5

239.4

135.4

104.4

103.4

3.9

4.1

4.2

4.9

8.7

13.0

13.3

11.4

11.0

6.4

4.1

4.0

140.5

130.0

144.1

159.3

282.8

525.9

491.4

421.5

346.9

180.9

156.0

154.1

160.8

145.1

171.2

185.8

191.6

393.9

475.7

423.0

402.9

293.2

182.1

176.0

2,032.4 3,201.3

11978 precipitation was the highest of record and per capita

use for peak periods was down from previous years.
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pertinent water use, water rights, and water supply information for Cheyenne.

In addition, the publication contains data on tap fees, water department

expenditures and budgets and other information tabulated as of September,

1978. Table 2 is a summary of the projected annual water needs for Cheyenne,

taken from the State of Wyoming report.

Table 2 - Projected Annual Water Needs For Cheyenne

Number Residential No Charge Industrial Total
Estimated of Demand Uses Demand Use

Year Population Taps (MG) (MG) (MG) MG Ac-Ft

1980 59,860 14,956 3,486.3 665.0 1,241.0 5,392.3 16,548

1985 71,425 17,856 4,288.3 665.0 1,423.5 6,376.8 19,570

1990 82,990 20,748 5,090.4 665.0 1,606.0 7,361.4 22,591

1995 98,240 24,560 6,147.9 665.0 1,788.5 8,601.4 26,397

2000 113,490 28,373 7,205.5 665.0 1,971.0 9,841.5 30,202

2005 130,765 32,691 8,403.6 665.0 2,171.8 11,240.4 34,496

2010 148,040 37,010 9,601.6 665.0 2,372.5 12,639.1 38,788
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Sumlnary of Municipal 'Hater Use Assessment

Cheyenne Diversion Project Evaluation PilgC _L_of-!.... _.

Current & Future Use l M<lx. Sy~tem System Problems
Total No. _!~.v.g . D.-li}..L !'!C.,!<__l~_.g::m;~~.1_ C'<lp<lci ty Current 1\nnuill Usc W<lter Hts. ana Other (trtmt. , Modific-.lt ions H'~q 'd to

.~~!~..~ ~ T~'::l..1i\tion ~£...1'i~PE.._ GI'DPC ~lGD ~~'g-,-,~ ~lGD -~<?P--
--1>1"(;---=------ ~.::..- ~!lical Supply ~~~~..~,toraqe ) !-!E~~ct 1\'.,).:-,,:___

1\LD,\!;'Y COtJNTY

Lara.·de 1979 GJ,VUU :i,SSa 223 5.578 532 !}-..:J.9 12.4 2034.9 6,242 Purchasing Laramie River Treatment facility re- Need conveyance from
19902 34,500 220 7.59 500 17.25 rts. and developing g.w. stricts surface water Douglas Cr. System to
2QOO 40,000 220 8.80 500 20.00 to meet future needs diversion to 6.0 MGD. If Laramie I~T.P.

water quality is good
cilpacity is 7.5 MG:J

Cl\RI30N COt'!'i'r'Y---_._--
Daqqs 1979 500 180 230 0.115 350 0.175 0.432 42.0 129 None N/A in Little Sni'lkc R.ll

1')'.'0 3 3,,·00 230 .G9 350 LOS
2JOO 5,')00 230 1.15 350 1. 75

("')
I Dixon 1')79 75 53 259 .019 518 .039 0.36 7.1 21. 7 None N/A in Little Snakc H.~

CO

EnCampf;\Cnt 1979 GOO 261 170 .10 425 .26 5.25 37.2 114 Develop alluvial g.w. to Construct new storage Need WTP
1985 1,000 170 .17 425 .43 overcome w.q. problems & tank, replace water

seas.onal surface water lines
fluctuations

Hilnna & E1= 1977 1,750 390 218 .38 336 .58 1.05 139 427 Planning on adding 640 Increase trunkline Need transmission P/L
1935 3,500 218 .76 336 1.17 A-I-' reserv. 011 Rattle- capacity and WTP
l'nO 4,800 218 1.05 336 1.61 snilke Cr. + well (s) to
:iOOO 10,000 218 2.18 336 3.36 1 cfs

H.IW) in,; 11
. 1~'\ \ 1?,(Wn'" );>00 ) (,(1 1 . <):~ 3~() J.II'1 ~"'~". [7.2 11"~ 700.n 2lS0 IlhH]equute !;upply in dry Need::: new phy!;. f.1c1 li- Nl.'\.l\1 1-1'1'1'

lOLl:; 20,000 I(,O J. :'0 320 (,.40 Gy{(L. 2. B !>r,'/r years ties - Sage Creek pipe-

109" 25,000 IGO 4.00 320 fJ.()O ,,'.l~~, 1.5 line; new reservoir

GF~PC = Gallons rer Day Per Capita
MG = ~i11ion Gallons
;\- F = ,'\c!"c'- [.?c·t = 325,8::>1 q<l] Ions
(H.I:n =. (!:111()n~~ per ~'Lnutc

1 cf~; (c.:'j:.ic feet per secend) = 449 qpm; 1 cfs flowing for 1 day = 1. <)8 A-F

W,'I' = \·: .. ti.'r T:-(!,lt~ent PlClnt
':'ot.:ll nu:~.b(·r of ti:lPS includes residential, cor.unerical and industrial

If· . ,
2rut~rc U!;C from Survey In ormatlon, lf aV.:Il1ablc
3ProJcc~~ons frum Danner Assoc. Report
4ProJc~rlons by Andrew ~oorchcad

City c~timatc. Other p')pu1.:1tion estimates by HNT13 Engineers.

I
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City or Town Population
Total No.
of Taps

Current & Futur~ Use
Avq. Daily Poak Day Demand
~ --lE!L ~ 2EL.

Max. System
Capacity

MOD
Cur;ent Annual UI.
~ --!:!:...

System Problelll8
Water Rt•• and other (trtmt.,
Physical Supply dfstrib•• ,toragel

Modific~tion ~q'd to·
Cse Project Water

Sarato9~ 1978 3,200 700 225 .72 450 1.44 3.2 263 806 1956, 61, & 78 WR's WTP capacity' undersize
for current pop. Build
new 3.5 mgd & rennovate
old to 1 mgd; add meters

None

5,000 - Phase I
10,000 - Phase II

Sincla.ir

Design
rop.

1979 615 211

225
225

275

1.13
2.25

.169

4501

450

688

2.25
4.50

.423 61. 7

Engineer recommends
acquisition of add'l
WR of 10.7 cfs

189 Town owns 12.51
(8.1 MGD) NPR rights;
refineryuscfI 93\

1 mg standpipe under
constr.

Delivery restricted to None
1,000 gpm by filtration
facilities

CO~VlmSE COlJN'rY--------

n
I

\0

Douglils

Glenrock

GOSHEN COUNTY

1979
1985
1990
1995

1979

8,763
213,800

14,600
14,800

3,500

1600

750

235
235
235
235

171

2.06
3.24
3.43
3.48

•60

330
330
330
330

371

2.89
4.55
4.B2
4.88

1.30

2.50 751.6

219

2307 Prescnt system limited
by treatment facility for
North Platte water source.
Can treat 2.32 cfs (1.5
MGD) of a 6.41 cfs WR
from N.P. and another 1.0
MGD from Little Box Elder
Spring. Spring water re
quires only chlorination •

672 Groundwater supply is
limited; increased depend
able supply needed. 2 new
Fox Hills Pm wells will
add 500 gpm (0.72 MGO) to
system.

New WTP bdng built; loIil
bc 011 linc in 19130 wi th
c<lpacity of 2. 5 ~IGn

expand41ble Lo 4.0 MG!).

Need W1'l'

ft. I.a:-nmie 1979

197<)

300

!:i00

145

226

483

54

0.145 1450

0.027 112

0.435

0.056

1.44

1.58

52.9

9.0

162 None-uses 2 wells

30 None-Lawns irrigated
w/ditch - 3 wells provide
water to mun. system

Needs more storage
capacity

Main distribution
lines too small

Need W'i'P

Tordngton 1979 6,500 223 1.450 440 2.86 6.70 529 1623 Presently uses 8 wells. Transmission mains Need WTP
presently too small; soon
to be corrected.

I
\0
I

lWc~tern Engineers-Architects report uses peak hour demand of 650 gpcd, or
?G.50 MGD (or ultima.te design
-HOH ElIlJine':rs population a.nd per capita consumption rate estimates



1
2Trc~tm~nt plant overload capacity
)rroj,'ctiol\o from lJl.,r.-k r. Vl'oltch Report, figure!.! rounded
Projectiolls from Si'lma l':nqinccr9 Report, I\VfJ O<lily ond Po.:lk Day URO includos
4co~nerci~1 ~ld refinery use plus municipal usc

NIl?f) E/lqinecrs Inc. Report. Prescnt overage and peak day use low because of
sw,lt(lr supply prublem:>
6wcstcrn !':ngin(~crs-Architccts' verbal roport

Poptll.,tiol\ tlRill'l dty watrY', ref: K lW M Font/lncering. Usc ratos adjusted to includo parks
7N1111lJ E/IIJil\cor~; jl0l'ul"t io;. .;Jlitimuto, 1')79 WJt~,. U"O from recordu, 1')86 wator UgO froln MIII'9.
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Laramie

The City of Laramie currently receives its water supply from four

sources. They are: Soldier Springs, Pope Well Field, City Springs, and

the Laramie River. The Laramie River provides 30% of the total water

supply~ while the groundwater sources furnish 70%. The design capacity of

the Laramie River Water Treatment Plant is 6 MGD, but when the quality of

the influent is fairly good, the river source can supply up to 7.5 MGD.

Only during warm weather months is the Treatment Plant operated at capa

city. During the winter months it is usually operated at lower levels

with groundwater supplying most of the daily needs. Average yield from

groundwater sources over the last 10 years has been about 3.4 MGD.

Laramie has 12.5 MG of storage in town and 0.5 MG at the filter plant,

giving a total of 13.0 MG. Peak daily demand is greater-than system capac;i.ty.

Voluntary water use restrictions are imP~ durin~ geak ~ periods, and
irrigation of the City parks ~s curta~iea.

The City of Laramie is currently negotiating for the purchase· of

additional surface water supplies from the Laramie River. The City is

seeking to acquire 19.65 cfs of direct flow rights from the Monolith

Ranch, expected to yield 1438 acre-feet per year or 468.6 MG per year.

Maximum daily yield would depend upon available streamflow and diversion

capacity.
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~

Baggs (pop. 500) obtains its water supply from an underground

infiltration gallery under the Little Snake River. The chlorinated water

is pumped to storage (317,000 gal) and is then put into the distribution

system. Baggs' current water supply is adequate for a population of

1,200, but by 1990 the population has been projected to be approximately

3,000 and 5,000 by the year 2000. Additional water supplies will be

needed to satisfy the population needs.

Dixon

Dixon (pop. 75) obtains its water supplies by a direct flow right

from the Little Snake River. The Town has 200,000 gallons of storage

capacity for its chlorinated water and at current consumption rates, the

0.49 cfs (250 gpm or 0.36 MGD) can supply a population of almost 700 people.

Encampment

The Town of Encampment is facing problems with water supply facili-

ties and fluctuations in water supply. According to the Town's engineers,

Encampment has sufficient water rights (8.14 cfs of 5.26 MGD) to meet its

future needs; npwever, the physical supply is limited from time to time.

The engineers have proposed to develop alluvial groundwater supplies to

overcome water quality problems from turbidity and other contaminants,

as well as mitigate seasonal surface water fluctuations.

Hanna and Elmo

The Town of Hanna (pop. 1780) obtains its water supplies from

Rattlesnake Creek. Water is then sold to Elmo, an adjoining town with a

population of about 300. Hanna has 1.64 cfs (1.06 MGD) of early priority

water rights or enough to supply approximately 3,155 people at peak daily (
c'

consumption rates 9 It has been projected that this population will be (l/nfQlr"

attained by 1985. Peak hourly consumption (576 gpdpc) currently exceedS) --t");:
~.

the system~s capacity.

Hanna has been investigating the possibility of constructing a 640

A-F storage reservoir on Rattlesnake Creek to capture spring runoff flow

and ·thereby increase its supply for the future. Another option is to

develop a groundwater source of about 450 gpm or .65 MGD.

Chlorination is presently the only treatment afforded to the water.
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Rawlins

~he City of Rawlins has two sources for its water supply: (I) springs

and surface runoff in the Sage Creek watershed and (2) the North Platte

River. However, Rawlins is not using the supply to its full potential

because storage and transmission facilities are limited.

The North Platte supply system, formerly owned by Union Pacific, is

currently being used to supplement the City's supply. Water is diverted

at Fort Steele and pumped to Rawlins. While the City owns a water right

for 2.32 cfs, the deteriorated state of the pipeline (built in the 1890's)

limits the delivered amount.

The Sage Creek system consists of springs, watershed runoff, Rawlins

Reservoir, and Peaking Reservoir. According to the 1977 report by the

City's engineers, the City has the right to store 346.66 acre-feet of

water in the Peaking Reservoir, either through use of the springs or

through runoff from the watershed, via a pipeline. A rate of 5.25 cfs

from any source cannot be exceeded for this storage. The City has the

right to use water from the springs at a rate of 6.92 cfs through the pipe

~ine for direct municipal consumption. Finally, the City has the right to

~tore E24 acre-feet in the Rawlins Reservoir for municipal use. However,

the City's pipeline is only capable of conveying 4.44 cfs (2,000 gpm) and

must be replaced to allow use of all existing rights.

Potential physical yields from springs and runoff in the Sage Creek

basin were calculated by the City's engineers to be 2,663 MG/year in an
average year and 1,020 MG/year in a dry year. However, the town loses

1401 MG/year in an average year through reservoir losses and excess

spilling. It loses 160 MG/year in a dry year to reservoir losses. There

fore, additional storage and pipeline facilities would enable the City to

use their current physical supply from Sage Creek to its capacity. Assuming

adequate storage facilities, the capacity would average 7.2 MGD and 2.79

MGD for average and dry years, respectively.

Because of the age of the Union Pacific system" and the need for

treatment of the North Platte water, this source is only considered as a

supplemental supply and not looked to for meeting future needs.
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The Town will need additional water rights (1.24 cfs or 0.8 MGD) to

meet peak day demands for an average year by 1990. It will need to obtain

water rights for 1 MGD (1.54 cfs) firm, dry year supplies to meet its

current dry year peak day demand and 5.21 MGD (8.07 cfs) to meet 1990 dry

year peak day demands. Initial investigations made by the City's

engineers indicate that sufficient storage, direct flow rights, and

supplies exist in the Sage Creek basin, which could be investigated for

purchase.

Fianlly, it should be noted that the 1979 population for the Town of

Rawlins lags the population projection made in 1977 by 2,240 persons.

Saratoga

The engineer for the Town of Saratoga has recommended a total water

rights ownership of 10.7cfs for the City, of which 4 cfs is owned already.

The 10.7 cfs (4800 gpm) will meet the peak hour needs (650 gpdpc) of a

population of 10,000. A population of 5,000 will need 5.04 cfs (2257 gpm),

according to the engineer's projections. Citing the uncertainty regarding

the long-range growth rate for Saratoga, the year in which this level is

reached was not projected. Carbon County planners anticipate that a

population level of 5,000 will be reached between 1985 and 1990; however,

City officials feel this level of population will be reached by 1983.

Saratoga's water rights for 4 cfs have priority dates of 1956 (2 cfs)

1960 (2 cfs). As a practical matter, the North Platte River has not been

strictly regulated. Downstream of the Alcova Dam, there are senior ditches

which are entitled to diversions amounting to several thousand cfs and

which could place a demand on the river. Under strict regulation of the

entire river, Saratoga could be affected and, therefore, could not rely on

a firm dry year supply. However, if the regulation of the river is split

between users upstream and downstream of Pathfinder Reservoir, the Town

would probably not be affected.

Sinclair

The Town of Sinclair (pop. 615), formerly Parco, and the oil refinery

located in Sinclair share a common water supply from the North Platte River.
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The refinery by far is the largest user of the water. In 1977 there was

879 MG produced, and the refinery used 818 MG, or 93% of the total supply.

Most of the water rights are in the Town's name (12.51 cfs), while 1.34 cfs

remain under the refinery's control.

The greatest limitation on the Town's ability to supply water ~o its

residents is the contract between the Town and the refinery for the

operation of the water system. The principal terms of the contract which

restrict the Town's water supply are:

1. There is no limit on the amount of water the refinery can take

from the system.

2. The refinery pays for operation and maintenance of the system

but does not pay any other costs for uSe of the water.

3. If the water supply or facilities are not adequate to meet all

needs, the Town must cease any uses except "inside house" needs.

4. Costs of expansion required to meet increased demands (from any

cause) in excess of $15,000 per year must be borne by the Town.

At present the portion of the system supplying water to the Town is

limited by its clarifier facilities to 1000 gpm. Expansion of this

facility would result in an additional 600 gpm.

The problem then is caused by the refinery's fluctuating demand rate

exceeding the total system capacity, resulting in a less than adequate

supply to the Town of Sinclair.
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Douglas

Accgrding to the Public Works Director, the Town of Douglas has ·a

current population of 8,763. Population projections for the year 1995

range from 14,750 to 17,500. The major increase in population is based on

the potential development of a coal gasification plant, which is being

proposed by Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company.

The Town of Douglas has two primary water sources: a spring on

Boxelder Creek and the North Platte River. According to the Town's

engineers, the spring, which is located 16 miles west of the town, produces

an average of approximately 1 MGD (1.55 cfs). While the permit for the

spring authorizes a diversion of 6.41 cfs, the Town is currently obtaining

the maximum physical yield. The Town's engineers estimate that the Town

is al~o taking an average of 1.5. MGD (2.32cfs) from the North Platte River.

The Town has a senior water right (6/15/10) for 4.5 cfs and junior rights

(5/26/65 and 5/10/73) for 1.91 cfs.

The senior water rights presently owned will provide a supply of up

to 6.05 cfs (3.9 MGD), which should provide maximum day demand through

1981. Junior rights provide an additional 1.91 cfs (1.24 MGD), for a total

supply of 7.96 cfs (5.14 MGD). While it would appear that this supply

would meet the peak day demand through 1995, during irrigation season the

junior rights would be out of priority. Thus, of the total, 1.91 cfs is

not a firm supply.

The ability of the town to use additional North Platte River water is

limited by the water treatment facilities. The Town is now in the process

of constructing a 2.5 MGD plant to process North Platte water. This

facility will be capable of expansion to 4 MGD.

Glenrock

The water system for the Town of Glenrock operates at capacity during

the summer months. The,system serves a population of almost 3,500 and

obtains its supply from six wells. Total yield of the present system is

1,000 gpm. A new deep well in the Fox Hills Formation will soon be in

operation and add another 250 gpm to this supply. Another deep well of

approximately the same yield is planned for 1980. The indicated total

yield including the well will be 1500 gpm (2.16 MGD).
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The existing shallow wells in the Deer Creek alluvium experience

reduced yields when streamflows diminish in the summer, affecting the

dependability of the water supply. The deep well source should enhance

the water supply conditions, and existing water sources may meet fore

seeable future water demands. If not, another source of water supply may

be required.

Chlorination is the only treatment required of the water. Therefore,

Glenrock is not equipped to use water from a source of lower quality than

its present source.
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Ft. Laramie

Ft. Laramie (pop. 300) obtains its water supply from two shallow

wells located next to the Tvwn Hall. Current well yield of 1000 gpm

(1.55 MGD) is adequate supply for a population of at least 1,000,

assuming the current peak day demand of 1450 gpdpc. No current population

projections were available from the city to estimate the year at which' this

population would be attained.

The most pressing problem is the lack of sufficient storage capacity.

The town's 50,000 gallon tank has been drained in as little as four hours

while the pumps were shut off. Ft. Laramie's distribution system is less

than 20 years old, and no treatment of the city water is necessary.

Lingle

The source of supply for the Town of Lingle currently consists of

two shallow wells (less than 90 feet deep) which yield a total of 800 gpm.

A third well (200 feet deep) will be in operation soon to augment this

supply with an expected yield of approximately 300 gpm. Total supply for

the town will then be 1100 gpm (1.58 MGD). Lingle residents can also

obtain water through a ditch arrangement for lawn irrigation purposes,

thereby reducing the daily' summer demand.

The main distribution lines are presently too small for the peak

demand period, causing occasional low pressure problems. Treatment of the

water is not necessary.

Torrington

The TOwn of Torrington (pop. 6500) makes use of eight wells to supply

its needs. Although the town has 450,000 gallons of storage capacity, it

is used only in extremely high use periods. The well and distribution

system are capable of furnishing the needs of the town under most circum

stances. The main transmission lines have created a problem of supply due

to inadequate size at highway crossings. The city plans to place larger

pipe at these locations when the highway is rebuilt in the very near future.

Torrington does not treat its water and, therefore, has no treatment

facilities.
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Casper

Casper, with a present population of 55,800; derives its primary

municipal water supply from the North Platte River and from wells adjacent

to the water treatment plant. The water treatment plant was constructed in

two phases and has a present peak day capacity of about 40 rWJd. Direct

flow rights from the North Platte River for the water treatment plant

amount to 14 cfs with a date:"of priority 5/15/1970 and 14 cfs, priority

5/16/1977. The well capacity in the vicinity of the water treatment plant

is 22.1 mgd and the groundwater aquifer which is the source for the wells

is recharged from the North Platte River under three permits - 10 cfs,

priority 4/21/1926, 20.5 cfs, priority 1/30/1963, and 13.5 cfs, priority

1/30/1963.

The City of Casper has enough installed capacity to meet the present

and projected water demand through the year 1985. However, the city is

operating with junior water rights from the North Platte River and has

been notified by the State Engineer that it must obtain senior water

rights or find a water supply not subject to regulation by senior irriga

tion water rights.

It has been estimated that about 40% of the annual municipal diversion

by Casper from the North Platte River is depleted primarily through lawn

irrigation. This estimate is based on diversion records and wastewater

treatment plant records of return flow to the North Platte River.

Casper is currently assuming that its groundwater capacity would not

be subject to water rights regulations. Therefore, the City is looking

for water supplies and/or water rights in an amount to meet peak day

demands exceeding 22.1 mgd•. The corresponding annual diversion rate is

7,500 acre-feet per year, and the corresponding depletion is 3000 acre

feet per year.

Casper has established a goal of obtaining water rights or water

supplies for 7,000 acre-feet per year. This should be sufficient to meet

its projected 1985 demand on a diversion basis, or if the supply can be

used to replace depletions, 7,000 acre-feet per year wonld supply demands

past the year 2000.
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The City approached the State Board of Control for acceptance of

replacing the measured amount of diversions less return flows that occur

from Casper's use of North Platte River water during periods of regulation

for senior water rights. This concept may be acceptable if it can be

demonstrated that records are accurate and allowances are made for ground

water infiltration into the sewer system.

Evansville

The Town of Evansville has been experiencing a water shortage problem

for over six years. They are, however, currently constructing a 2.0 MGD

water treatment plant to treat water obtained from the North Platte River.

T~ir permit to divert 3.12 cfs (2.02 MGD) from this source (permit No.

26091) has a priority of 5/5/1978, making it junior to most of the water

rights on the river. In periods of drought, this right may be shut off if

senior downstream appropriators require it, and Evansville will have to

depend upon its current sources (Elkhorn Creek 0.5 cfs and well 0.67 cfs

or 0.76 MGD total).

With the completion of the new treatment facility, during average

moisture years, Evansville should have an adequate supply until the year

2000. This is the time which has been projected that the population will

reach 7,168 and will require the full supply. Recent storage and distri

bution improvements have been accomplished, making the system capable of

st~lving an increased population.

Midwest/Edgerton

The towns of Midwest and Edgerton are considered together for purposes

of water supply reporting herein. The towns have been jointly investi

gating ways of improving water supplies. They currently have sep~rate

water systems with a combined water supply of approximately 0.34 MGD.

Edgerton has three wells with a capacity of 150 gpm or 0.22 MGD. While

Midwest owns a 1923 water right on the North Platte River at Mills for

0.81 cfs (0.52 MGD), the current deteriorated state of the transmission

line between Mills and Midwest decreases the delivered amount by half.

The current yield on the water supply for the two towns should satisfy

the maximum day water requirements through 1981. Full use of the North

Platte right would provide sufficient supplies (0.60 MGD) to satisfy
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maximum day requirements through 1987; however, this would require

repairing or replacing the existing pumping, filtration, treatment, and

transmission facilities in the present North Platte transmission system.

The alternative sources for new supplies which were identified in

1978 are additional water from the North Platte River or deep wells

located approximately 26 miles west of Midwest. The projected capital cost

for the deep wells is $3.7 million or $2.57 per 1,000 gallons, while the

capital cost for pumping and transmitting additional water from the North

Platte, exclusive of water rights acquisition, is $4.6 million or $3.02

per 1,000 gallons (based on an average daily use of 0.35 million gallons).

The two communities are currently investigating the alternative of drilling

additional deep wells near Edgerton's present well field.

Mills and Wardwells

Mills has five sh~llow wells, of which two have been developed (600

gpm each) and two more will be constructed (estimated total yield of 900

gpm) by 1980. Current supplies (1.73 MGD) do not meet the peak day

demand (1.9 MGD), and Mills is under alternate day watering restrictions.

The current supply for the Wardwell Water and Sanitation District is

one well producing at maximum capacity (500 gpm or 0.72 MGD). This amount

is about 100 percent over the average daily requirement but only 68 percent

of the current peak day demand. Within 20 years, the demand will require

4.9 MGD, or an additional supply of 4.18 MGD.

Mills and Wardwells District are currently joint venturing a water

treatment plant which will use water from the North Platte River. This

plant will have very junior priority water rights, and like Evansville and

Casper, in the immediate vicinity, needs water rights or water supplies not

subject to curtailment by the State Engineer to meet the water requirements

of senior water rights.
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Lusk

The Town of Lusk (pop. 1700) obtains its supply from four wells.· The

wells, however, begin to pump air if operated simultaneously and for more

than a few hours. This reduces the maximum yield of the system to

approximately 1.0 MGD and during periods of high consumption requires lawn

irrigation restrictions.

There is storage capacity for 450,000 gallons but this is not. adequate

since peak daily use is approximately 688,000 gpd.

The combination of inadequate storage capacity and- reduced well system

yield has created a problem of water shortages in Lusk during periods of

high use.

Lusk has investigated the possibility of additional wells and found

that a well could be developed that will produce in the range of 1500-2000

gpm. ~roblems of financing this project have kept Lusk from any further

action.

The North Platte River is approximately 40 miles from Lusk. There

fore, to obtain and use water from this source, Lusk would need to construct

pipeline and pumping stations as well as water treatment facilities. The
~.

Town's present source does not require treatment.
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Glendo

The ~own of Glendo possesses a 300 gpm (0.43 MGD) flowing artesian

well as its source of supply. The water is pumped via booster pumps to

storage tanks above the Town. The 250,000 gallons of storage capacity is

sufficient to supply the townspeople at their peak daily rate for three

days without any inflow from the well. Pump mechanical failure has been

the main problem experienced with the system.

When the need arises, Glendo has another flowing artesian well

available to supplement their present supply. All that would be required

is to construct a 2 to 3 mile pipeline to connect the well to the system.

1\:1 estimate of the well's yield is not available, but it can be assumed

to be in the same range as the well presently in use.

Glendo's population is estimated to be approximately 600. At current

water use rates, the present supply is adequate for a population of almost

2,500. No treatment is needed for the water from the City system.

Guernsey

The Public Works Director for the Town estimates the current permanent

population at 1,200. The Town also receives an influx of temporary resi

dents (1,800 to 2,000) at the National Guard Camp each summer; however, the

Camp is supplied by an independent water. source. In their 1977 report the

City's engineers estimated the permanent population for 1986 to be 2,274.

The engineers felt that growth of the present Town of Guernsey is limited

geographically and that future expansion of the Town, other than on lands

presently occupied by the National Guard, would require extensive utility

construction. Population projections made by the engineers for 1986 assume

full development of the currently accessible land.

Water use for th~ Town of Guernsey is very high, tending to be 260

percent over the national statistical average for ,maximum day and maximum

hour use. Average day use is about 563 gpdpc and peak day use is 1,314 gpdpc.

The Town has two existing wells capable of producing 600 gpm (0.86 MGD)

each. The Town is also in the process of drilling an additional well, which

is expected to produce 1,000 gpm (1.44 MGD). Therefore, the future poten

tial yield is 2,200 gpm or 3.17 MGD. This will meet the maximum day

requirements for a population of 2,418.
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'iheatland

The Town of Wheatland obtains its municipal supplies from a system of

seven wells capable of producing 3800 gpm or 5.47 mgd. Wheatland's present

populatJ..on of 6,000 experiences peak day consumption of 2.1 mgd, well below

the system's capacity. The Town's parks and recreational facilities are

not metered but receive treated water.

The Town is in the process of adding 2 more wells which~will supply

an estimated 1100 gpm (1.58 MGD). The wells will be on line soon.

Chloririated water is pumped to the 2 mg storage facilities for

distribution.
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Water Rights Tabulations
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A-I

AlbanyCount:; _.....=;;=.;::=:.L _Ci ty _---'L===:a:=.::r=..'::a~m~i:.:::e:..._ _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Pernit
StrearnName(s) Numoer(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria,.tion
Amount Heacgate Location

Tinker Creek 6301E.
Big Laramie River
under Court Decree
of Dec. 27, 1912 Priority
*Dow1in Ditch #1

8/26/64 NA 34-13-85

14.3113 32-15-74

*Means of conveyance changed to En1. Pioneer Canal, Sodergreen Lake and
City of Laramie Pipeline, 36-14-77

Haximum Potential Yield

GroundHater

Penni t Priority Hell
Number (s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer

u.w. 35758 10/22/76 180 0 1-15-73
u.w. 38448 6/15/77 300 1400 35~16-73

u.w. 38449 6/15/77 300 1400 35-16-73
U.W. 45799 11/14/78 40 0 31~14-76

u.w. 45800 11/14/78 40 0 31-:14-76
U.W. 45801 11/13/78 40 0 31-14-76
U.W. 45891 4/20/77 300 1400 35-16-73
U.W. 45892 4/20/77 300 1400 35~16-73

U.W. 45893 7/7/78 800· 2000 23=-15-73
U.W. 45894 7/7/78 167 610 14':"15-73
U.W. 45895 7/10/78 300 1800 14-15-73
D.W. 45896 7/10/78 700 200·0. 19-15-72
D.W. 45897 7/10/78 700 2000 19-15-72
D.W. 45898 7/10/78 700 2000 19-15-72
D.W. 45899 7/10/78 900 2000 16-17-73
D.W. 45900 7/7/78 900 2000 36-17-73
D.W. 45901 7/10/78 1000 2000 36-17-73

Maximum Potential Yield

Storage Reservoirs

Priority Permit Type of
Names(s) Number(s) Date Capacity Location Structure

Hog Park 7235R. 8/26/64 2972.3 AF 5-12-84
Deadman 7236R. 5/22/61 594.75AF 29-13-85
West Branch 7237R. 5/22/61 273.19AF 19-13-85
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I. Ci ty __-..uB,g,a-e,g,c,g.o;::lls-- _

A-2

Coun ty -~C.Q,a....r.j"l.b.uo+l.n _

II. Water Source

Surface Water

Permit
Stream Name(s) NumberCs)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropriation
Amount Headgate Location

Haximum Potential Yield

Ground'va ter

PerMit Priority Hell
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer

D.W. 15173 5/11/72 22 50 5-f2-91
D.W. 31718 11/7/75 22 300 5-12-91
D.W. 37522 4/28/77 18 IDO 5-12-91

Haxir:mIn Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

Nar.1e (5)

P~r~lit
NUIIlber(s)

Priority
Date

C-28

Permit
Capacity Location

Type of
Structure
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CarbonCounty _......,}~o....w.ll"-6A.. _City _---'Pll'.lillLlx_o....n _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Water

Permit
Stream Name(s) Nurnber(s)

Priority
Pate(s)

Appropri~tion

Amount Headgate Location

Little Snake River 23143 11/7/67 0.49 cfs 4,5,9-12-90

Naxirnum Potential Yield

Groundwater

Permit
Number(s)

Priority
Date(s) Depth

Hell
Yield Location Aquifer

u.w. 40628 10/27/77 50 250 5-12-90

Maximum Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

Name(s)
PerP.1it

Number(s)
Priority

Date
Permit

Capacity Location
Type of
Structure
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CarbonCounty
--~::.=...:::;...;;..:~----------

CitY __...-;;;E:..;;;n;;;.;;c;;;.;;a;;;.;;.m=p.....;;m,;.;..e;;..;;n;,;;..t"'-- _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropri3.tion
Amoun-t Headgate Location

North Fork Encampment
Creek 2741
North Fork Encampment
Creek 173E.

4/12/22

12/15/95

6 cfs

2.14

15-14-84.

15-14-84

Haximum Potential Yield

Ground\va ter

Permit
Number(s)

Priority
Date(s) Depth

Hell
Yield Locatio:l Aquifer

Maximum Potential Yield

Stotn~e Reservoirs

Nnme(s)
Perl'1it

Numbcr(s)
Priority

Date
Permit

C.::tpacity Loc.::ttion
Type of
Structure
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I. City __~H;;.:a;;.;;n;;.:n;;.:a;.;...-. _ County Carbon

A-5

II. Water Source

Surface Water

Stream Name(s)

Pass Creek
Rattlesnake Cr
Rattlesnake Cr
Rattlesnake Cr

Permit
Number(s)

Terr.
Terr
4390E
4736E

Priority
Date(s)

Summ 1884
Summ 1884
11/15/23

8/31/31

Appropri~tion

Amoun-t

.57 cfs
1.07 cfs

.30 cfs
1.87 cfs

Headgate Location

26-20-82
26-20-82
26-20-82
26-20-82

~~ximumPotentialYield

GroundHater

Permit
Number (s)

u.w. 46207

Priority
Date(s)

12-1-78

Depth

800

Hell
Yielc

1000

Location

36-21-82

Aquifer

Maximum Potential Yield

Stora2e Reservoirs

Hanna Res.

Per:!1it
NU!7lber(s)

4581R

Priority
Date

9/18/34

Permit
Capacity

61.96

Location

36-22-82

Type of
Structure

Supply Lines
Rattlesnake Cr. 4978E
Rattlesnake Cr 18541

9/18/34
9/18/34

C-31
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WATER RIGHTS - CITY OF RAWLINS*

Diversion
Permit No. Point Facility Source Quantity Use

P7185R T21, R87, 531 Peaking Reservoir Spring #1, 2, 346.66 Municipal,
3, 4, SA, 58, acre-feet Industrial,
5C, 50, 6, 7, and
8, 9A, 98, 9C, Domestic
90, 9E, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14A,
148, 14C, 15

P23074D T17, RBB, S26 Rawlins Pipeline Sage Creek 346.66 Peaking
(Sage Creek Diversion) acre-feet Reservoir

at a rate Storage
not to ex-
ceed 5.25

C":l
cfs from

I any sourcew
N

P16721D T16, R8B, S34 Rawlins Pipeline Spring #1, 2, 3.92 cfs Municipal
through T17, RBB, S33 3, 4, 5A, 58,
P16744D as 535, S36 5C, 50, 6, 7,
acquired 14, 15
from P2947D

P16721D T16, RB8, S34 Rawlins Pipeline Spring #1, 2, 3.0 cfs Municipal
through T17, R8B, 533 3, 4, 5A, 58,
P16744D as S35, S36 5C, 50, 6, 7,
acquired 8, 9A, 98, 9C,
from Pl1509D 90, 9E, 10, 13,

14A, 148, 14C,
15

P6271R T17, RBB, S26 Rawlins Reservoir Sage Creek 624 acre- Muni"cipal
feet :tJ

I
0'\

*From HNTB, Hydrologic Analysis, Upper Sage Creek Basin, City of Rawlins, August, 1977
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I. City __---:;R=a=w_1=in=s=-- _ County _....;:C::::all:.1lrr.=b~o:.a=n'-- _

II. Water Source

Surface Water

Permit
Stream Name{s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropriation
Amount Headgate Location

~~ximum Potential Yield

GroundHater

Pernit Priority 'vell
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer

u.w. 26776 5/3/74 650 300 16-21-87
u.w. 26777 5/3/74 305 400 16-21-87
U.W. 37508 2/7/77 100 300 17-21~87

u.w. 37509 2/7/77 100 200 21~21-87

u.w. 37510 2/7/77 100 300 17-21-87
u.w. 37511 2/7/77 100 200 18-21-87
u.w. 37512 2/7/77 100 200 18-:-21-87

Naxir:1Um Potential Yield

Storage Reservoirs

Name(s)
Permit

Number(s)
Priority

Date
Permit

Capacity Location
Type of
Structure

Sec. 26,27,28,34,35 T. 21, R. 88

31-21-87
26-17-88

31-21-87
direct flow

AF

346.66 AF
624 AF

23,883

C-33

2/1/13

6/7/66
1/28/55

Rawlins
Peaking Res. 7185R.
Rawlins Res. 6271R.
Atlantic
Rim Res. 8016R. 7/20/78 644.5 AF

This reservoir to be used as settling basin for
Ci'ty Res. or
Rawlins Res. 2435R.



A-8

*Permit shown dead in State Engineer
records. No Beneficial Use was filed
.15 cfs 6645E.
.20 cfs 6446E.
.46 cfs 6647E.
.33 cfs 6648E.
.04 cfs 6649E.
.08 cfs 6650E.
.14 cfs 6651E.
.72 cfs 6652E.
.18 cfs 6653E.
.30 cfs 6655E.
.15 cfs 6656E.
.15 cfs 6657E.
.30 cfs 6658E.
.34 cfs 6659E.
.31 cfs 6660E.
.12 cfs 6661E.
.58 cfs 6662E.
.40 cfs 6663E.
.58 cfs 6664E.
.04 cfs 6665E.
.15 cfs 6666E.

I. City Rawlins

II. lvater Source

Surface 1;vater

Permit Priority
Stream Name(s) Number(s) Date(s)

Trib. Sage Creek 16721 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16722 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16723 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16724 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16725 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16726 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16727 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16728 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16729 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16730 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16731 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16732 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16733 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16734 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16735 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16736 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16737 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16738 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16739 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16740 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16741 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16742 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16743 3/27/23
Trib. Sage Creek 16744 3/27/23
City or Bull Canyon
Creek* 11637 2/2/12

(Supply Ditch for 2435 Res.)
Trib. Sage Creek 6240E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6241E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6242E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6243E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6244E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6245E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6246E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6247E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6248E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6249E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6250E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6251E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6252E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6253E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6254E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6255E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6256E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6257E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6258E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6259E. 6/7/66
Trib. Sage Creek 6260E. 6/7/66

C-34

County Carbon

Appropria,.tion
Amount

.15 cfs

.20 cfs

.46 cfs

.33 cfs

.04 cfs

.08 cfs

.14 cfs

.72 cfs

.18 cfs

.40 cfs

.30 cfs

.15 cfs

.15 cfs

.30 cfs

.34 cfs

.31 cis

.12 cfs

.58 cfs

.40 cfs .

.58 cfs

.04 cfs

.15 cfs

.03 cfs

.77 cfs

Substitute Permits
Filed 7/20/78



Carbon
A-9

County
---::;.=~:::--_--------

City _..!:lRa~w..l=i.I:An.=.s _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Stream Name(s)
Permit

Number(s)
Priority
Date(s)

Appropria,.tion
Amount

SubstititePermits
Filed 7/20/78

Trib. Sage Creek
Trib. Sage Creek
Trib. Sage Creek

626lE.
6262E.
6263E.

6/7/66
6/7/66
6/7/66

•03 cfs
•77 cfs
•40 cfs

6667E •
6668E •
6654E-•

Note: Permits 6240E. through 6263E. are enlargements of Permit No. 7185 Res.
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I. Ci ty _..::::S.=a:.::,r=a...::.t.:::.0o.ga=----- _

A-IO

County _..=.C=a.::..rb=-o=...;n~ _

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria_t ion
Amount Heacgate Location

North Platte
Hot Springs
North Platte
North Platte

*Used for fish pond

20370
21674
21744
6046E.

3/27/50
Hobo Pool
9/28/56
11/8/60

32.4 cfs*

2 cfs
2 cfs (En1. of Permit 21744

to 4 cfs)

}~ximum Potential Yield

GroundHater

Permit Priority Hell
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer

U.W. 43944 6/16/78 250 20 12-17-84
U. \oJ'. 44450 8/1/78 200 20 1-17-84
u.w. 1196 4/21/64 35 450 13-17-84 (Hobo Pool)
u.w. 34580 8/6/76 50 125 11-:-17-84

Naxir.mm Potential Yield

Stora2e Reservoirs

Name(s)
Perl'li t

Nur.1ber (s)
Priority

Date
Permit

C3pacity Loc.::ltion
Type of
Structure

Saratoga
Enl. Saratoga

5706R.
7297R.

3/27/50 810.51 AF
8/26/57 748.89 AF
Total capacity

1559.40 AF

C-36
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Earth-fill
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A-II

CarbonCounty
--=--~---------~--

City _~S.=.i,U;nc~l=:a::.:i::.:r:......-ll(,4:;,P.lIla.:..r...c¥.o~) _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Water

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropriation
Amount Headgate Location

North Platte River
North Platte River
North Platte River
North Platte River
North Platte River
North Platte River
North Platte River

Terr.
Terr.
Terr.
Terr.
Terr.
7824
17087 thru
17090

4/20/80
4/20/80
4/5/85
4/5/85
10/11/85
4/29/07

4/9/26

2.75
.60

1.04
.50
.42

1.78

5.42

33-23-84
33-23-84
6-22-84
6-22-84
2-22-85
2-22-85

6-21-85

}bximum Potential Yield

Groundwater

Permit
Number(s)

Priority
Date(s) Depth

Hell
Yield Location Aquifer

Maximum Potential Yield

Storage Reservoirs

Name(s)
Perr.1it

Number(s)
Priority

Date
Permit

Capacity Location
Type of
Structure
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ConverseCounty
_~...;:.:;..;.-=..;;,..:::~ o- _City _..=:D..;:o..;:u:;J;gz.;;;:l;.;;:a;.;;:s~ _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Stream Nar.le(s)
Permit

Number(s)
Priority
Date(s)

Appropriation
Amount Headgate Location

North Platte
Littie Boxelder Spg.
Little Boxe1der Spg.
North Platte River
North Platte River

9903
16937
16938
22594
6471E.

6/15/10
8/20/23
8/20/26
5/26/65
5/10/73

4.5 cfs
4'.13 cfs*
2.63 cfs
1.24 cfs
0.67 cfs

8-32-71
3-32-74
,3-32-74
21-32-71
22-32-71

*Maximum diversion rate at anyone time is 3.8 cfs

Haximum Potential Yield

Ground\va ter

Permit
Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Hell
Yield Location Aquifer

Maximum Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

Name(s)
P~rL!li t

Number(s)
Priority

Date
Permit

Capacity Location
Type of
Structure
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I. City _~G:=1.=en~ro~ck~ _

A-I3

County __~C~o.unY.Le:ll:.r"-lSliil.leiL _

II. Water Source

Surface Water

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Deer Creek 12071

Priority
Date(s)

4/12/32

Appropriation
Amount Headgate Location

1 cfs 5-33-75

~~ximum Potential Yield

Ground\vater

Permit Priority Hell
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer

U.lol. 17439 8-9-72 34 200 4-33-75
u.w. 17440 8-9-72 34 200 4-33-75
u.w. 17441 8-9-72 34 200 4-33-75
u.w. 17442 8-9-72 34 200 4-l3-75
U.W. 44473 7-27-78 450 400 4-33-75
u.w. 44855 8-24-78 400 600 4--3-75

Maximum Potential Yield

Stor~~e Reservoirs

rer~lit Priority Permit
Name(s) :'umb e r( s) Date Cap.:lcit'l, (

Detention 114 80l2R. 7/25/78 0.25AF
Detention 115 8013R. 7/25/78 4.l2AF
Detention 116 8014R. 7/25/78 2.24AF

Note: All are for flood control only

C-39

Location

5-33-75
5-33-75
5-33-75

Type of
Structure

Earth-fill
Earth-fill
Earth-fill
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GoshenCounty
-~..-.........."------------City _-=F..;:t:..;:.:......=L:.=a=r:.;:a=m=i:..;:e:;...-. _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Nurnber(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropri~tion

Amount Headgate Location

5248 Cancelled

Naxirnurn Potential Yield

Permit
Number (s)

U.\v. 2066
u.w. 9902

Priority
Date(s)

10/3/67
8/4/71

Hell
Depth Yield Location Aquifer

80 775 23-':26-64
82 800 23.,.26-64

Maximum Potential Yield

StorJ~e Reservoirs

rcri"lit
1~t1r.1ber (s)

Priority
Date

Permit
C3pacity Location

Type of
Structure

C-40



I. City _-=L::.::i:.:n:.cg).:1::.:e~ _ County Goshen

II. Water Source

Surface \.]'ater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Haximum Potential Yield

GroundHa ter .

Priority
Date(s)

Appropriation
Amount Headgate Location

Permit Priority
Numb er (.s) Date(s)

U.w. 629 11/4/60
U.w. 8564 4/8/71
U~w. 41620 10/27/76

Maxinum Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

Hell
Depth Yield Location Aquifer

82 600 18":"25-62
70 475 l8~25-62

200 500 l8~25-62

r~rt'lit

Number(s)
Priority

Date

C-41

Pee'ait
Cap.:lcity Loc.:ltion

Type of
Structure



I. City Tgrrington

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

A-16

County Goshen

Permit
Strean Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

C-42

Appropria.tion
Amount Headgate Location



I.
Brooks Water & Sewer District

City Mills County Natrona

A-17

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Nurnber(s)

North Platte River 24423
Casper Creek Trib.
North Platte 25721

Priority
Date(s)

7/22/74

10/16/75

Appropriation
Amount

2.32

4.60

Head~ate Location

14-33-80

1-33-80

***CONNECTED TO CITY OF CASPER WATER SYSTEM***

Ha:<imum Potential Yield

Ground"'7a tar

Pernit
Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Hell
Yield Location Aquifer

Maxi~um Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

rerr'lit Priority Pend t Type of
L\ar.1e (s) Number (s) Date Capacity Location Structure

Mountain View
Oxidation Pond 7877R. 10/4/76 l32.2AF 6-33-79 Earth-fill
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I. City _~C;:;.::a;:;.::s;.l;;;p...:::e-=-r _

II. Water Source

Surface ~.Jater

A-18

County Natrona

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria_tion
Amount Headgate Location

Elkhorn Creek
North Platte
Casper Mtn. Spring
Casper Springs
North Platte
North Platte
North Platte
North Platte

(water treatment

7304
17091
18618
19011
22355
22356
23390
6614E.

plant)

7/9/06 5.5 cfs
4/21/26 ~.vJ. Jtcd4.~)10.0 cfs
8/29/35 0.1
8/1/36 .07 cfs
1/30/63 (".W'~)20.5 cfs
1/30/63 ~.~~) 13.5 cfs
5/5/70 14.0 cfs
5/16/77 14.0 cfs

34-33-79
18-33-79
16-32-79
16-32-79
16-33-79
7-33-79
18-33-79
18-33-79

Ha:<imum Potential Yield

Permit Priority Hel.J..
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer

U.w. 1242 6/12/64 13.8 200 3-33-79
U. \-1. 1243 6/12/64 13.9 200 3-33-79
U.w. 1244 6/12/64 11.7 300 3-33-79
U.w. 46 4/23/58 24.3 2800 18...-33-79
U.w. 47 4/23/58 25.5 2200 18-33-79
u.w. 48 4/23/58 27.7 4200 18-33-79
U.W. 49 4/23/58 30 750 12-33-79
U.w. 50 4/23/58 29.8 750 12,:",33-79
U.w. 574 5/19/61 29 800 3-33-79
u.w. 575 5/19/61 30 800 34:;"34-79
u.w. 576 5/19/61 32 800 34-34-79
U.w. 577 3/27/64 31 600 7-33-79
U.w. 1152 3/27/64 31 600 7-33-79
U.\V. 1153 3/27/64 31 600 7-33-79
U.w. 1154 3/27/64 34 600 7-33--79
U.w. 1797 12/15/65 31.3 700 18-33-79
U. \01. 1798 12/15/65 31.2 700 18-33-79
u.w. 1799 . 12/15/65 32.6 700 18-33-79
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I. City Casper (cont.)

Haxinum Potential Yield

Stor~~e Reservoirs

County Natrona

A-l9

Nnme(s)
Per~it

NUr.l~er(s)

Priority
Date

Per;ait
Capacit? Loc.:ltion

Type of
Structure

Casper City
Casper City
Casper City

879R.
8045R.
8053R.

12/2/22 70.6AF
Flood Control
Flood Control

C-45

27-33-79 Earth-fill



A-20

NatronaCounty ---:':.=.II~....-t- _Ci ty _--=E=d:.Qg..:=e=r..::;.t=o=n--- _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria,.tion
Amoun-t Head~ate Location

~~ximum Potential Yield

Ground\vater

Pernit Priority Hell
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer

D.W. 1653 5/5/66 735 30 11-40-78
D.W. 1652 5/5/66 910 35 11-40-78 .
D.W. 6319 8/20/70 2000 200 36-41-78
s.C. 508 10/25/56 130 10.9 15-40-78

Maximum Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

Perr'lit
~ar.~e(s) Numbcr(s)

Priority
Date

Permit
Capacity Location

Type of
S t r.uc til re

Edgerton No. 1 7266R. 10/27/69 4.25AF 20-40-78 Earth-fill
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I. . Ci ty __E_v_a_n__s_v_i_1.;...1_e _

II. Water Source

Surface 'vater

A-21

County __N...;,a...,:t;.,;;;r...,:o...:.;n:.;;;:a:.... _

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

North Platte River 26091
East Branch of East
Fork Elkhorn Creek Terr.

}fuximum Potential Yield

Ground"tvater

Priority
Date(s)

5/5/78

10/84

Appropri~tion

Amount Headgate Location

3.12 cfs 36-34-79

.5 cfs 2-32-79

Permit
Number(s)

D.W. 585

Priority
Date(s)

12/14/61

Depth

30

Hell
Yield

300

Location

36...;.34-79

Aquifer

Cody
Shale

Maxi~um Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

r~r~li t Priority Permit
Nar.1e(s) Number(s) Date Cap.:1city

Evansville
Storage Res. 5306R. 5/22/1940 32.872AF

C-47

Loc.:ltion

36-33-79

Type of
Structure

Earth-fill



A-22

NatronaCounty -----...;;..;;;;...-.:;;=-----------Ci ty _-=-M=i:.::d:.:.:w:..=e:.;;;s_t~· _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Water

Permit
Stream Name(s) N~mber(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria,.tion
Amount Headgate Location

North Platte River 16525 10/11/22 .81 cfs 1-33-79

~~ximum Potential Yield

Ground~v:ater

Permit
Number(s)

Priority
Date(s) Depth

Hell
Yield Location Aquifer

D.W. 533
D.W. 534
s.C. 330

5/16/61
5/16/61
12/31/47

5000
5000
4400 845 gpm

26-40-79
35-40-79
25-40-79

Maximum Potential Yield

Storage Reservoirs

Name(s)
Permit

Number(s)
Priority

Date
Permit

Capacity Location
Type of
Structure
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A-23

NatronaCounty
-~===------------

City __Mi_·1_1_s _I.

II. Water Source

Surface \-1ater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropriation
Amount Headgate Location

~~ximurn Potential Yield

Ground'\va ter

Permit Priority Hell
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer---

u.w. 39021 8/19/76 32 600 7-'33-79
u.w. 1252 6/24/64 30 300 7-33-79
u.w. 1253 6/29/64 30 300 7-33-79
u.w. 1254 6/29/64 30 600 7-~3-79

u.w. 4588 2/18/70 30 600 7-33-79

Maximum Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

Nar.le(s)
Pcr~it

Number(s)
Priority

Date
Permit

Cap.:lcity Location
Type of
Structure

C-49



I. City Paradise Valley Utility Co, County Natrona

A-24

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Permit
Strean ~~a:ne(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria:.tion
Amount Headgate Location

***CONNECTED TO CITY OF CASPER WATER SYSTEM***

Haximu!:l Potential Yield

Ground\vater

Permit Priority
Number(s) Date(s)

U.W. 16 4/9/58
U.W. 17 6/4/58
U.W. 18 4/9/58

MaxinuD Potential Yield

Stora2e Reservoirs

'veIl
Depth Yield Location Aquife.r

50 500 14-33-80
50 500 14-33-80
50 500 14-33-80

Name(s'\
P~rP1it

Number(s)
Priority

Date

C-50

Permit
Capacity Loc3tion

Type of
Structure



A-25

NatronaCity Wardwell Water & Sewer District County
---.;;..;..;~;;..;:;,;=----------

I.

II. Water Source

Surface Water

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria.tion
Amoun't Head~ate Location

}~ximum Potential Yield

GroundHater

Permit
Number(s)

Priority
Date(s) Depth

Hell
Yield Location Aquifer

U.W. 13699 4/27/72 35 500 7-33-79

Maximum Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

Name(s)
Pcrr!1it

Numbcr(s)
Priority

Date
Penni t
C~pacity LocLltion

Type of
Structure
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A-26·

NiobraraCounty
-~==--:::.=.;=----------

City __........L.w.u~sk~ _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Priority
Date(s)

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Appropria,.tion
Amount Head~ate Location

Haximum Potential Yield

Ground';'7a ter

Permit Priority Hell
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer---

U.W. 45281 8/7/78 200 800 7-32-63
W.R. 285 7/30/54 132 350 7-32-63
W.R. 286 7/30/54 151 280 8-32-63
W.R. 287 7/30/54 160 700 8-32-63
S.c. 482 7/30/54 130 254 7-32-63
S.C. 483 7/30/54 140 285 7-32-63

Maximum Potential Yield

Storn~e Reservoirs

(~<lne(s)
Perl'1it

~-;u1i1ber(s)

Priority
Date

Permit
C3pacity Location

Type of
Structure

C-52



I. Ci ty __~G~l"",,ew.n....dw.Qw... _

A-27

County Platte

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Pernit
Stream Na:ne(s) Number(s)

Naximun Potential Yield

GroundHater

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria.t ion
Amount Headgate Location

Permit
Number (s)

W.R. 548

Priority
Date(s)

3/12/57 72

Hell
Yield

1000

Location

19-=26-68

Aquifer

Maximum· Potential Yield

Stor~~e Reservoirs

Nar.le (5 '\
rcr~it

:'; t:::1b c r ( s)
Priority

Date

C-53

Permit
Capacity Location

Type of
Structu~e



A-28

PlatteCounty _":"'::::=..lO~~ _Ci ty _...;:G:..::u::.;::e:..::r:..:n=s;...;:e;..c.v----- _I.

II. Water Source

Surface Hater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropria,._tion
Amount Head~ate Location

Guernsey Springs
Trib. N. Platte R. 24330 4/3/73 .45 cfs 2-26-66

Haximu!!1 Potential Yield

Grounduater

Permit
Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Hell
Yield Location Aquifer

u. W. 1562
D.W. 24291

5/6/65
9/12/73

42
300

600
120

35-27-66
36-22-66

Maximum Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

P~rrlit Priority Permit Type of
Nar.le(s~ Number(s) Date Capacity Location Structure

Guernsey Fish
Pond 5514R. 12/21/43 87.9AF 2-26-66 Earth-fill
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A-29

PlatteCounty ---=.;;.;...;;;;..;:=----------City __Wh:.:.=.;e~a:::.:t:.=l:.=a:::.:n=d----_-__I ..

II. Water Source

Surface \V'ater

Permit
Stream Name(s) Number(s)

Priority
Date(s)

Appropriation
Amount Headgate Location

Laramie R. Tributary 17353 4/10/28 0.1 Irrigation Cemetery

~~ximum Potential Yield

Ground'vater

Permit Priority Hell
Number(s) Date(s) Depth Yield Location Aquifer

S.C. 107 12-11-47 400 125 13-24-68
S.c. 108 12-11-=47 450 125 13-24-68
S.c. 109 12-11-47 560 600 13-24-68
S.c. 110 12-11-47 335 500 13-24-68
S.c. 490 2-16-55 509 1000 12-24-68
S.C. 491 2-16-55 506 1000 12-24-68
D.W. 36 7-10-58 450 550 12-24-68
D.W. 2187 2-7-68 500 600 13-24-68
D.W. 2188 2-7-68 500 600 . 13-24-68
D.W. 36221 9-2-76 400 100 1-24-68
D.W. 45407 7-17-78 400 1500 1.2-24-68
D.W. 45408 7-17-78 400 1500 12-24-68
D.W. 48832 3-20-79 400 1500 14-24-68

Maxinum Potential Yield

Stora~e Reservoirs

Perllli t Priority Permit
Nane(s) Number(s) Date C.:lpacity

Wheatland
Cemetery 5079R. 4-15-36 12.0

Location

24-24-68

Type of
Structure

Earth-fill
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summary of Water Rate Schedules
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APPENDIX B-1

Municipal Water Rate Schedules
(Water volume in gallons)

(Cost per month unless otherwise noted)

Town

ALBANY COUNTY

Laramie

Unmetered
Residential

(Flat)

Refer to Appendix B-2

Commercial
(Flat)

Residential
Hetered

Commercial Industrial

CARBON COUNTY

n
N/A N/AI Baggs $6 Laundromat, N/A

VI
-...J Beauty Shops $10

Grocery,
Garages $6

Hotels, based
on rooms $10-$20

Dixon $5 $6 N/A N/A N/A

Encampment Residences $3.50 Hotels $12 N/A N/A N/A
Cabins 1.00 Barber Shops 4.50
Summer Stores 3.50

Residen. 1.75 Pool Rooms 4.00
Trailer Restaurants 5.00

Houses 1.75 Laundries 6.00
Irrig. of Schools 12.00

lawns & Churches 2.00
gardens 1.00 Boarding Houses 5.00

Irrig. of Office & Store
tracts 2.50 Bldgs. 10.00 OJ

I

Admin. Bldg. 2.50
.....

Gas Sta., Garage 5.00
Lodge, Club Hse. 2.50



Town

Hanna

Residential
(Flat)

$8

Unmetered
Commercial

(Flat)

Same

Residential

$.80/1000

Metered
Commercial Industrial

$1/1000 for 1st
50,000; there
after $1.20/1000

Rawlins

Saratoga

$11

$14

Same

$14/mo + $14 for
each living unit

$25 for cafes,
bars & restaurants

$5 for 1st 6,000; Same
thereafter
$.64/1000

$1/1000 w/$7 minimum Same

Same

Same

C"')
I

VI
00

Sinclair

CONVERSE COUNTY

Douglas

$5 $10 - business
$50 - hotel

N/A

$5.50/1000
$.30/1000 next 20,000
$.35/1000 next 80,000
$.45/1000 next 100,000
$.50/1000 next 200,000
$.55/1000 next 300,000
$.60/1000 next 400,000

N/A N/A

$5.50/mo/1iving unit;
doubled 'for units
outside city limits

Glenrock $5 1st 5000 gal. (min.) Same
Thereafter $.60/1000 gal
(Out of town users pay
l~ times above rate)

Same



Unmetered Metered
Town Residential Commercial Residential Commercial Industrial

(Flat) (Flat)

GOSHEN COUNTY

Ft. Laramie $3 Same N/A N/A N/A

Lingle $4 $8 N/A N/A N/A

Torrington N/A N/A
(a) Summer (Apr l8-Sept 18) $3 1st 30,000; $3 1st 5000; N/A

thereafter thereafter
$.10/1000 $.20/1000

(b) Winter $3 1st 5,000; Same as above N/A
thereafter
$.20/1000

CJ
I

U1
\0 NATRONA COUNTY

Casper
Inside city
limits

N/A N/A Quarterly Billings
$6.25 1st 6,000; Same
thereafter
$.50/1000

Wholesale rate
$.43/1000

Outside
city limits $9.38 1st 6,000;

thereafter
$.75.1000

Same Wholesale rate
$.43/1000

OJ
I

W



Town
Unmetered

Residential Commercial
(Flat) (Flat)

Residential
Metered

Cotnmercial Industrial

Edgerton Winter Use - Flat rate
for metered customers

Same Summer Use

(all
metered) $10.70/single

residence or first unit

$8.03/each add'l unit
on meter

$10.70/single residence
or first unit and $8.03/
ea. add'l unit on meter
for 1st 5000 gal.
Thereafter:

$.64/1000 5000-8000 gals
$.48/1000 8000-14,000 gals
$.37/1000 14,000+ gals

Evansville N/A

(J
I Midwest See Appendix B-20\

0

Mills N/A

N/A

N/A

$2/mo service fee
$.55/1000 gals

$10.50/quarter 1st
6000; thereafter
$.35/1000

$5/mo service fee
$1/1000 gals

$24/quarter 1st
6000; thereafter
$.50/1000

Same as Commercial

Wardwells N/A N/A

0-1500 gals
1501-5500 gals
5501-10,500 gals
10,501-50,000 gals
over 50,000 gals

$12 minimum
$.20/100
$.10/100
$.65/100
repeat above

$18 minimUm
$.30/100
$.15/100
$.1/100
repeat above

Commercial monthly
rate schedule. In addn.,
indus. parks pay initial
I-time gallonage fee of
$1,500. If exceed
30,000 gals in any 1 mo.
assessed add'l I-time
$1,500 fee.

Multiple residences or commercial concerns on one tap are charged according to the same rate
structure but using a different formula. The minimum charge is doubledi and if the minimum
doubled gallonage is exceeded, then the remaining number of gallons are split in half and
each charged on the rate schedule.



Town

NIOBRARA COUNTY

Unmetered
Residential Commercial

(Flat) (Flat)
Residential

Metered
Commercial Industrial

Lusk

PLATTE COUNTY

Glendo

N/A

$6.60/2000 min.
thereafter $.20/1000

N/A

Same

$3.80 1st 10,000;
thereafter $.25/1000

N/A

Same

N/A

Same

N/A

Guernsey

Wheatland

$6. 50-single
$13 - multiple

N/A

$13-bar~,

service stations
beauty shops

$26 - laundromats

N/A

N/A

$3.25/1st 5000;
thereafter $.25/1000

Outside City Limits:
$4.88/lst 5000;
$.375/1000 thereafter

N/A

$3.25/1st 2000;
$.90/next 3000'
$.25/1000 thereafter

N/A

tl:l
I

U'1
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APPENDIX B-2

Municipal Water Rate Schedule

For Towns Not Incorporated In

Preceding Table

Laramie

Customers are charged a minimum fee per quarter for use up to 3,000

gallons based on their meter size. The meter sizes and charges are listed

below. All water used above the 3,000 gallon level is charged at the rate

of $0.48 per 1,000 gallons used. All customers (residential, commercial,

and industrial) are charged according to this schedule.

Minimum Charge
·Meter Size per Quarter

3/4" $16.00

1" 27.00

1-1/2" 54.00

2" 87.00

3" 162.00

4" 271.00

6" 541.00

8" 866.00

Midwest (Flat rates charged monthly)

Residential
Residences
Unoccupied

residences
Add'l units of

multi-unit bldgs.
Residences without

other city services

$15.00

10.00

5.00

42.50

42.50

.10/barrel of potable water

.05/barrel of hard water

Commercial
Potential use is estimated and a flat rate is established.
Business charges vary from $22 to $70.

School $172.08
Business w/o other

city services
Water haulage

contractors

C-62



City/Town

ALBANY· COUNTY

Laramie

CARBON COUNTY

Baggs

Dixon

Encampment

Hanna & Elmo

Rawlins

Saratoga

Sinclair

CONVERSE COUNTY

Douglas

Glenrock

GOSHEN COUNTY

Ft. Laramie

Lingle

Torrington

C-I

APPENDIX C

Personal Con~acts

Telephone or Personal Interview With:

Joe Lord, Banner & Assoc.
Jim Nelson, City Engineer

Ellen Gillroy, Town Clerk

Patsy Duncan, Town Clerk

Jim Gores, ARIX Engr.

Rich Reusser, Jack Smith & Assoc.

Kim Keaton, Assistant City Engineer
Mary Holloway, Town Clerk

John Bishop, Town Administrator
Russ Donley, Western EngineerS~Architects

Tom Burnett
Mary Ellen Clark, Town Clerk

Kent Wolz, Engineer
John Carter, Director of Public Works

Joe Popp,
Kent Wolz, Engineer

Bill Thompson, Mayor

Harry Brewer, Director of Public Works

Ed Wells, Water Superintendent

C-63



NATRONA COUNTY

Casper

Evansville

Midwest/Edgerton

Mills

Wardwells

NIOBRARA COUNTY

Lusk

PLATTE COUNTY

Glendo

Guernsey

Wheatland

C-2

Sam Hobbs, Utilities Manager

Barbara A. Moore, Treasurer

Lowanda Burke, Former Mayor

Russ Donley, Western Engineers-Architects
Noreen Kilmer, Town Clerk

Russ Donley, Western Engineers-Architects

Al Tichner, City Manager

C. A. Thomas, Mayor
Goldie Milliken, Town Clerk

Gordon Davis, Mayor
Norm Soden, BRW/Noblitt

X6A Kennedy, K & H Engineers
C. Sorrell, Director of Public Works

C-64
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APPENDIX D

WATER USE PROJECTIONS FOR CHEYENNE

Water demand analysis complements water supply analysis in a water

resources development study. The water supply analysis defines how

much water is available to meet water needs, while the water demand

analysis determines how great those needs are and will be. Together,

the two analyses can provide the design information necessary to size

the storage and conveyance system. They can also define how the water

resources development project should be staged to satisfy increasing

water needs at the most reasonable cost.

Most of the effort has been expended in developing water use.

projections for the Cheyenne area, which is expected to be the principal

beneficiary of the Stage II water development project. These projections

have been based on the historical record of water use in Cheyenne and

on the best available population forecasts for the area. A large

amount of uncertainty exists in the Cheyenne water use projections

because of the relatively short historical record available in Cheyenne

and because of widely fluctuating population and economic growth

Cheyenne has experienced in the pas t and is likely to experience in the

future. Thus, these projections should be frequently reviewed and

updated in order to insure that the design of the Stage II project is

founded on the best available information.

D-l



METHODOLOGY

Four different methods have been used for estimating future water

use in Cheyenne:

1. Assumption that the historical mean per capita consumption

rate will remain approximately constant in the future. The

future water demand is then the historical per capita consump

tion rate times the projected population.

2. Investigation of water consumption by major water user types,

such as refineries, suburban residences, car washes, and many

others. Projections of water demand are then made from

estimates of future numbers of each user type and their unit

consumptioo.

3. Projections based on the influence of significantly important

variables, which may include population, climatic factors,

economic factors, and others.

4. Comparisons of consumption and consumption rates for Cheyenne

to those for other cities in Wyoming and the Rocky Mountain

area.

All four methods require a knowledge and understanding of historical

water use in Cheyenne. Therefore, the analysis of water use in Cheyenne

begins with a discussion of the city's historical water use.

D-2



HISTORICAL WATER USE

Reasonably accurate records of water use in Cheyenne are available

from 1961 to the present. Annual water use is presented on Figure D-l.

Annual water use has fluctuated between 10,600 acre-feet and 14,100

acre-feet, with a mean consumption of 12,500 acre-feet per year. The

five-year centered moving average, which dampens out the effects of

annual variations and emphasizes long-term trends, illustrates that

water demand has remained near the mean of 12,500 acre-feet per year

with no statistically significant trend in water use either up or down

over the 18 years of record.

The total water use has been broken down into an industrial

component (Figure D-2) and a non-industrial component (Figure D-3).

The industrial component includes four major water users: Husky Oil

Refinery, which has averaged about 1,800 acre-feet per year; Warren

Air Force Base, averaging about 1:000 acre-feet per year; Union Pacific

Railroad, averaging about 300 acre-feet per year; and Wyott Manufacturing,

averaging about 100 acre-feet per year. It also includes several

other minor industrial water users.

As illustrated on Figure D-2, industrial water use has been fairly

constant. This observation is supported by the fact that no new major

industrial water user has begun operation in Cheyenne during the period

of record. Industrial water use over the period has averaged 3,100

acre-feet per year, which is approximately 2S percent of the total use

in the Cheyenne area. While there is some indication that years of high

water use tend to follow years of high water use and vice versa (a serial

correlation significant at the 95 percent level), no statistically
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significant overall trend up or down was found over the entire 18

years of record.

The non-industrial component includes all non-industrial water

uses such as in-home domestic use, lawn watering, park and golf course

watering, car washes, and other commercial uses. Similar to the

industrial component and total water use, the non-industrial component

has exhibited year-to-year variation but no statistically significant

trend either up or down during the period of record. The average water

consumption for non-industrial 'uses over the last 18 years is 9,400

acre-feet per year, which is approximately 75 percent of the total use

in the Cheyenne area.

Water use was also estimated for one other category, an irrigation

use component. It was assumed that the water use rate established

between October and April represented in-house and commercial demand,

and that the increase over this rate between May and September was due

to irrigation of lawns, parks, and golf courses. The estimated annual

irrigation water use is presented on Figure D-4.

,Irrigation use has fluctuated widely from year to year. However,

no significant trend in irrigation use either up or down is exhibited

over the 1967-1978 period. The mean use over this period is

approximately 2700 acre-feet per year, which is about 20 percent of

the total annual water demand in Cheyenne.

PREVIOUS WATER USE PROJECTIONS

Three water use projections have been made for Cheyenne in the past

12 years. Two of these projections (Banner, 1979; Wyoming Water Planning

Program, 1978) considered the industrial and non-industrial water use
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components separately in arriving at estimates of future water use. The

third projection (Ki1debeck et a1., 1967) forecasted only residential

water use in Cheyenne.

Previous industrial water use projections are presented on Figure

D-5. Both Banner and the Wyoming Water Planning Program (WWPP) fore

casted that industrial water use would increase at a rate of 0.1 mgd per

year over the planning period. The rate of increase, equal to 3.2

percent per year, is approximately equal to the average rate of popu

lation growth projected for Cheyenne (see Appendix B). Thus, the per

capita rate is projected to remain constant. No new major industrial

water users have been specifically identified in the Cheyenne area,

however.

The industrial water use projections are compared to historical

industrial water use in Cheyenne on Figure D-5. No new major industrial

water users have begun operation in Cheyenne over the 1961-1978 period,

despite an estimated 35 percent increase in service-area population

during the period. Perhaps as much as one-third of this population

increase may be attributable to increases in the geographical extent

of the service area. The remaining increase is due to new residents

in Cheyenne, whom the historical record suggests found employment in the

government and commercial sectors or industries with little water demand.

The projections of industrial use imply that many new residents

in the future will find employment in industries which consume

significant amounts of water. If industrial growth along the Front

Range continues to spread northward and if Cheyenne continues to make

water available to industries at rates competitive with other Front

Range and Wyoming cities, this assumption may prove to be true.
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However, it is important to note that Cheyenne's population has grown

over the last two decades without any significant increase in industrial

water use. There is no evidence to suggest whether this pattern will

continue.

Non-industrial water use projections are presented on Figure D-6.

PoJections are expressed as per capita consumption rates. Two projections

are based on increasing rates of per capita consumption. The Kildebeck

projection justifies the increasing rate by a significant regression of

residential consumption with average temperature and time in years from

1960; the regression is based on water use data in Cheyenne and five

other Wyoming cities in the North Platte River Basin collected during

the period from 1960 to 1965. The Banner projection assumes an

increasing standard of living, accompanied by increasing non-industrial

per capita water demands.

The third projection, developed by the Wyoming Water Planning

Program (WWPP) assumes a constant non-industrial per capita rate over

the next 20 years. This rate is 190 gpcd, which is approximately the

mean consumption rate in Cheyenne during the 1961-1976 period.

The three projections are compared with historical non-industrial

water use rates on Figure D-6. The per capita rate generally increased

over the 1960's and generally declined over the 1970's. However, no

statistically significant trends or serial correlations were noted in

the data over the entire IS-year period. Two of the three projections

predict a change in this pattern, which would result in increasing

non-industrial per capita water use over the next 20 years.
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WATER DEMAND ANALYSIS

A detailed analysis of historical water demands in Cheyenne was

undertaken in order to develop the best model of water demands. This

model would be able to reproduce most accurately historical water

demands in Cheyenne. It could then be used to project future water

demands, based on historical trends.

Four different types of models, described earlier in the appendix,

were evaluated. The eventual model used to predict water demands was

a hybrid of these four. This section presents an analysis of the

relative weaknesses and strengths of the four models and the development

of the final model for predicting water demands in Cheyenne.

PROJECTIONS BY THE MEAN

The most frequent method used to project water demands is to

multiply the population forecasts by the historical mean per capita

water demand. This method works well if two assumptions are satisfied:

• there are no trends upward or downward in the per capita water
demand

• population and per capita water demand are not interrelated.

If these assumptions are not satisfied, the method must be modified to

account for any trends or interrelationships.

This method was investigated in detail to determine whether it

could be employed to project Cheyenne's water demands. Cheyenne's

demands were separated into an industrial component and non-industrial

component, as described earlier. Per capita demands within each

component were statistically tested for any trends or interrelation-

ships with population. The results of these investigations are presented

below.
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Both tests indicate that a significant downward trend

Industrial Component

Annual per capita demands within the industrial component are

illustrated on Figure D-7. The average industrial per capita demand

over the l8-year period of record is 61 gallons per capita per day

(gpcd), with a 95 percent confidence interval on the mean of 56-66 gpcd.

(In other words, one can be 95 percent confident that the true mean

will lie somewhere within that range, based on the 18 years of record).

The per capita demand has ranged from a high of 86 gpcd in 1962, when

missile work at Warren Air Force Base was intense, to a low of 44 gpcd

in 1977, when voluntary restrictions of water use were promoted by

Cheyenne to conserve low water supplies.

The assumption that no upward or downward trend has occurred in

the industrial per capita water demand has been tested by two statistical

tests. One test defines any trends by investigating changes in annual

per capita demand over the entire l8-year period while the other looks

at trends within that period through a property called serial

1
. 1corre atl.on.

has occurred in industrial per capita demand. The best-fit regression,

determined through the first test, is shown on Figure D-7. The results

from both tests invalidate the assumption that no trends have occurred

in the industrial per capita demands over the 18 years of record.

Decreasing industrial per capita demand in Cheyenne is attributable

to greater service area populations and no significant increase in total

industrial water use. The Cheyenne service area population has grown

approximately 35 percent over the l8-year period through influx of new

lA significant serial correlation means that low demand years tend
to follow low demand years and vice versa.
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people into the area and through incorporation of new populated areas

into the service area. Despite the population increase, no new major

industrial water users have begun operation in Cheyenne. Therefore, per

capita use of industrial water has decreased over the period.

A second assumption, that per capita water demand and population

are not related, was tested by analyzing correlation between the two

variables and by analyzing whether the per capita water demand means

are significantly different during the period of population decline

(1961-1970) and the period of population growth (1971-1978). Five-year

moving averages of per capita demand and population were used to

emphasize major trends and de-emphasize year-to-year variations caused

partially by measurement errors.

One of the two tests indicated a relationship between per capita

demand and population. The mean during the period of population decline

(65 gpcd) was significantly higher than the mean during the period of

population growth (55 gpcd) at the 95 percent confidence level. On the

other hand, the correlation between the two variables was not signifi

cant; changes in population could explain only 5 percent of the

variation in water demand.

In summary, three of the four statistical tests yielded results

which invalidated the assumptions. Industrial per capita demands have

tended to decrease over time and during periods of population growth.

If these tendencies continue over the next 20 years, the projection of

industrial water demands by multiplying the historical mean industrial

per capita demand by the population forecasts will overestimate demands.
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Non-Industrial Component

Annual per capita demands within the non-industrial component are

presented on Figure D-1. The average non-industrial per capita demand

over the l8-year period of record is 181 gpcd, with a 95 percent

confidence interval on the mean of 166-196 gpcd. The per capita demand

has ranged from a high of 237 gpcd in 1967 to a low of 119 gpcd in 1977,

when voluntary restrictions of water use were promoted by Cheyenne to

conserve low water supplies.

As with the industrial component, two statistical tests were

conducted to determine whether any significant trends have occurred in

the non-industrial per capita water demand. The analysis of trend over

the l8-year record indicated no significant trend upward or downward

over the period. Serial correlation was also tested and found not to

be significant. Thus, unlike for the industrial component, the assumption

of no trends in the non-industrial per capita water demand appears to

be valid, based on 18 years of record.

The second assumption, that population and non-industrial per capita

demand are hot related, was tested by two other statistical tests. The

first test measured the correlation between per capita demand and

2population growth rate. A significant correlation was found between

the two variables; increasing populations tended to be associated with

decreasing per capita water demands. The relationship explained

approximately 40 percent of the variation in annual per capita water

2population growth was separated into two types, that attributable
to an influx of new people and that attributable to an increase in the
geographical extent of the service area. Only growth due to the influx
of new people was considered in the correlation.
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demand.

The second test, which investigated the difference between the

mean per_ capita demands during periods of population growth and decline,

also showed a significant relationship between non-industrial per capita

demand and population. The per capita demand during the period of

population decline (1961-1970) was 30 gpcd greater than the demand during

the period of population growth (1971-1978). This difference was found

to be significant at the 95 percent confidence level.

In summary, the non-industrial per capita demand does not exhibit

any significant trends with respect to time. However, a relationship

between demand and population growth rate is demonstrated by two

statistical tests. Periods of population growth are accompanied by

lower per capita demands.

The recent boom-and-bust economic history of Cheyenne is a possible

explanation for the relationship between population and non-industrial

per capita demand. During the period of population decline, those who

left Cheyenne may have moved out of apartments, mobile homes, and other

temporary housing built to accommodate the previous boom. These types

of dwellings require less irrigation water per resident. If it was the

relatively low water users who left Cheyenne during the period of decline,

their departure would have caused-an increase in per capita water demand

for the service are~ as a whole.

Conversely, during recent periods of rapid growth, new residents

may have moved back into those same types of dwelling units requiring

relatively little irrigation water per person. Their arrival would have

caused a decrease in per capita demand for the service area as a whole.
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The theory described above should be tested as more data on popu

lation and water demand become available. The theory suggests~ however,

that if Cheyenne's population growth rate stabilizes in the future, per

capita demand will become more consistent from year to year, and the two

variables will no longer be significantly interrelated. If this situation

occurs, the assumption that the two variables are not related, as well

as the assumption of no trends in non-industrial per capita demand,

will be satisfied and non-industrial water demands can be projected by

the historial mean per capita demand and the population forecasts.

Projections

Forecasting water demand is most commonly accomplished by multiplying

the historical mean per capita demand by the population projections.

The pattern of historic water demands in Cheyenne was analyzed in detail

to determine whether the commonly used forecasting method is applicable

to the situation in Cheyenne.

Onc conclusion from the analysis is that the method is likely to

produce an overestimate of the total industrial water demand.

Industrial per capita demand has been significantly decreasing over time

and with population growth during the 18 years of record. Previous mean

industrial per capita demand will be much higher than future industrial

per capita demand if the trend continues. Thus, projection by the

historic per capita mean has been done only for a high estimate of

industrial water demand. The low and medium projections have assumed

no increase in total industrial water demand, which is a continuation of

the historic trend. All three projections are presented on Table D-l.

A second conclusion from the analysis is that the same method may

also overestimate total non-industrial water demand, unless the
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TABLE D-1

PROJECTIONS BY THE HISTORIC PER CA~ITA DEMAND
(acre feet/year)

YEAR LOW MEDIill1 HIGH

Non- Non- Non-
Industrial Industrial Total Industrial Industrial Total Industrial Industrial Total

1980 3100 10200 13300 3100 11600 14700 3100 13200 16300

1985 3100 10200 13300 3100 13400 16500 3700 15500 19200

l' 1990 3100 10400 13500 3100 15600 18700 4200 17900 22100
.....
CD

2000 3100 10100 13200 3100 19700 22800 5700 24100 29800



relationship between per capita demand and population growth rate ends.

The non-industrial per capita water demand has not significantly trended

upward or downward with time, but it has significantly decreased with

population growth. Therefore, since all three population projections

forecast growth (see Appendix B), previous non-industrial per capita

demand may be higher than future per capita demands. In the case of

non-industrial demand, however, an end to the relationship between per

capita demand and population may be explained. Therefore, the medium

and high projections of non-industrial demand have been accomplished by

using the historical mean per capita demands and the appropriate

population projections developed in Appendix B, while the low projection

has assumed a decreasing per capita demand because of population growth.

All three projections are presented on Table D-l.

Figure D-8 illustrates how well the methods developed in this

section of the report can account for historical changes in water demand.

The three methods produce a high, a low, and a middle estimate of water

demand. Figure D- 8 shows the range of water demand predictions by

the three methods as compared to annual per capita water demand and

the five-year moving average of water demand.

The estimates fall in the general range of water demand over the

1961-1978 period. The average error in reproducing historical water

demands is 9 percent for the middle projection method, 10 percent for

the low projection method, and 12 percent for the high projection

method. In other words, the method which produces the middle projections

is more accurate in reproducing historical water demands. If past

trends continue, the "middle projection" method should be most accurate

in forecasting future water demands.
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Figure D~ 8 also illustrates two failings of the methods. The first

is that the methods are not sensitive to the wide fluctuations in water

demands from one year to the next. The second and more disconcerting

failure is their inability to predict the general downward trend in

demand over the last five years. All three methods predict increasing

water demands during this period, primarily because of rapidly increasing

service area populations. A rate increase in 1975 and a voluntary

conservation program in 1977 may have been instrumental in decreasing

water demands during the five-year period. Neither of these factors

have been included in the models for projecting water demands.

PROJECTIONS BY MAJOR VARIABLES

Trends in water demands can often be attributed to changes in one

or more important variables. The literature identifies several variables

which have influenced municipal demands in other cities, including:

• climatic variables, such as precipitation and temperature,
which may affect lawn irrigation use

• economic variables, such as the cost of water and rate structures,
which may affect residential use particularly

• other economic variables, such as per capita income and assessed
property valuation, which represent a standard of living and may
correlate with water use

• population variables, such as total population served and growth
rates, which may affect both total demand and per capita demand

• other variables such as voluntary water conservation.

The methods described in the previous section entitled "Projections

by the Mean" assume that only service area population will affect

future water demands in Cheyenne. A doubling of population produces

approximately a doubling of water demand. However, as noted in that
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section, while the average error was reasonably small for these methods,

they could not reproduce well either the annual variations in Cheyenne's

water demands over the 1961-1978 period or the recent downtrend in

demand. The conclusion is that variables other than population must

be influencing water demand in Cheyenne.

The effect of eight different variables on water demand was examined

over the 1961-1978 period. Where data allowed, statistics were used to

measure the significance of any apparent correlations between demand and

a certain variable. Significance was measured at the 95 percent

confidence level. Where data were not sufficient to allow a rigorous

examination, a qualitative assessment was made of the influence of a

certain variable on demand.

Variables

Climate was considered to have a possible impact on water demands

for lawn irrigation, which constituted approximately 20 percent of the

total water demand over the 1967-1978 period. Three climatic variables

were studied, including precipitation, average temperature, and total

degree days during the irrigation season (May-September). Their

influence on per capita irrigation demands was statistically measured

on both a monthly and a seasonal basis.

Two economic variables were assessed, one qualitatively and one

quantitatively. The impact of a major rate increase in 1975 was evaluated

qualitatively for industrial water use, non-industrial water use, and

irrigation water use by looking at 1975 water demands compared to demands

in other years. A second economic variable, per capita income, was used

as a measure of the standard of living. Its influence on water demand

was statistically analyzed. The national consumer price index was

used to eliminate inflationary effects on per capita income.
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Population variables studied for their influence on water demands

included total service area population and the annual population growth

rate. The historical period (1961-1978) covers a period of population

decline during the 1960's and a period of population gain during the

1970's. Overall, the service area population increased by about 35

percent during the period, due to both the influx of new people to

Cheyenne and the inclusion of populated areas such as South Cheyenne

into the service area.

A final variable, voluntary water conservation, was evaluated

qualitatively. A voluntary water conservation program was promoted in

1977 by the City of Cheyenne to conserve low water supplies. The effect

of this program on water use was assessed by comparing 1977 water

demands to those in other years.

The influence of the variables on water demands is summarized on

Table 111-2. Their influence on the separate components of water demand

is discussed below.

Industrial Demand

Few variables were found to influence industrial demand. The total

and per capita industrial demands did not appreciably change in 1975 and

1977, the years of a rate increase and a voluntary water conservation

program, respectively. Per capita income also did not correlate

significantly with industrial demand.

The influence of population on industrial demand was .discussed

in the previous section entitled, "Projections by the Mean." As noted

in that section, no new major industrial water users have begun operation

in Cheyenne between 1961 and 1978, a period during which the service

area population has grown about 35 percent. Increasing population with
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TABLE 111-2

SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEMAND AND VARIABLES

Industrial Component Non-Industrial Component Irrigation Component

Variable

CLIMATE
Precipitation
Temperature
Degree Days

Total Per Capita Total Per Capita Total Per Capita

No
No
No

t1
I

N
~... ECONOMY

Cost
Per Capita Income

POPULATION
Total
Growth Rate

OTHER
Voluntary Conservation

Unlikely Unlikely Possibly Possibly
No No

No Yes No No
No Yes

Unlikely Unlikely Possibly Possibly
-'.-._--- - _._---,-_ .. "_ .._.-_--_. --~_._._ .._- _.,-

Possibly

No

Possibly

Possibly
No

No
No

Possibly

=-



no significant increase in total industrial water use has brought about

a significant decline in per capita industrial water demand.

The trend of decreasing per capita industrial demands has already

been incorporated into the low and middle water demand projections

developed in the previous section. For these two projections, no

increase in total industrial water demand has been assumed over the

next 20 years. Thus, no new relationships between industrial demand

and any variable appear to be warranted.

Non-Industrial Demand

Several variables appear to be affecting non-industrial water

demands. On a qualitative level, large decreases in non-industrial

demand occurred in 1975 and 1977, and may have been attributable to

the rate increase and voluntary conservation program. The decreases

were two of the three largest experienced over the 1961-1978 period.

In addition, the lowest non-industrial per capita demand occurred in

1977, and was almost 20 percent lower than any other per capita demand

over the l8-year period. The non-industrial per capita demand in 1975

was third lowest.

It is risky to develop a model including the effects of the cost

of water and a voluntary conservation program based on one data point

for each variable, one in 1975 and the other in 1977. However, it appears

that .increasing cost and a conservation program have temporarily decreased

per capita water demands. This tendency should be noted in projecting

water demands.

Non-industrial water demands were also correlated with population

growth rates. A decreasing growth rate was associated with increasing

per capita water demands, while a growing population was associated with
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decreasing per capita demands. The relationship explained about 40

percent of the annual variation in per capita demands.

As described earlier, a possible explanation for this relationship

is that during periods of economic and population booms, new residents

are housed in apartments, mobile homes, and other types of housing

requiring relatively little water per resident; the result is a

lowering of per capita demands. During periods of economic and population

declines, non-industrial per capita demand tends to increase because

those who leave the city are likely to vacate apartments, mobile homes,

and other types of housing requiring relatively little water per

resident.

Population growth is predicted for Cheyenne over the next 20 years

under any population scenario. If the relationship between population

growth and non-industrial per capita demand continues, the following

changes would occur: an 8 percent annual decrease in per capita demand

for the high population projection; a 5 percent annual decrease for the

middle projection; and a one-half percent annual decrease in per capita

demand for the low projection. If population growth stabilizes, however,

the demand for types of dwellings which use relatively little water may

relax, and the relationship between population growth and per capita

demand may end or change.

It is uncertain how population growth and non-industrial per capita

demands will be related in the future, if at all. In the past 18 years,

rapid population growth has tended to be associated with depressed per

capita demands. In the future, it seems unlikely that population growth

projected at 3-5 percent per year under the middle and high scenarios

will continue to produce or be associated with per capita demand
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reductions of 5-8 percent per year. Thus, as with rate increases and

voluntary conservation programs, the tendency for rapid population

growth to be associated with temporarily depressed non-industrial per

capita demands is noted to have occurred in the past and may continue

to occur in the future. However, it has not been included in any model

because the tendency cannot be satisfactorily quantified.

Irrigation Demand

Few variables were found to influence irrigation demand. Two of

the three largest declines in total and per capita irrigation occurred

in 1975 and 1977. A rate increase and a voluntary water conservation

program during these two years may have been instrumental in the

declines of irrigation demand. No other variables, including the

climatic variables, were significantly correlated with irrigation

demand. Therefore, the large variations in total and per capita

irrigation demand from year to year remain largely unexplained.

Summary

Several major variables were significantly correlated with water

demand. Industrial per capita demand decreased with increasing

populations. Non-industrial per capita demand was significantly

depressed during periods of rapid population growth. No variables

were significantly correlated with irrigation demand.

On a qualitative level, the voluntary conservation program appeared

to slow down non-industrial and irrigation per capita demands in 1977.

The rate increase in 1975 also appeared to temporarily decrease non

industrial and irrigation per capita demands.



Despite some significant correlations, none of the variables could

explain more than half of the annual variation in per capita or total

water demarids. Therefore, the analysis of major variables is useful

in defining some trends or tendencies, but appears to have little value

in this case for quantitatively predicting future water demands.

PROJECTION BY INDIVIDUAL SOURCES

If sufficient data are available, water demands by major users and

major user types can be investigated separately, and models can be

developed to predict future water demands due to each user or user

type. Major users and user types in Cheyenne are expected to be the

Husky Oil Refinery, Warren Air Force Base, Union Pacific Railroad, and

several other industries; hotels, motels, laundries, hospitals, car

washes, and golf courses in the commercial and public sectors; and

domestic in-house use and law irrigation in the residential sector.

Projection by individual sources is by far the most time consuming

method, but it can often give the most gratifying results. Water demand

forecasting by individual sources has been done for Cheyenne in earlier

studies (Smith and Quan, 1977; Thompson et al., 1976). In these

studies, source data have been inputted into a computer model entitled

the MAIN II System, which estimates water demands through a combination

of mathematical models, unit use coefficients, and per capita

coefficients.

The model was originally developed from data on 83 standard

metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA) throughout the country. The

Wyoming Water Resources Research Institute adapted the model for use

in smaller western cities. Nevertheless, much of the information needed
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for the model, which was available in the records for the larger SMSA's,

was not available in the records of the smaller western cities.

Estimates had to be made based on data available for larger cities.

Despite the greater effort and detail needed to project water

demands by the MAIN II model, results from the modeling are less

accurate for Cheyenne than the results from the methods described in

the section entitled, "Projections by the Mean." The average error in

annual water demand estimation by MAIN II is 10 percent over the

1961-1972 period. The average error in annual water demand estimation

by the "middle projection" method is 6 percent over the same period.

Therefore, MAIN II appears to offer no advantage in this study.

COMPARISON TO DEMANDS IN OTHER CITIES

Current municipal water use is discussed in Appendix C for 23

cities in the North Platte River and Little Snake River Basins, including

Cheyenne. The current water demands in the 23 cities other than

Cheyenne average 211 gpcd, with a range from 54 gpcd tb 563 gpcd.

Eleven cities have per capita demands which are higher than Cheyenne's

1978 rate of 192 gpcd, and eleven cities have lower per capita demands

than Cheyenne's. Casper, the only Wyoming city of comparable population,

had an estimated 1978 per capita water demand of 170 gpcd. The

comparisons indicate that Cheyenne's water demand is in line with the

other municipal water demands in the North Platte River and Little Snake

River Basins.

In cases where a certain city's water use and population records

are not considered accurate, an average of the water demands of cities

in the same region can provide a rough measure of the-water demand in
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in that particular city. This method is considered to be relatively

inaccurate for this project, because Cheyenne has kept good records

and because other cities in the same region have experienced a very

wide, and largely inexplicable, range of water demands.
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Mr. Paul A. Rechard, Director
Wyoming Water Resources Research Institute
P.O. Box 3037, University Station
Laramie, Wyoming 82071

Dear Paul:

Enclosed is a copy of our working Paper No.2, "Cost Estimates of the
Cheyenne Stage II Water Development Project and Alternatives." The cost
estimates themselves were presented to Clynn Phillips on October 1, 1979,
after which there were a couple of minor modifications about which we
informed him. We have prepared a report narrative in order to document
what was done and, hopefully, to provide information which might be in
cluded in the feasibility study by the State of Wyoming.

It is apparent from Figure 5 of the report that several alternatives
would provide water at comparable costs, considering the accuracy of cost
estimates in inflationary times.

Cost estimates based on comparable unit prices considering the
variable construction conditions and quantities can be estimated with
varying degrees of certainty. The Cheyenne Stage II project is a
relatively known entity; that is, the collection pipeline systems, their
lengths, and the number of streams which must be tapped, the dams, the
'transmission pipeline to Crow Creek are all relatively known in 'that they
have been studied in detail by Banner Associates.

On the other hand, the alternatives must, of necessity, be based on
less reliable information. Thus, the closeness of comparable costs of
alternatives to each other gives me cause for concern. A 10% variation in
the estimated annual costs could easily change one's opinion as to the
best alternative if based strictly on direct costs alone.

We will gladly work with you in utilizing this report in your studies
for the Wyoming Water Development Commission's feasibility studies for
authorizing the project by the State Legislature.

If you have questions or want any further assistance, please don't
hesitate to call.

Very truly yours,

WRIGHT WATER ENGINEERS, INC.

by__1.;...A---.=;..I.....;;...;.rI;:...,~_...~-'-==I-_~ _

FJT/pt
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COST ESTIMATES OF THE

CHEYENNE STAGE II

WATER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

AND ALTERNATIVES

INTRODUCTION

The 1979 wyoming Legislature authorized the Wyoming Water Develop

ment Co~ssion to undertake a study of the feasibility of financing the

Cheyenne Diversion Project. The legislation directs that the feasibility

report include an analysis of alternatives to the proposed project and

their overall effects.

The Wyoming WRRI is preparing portions of the feasibility study

~~der contract with the State of Wyoming. This report has been prepared

under a subcontract to Wyoming WRRI and is limited to the preparation of·

cost estimates for use in a cost effective analysis of Stage II and its

alternatives.

SCOPE OF STUDY

The scope of study was to supply cost estimates for the alterna

tives contained in the WRRI work outline of July 25, 1979, as folfows:

"A. Prepare a cost effectiveness analysis of Stage II alternatives

1. Stage II as presently envisioned

2. Modified Stage II

a. Reduced collection area - Banner information

b. Modified delivery Crow Creek drainage

3. Groundwater

a. Cheyenne area

b. Casper formation - McGuire well, etc. - Banner

information and DEPAD

4. Purchase of agriculture rights

a. Upper North Platte drainage

b. Little Snake drainage
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5. Little Snake River (Low Elevation) Reservoirs

a. North Fork Little Snake River

b. Middle Fork Little Snake River"

The specific scope is to check or revise the preliminary engineering

and cost estimates which have been developed by Banner Associates,·Inc.

and to prepare reconnaissance grade engineering analysis and cost esti

mates of the five alternatives listed above. These estimates are then to

be used by Wyoming WRRI to prepare a Benefit-Cost Analysis for feasibility

determination by WRRI.

BASIS OF COSTS

As specified in the contract, reconnaissance grade engineering

analysis and cost estimates were required for evaluation of the prQject

alternatives. Material quantities were computed from U.S.G.S. quad

sheets of the project area (scale 1:24,000). Pipe, pumps, and ot;her

transmission facilities were sized using standard engineering methods.

Unit costs for materials were obtained partially from suppliers,

and from U.S.B.R. Appendix A - Estimating Data - and then indexed to the

current year. Some unit costs were obtained from past water project bid

information. Banner Associates, Inc. unit costs were determined to be

generally acceptable. Their unit costs were indexed to April, 1979,

and used where appropriate, along with Wright water Engineers data.

The U.S.B.R. Construction Cost Index was used to update unit prices

which were derived from past year's construction experience. The cost

estimates included in this report are all comparable to April, 1979, for

purposes of using the U.S.B.R. index.

The estimated costs of each component in the alternatives for which

cost estimates were prepared is given in Table 1. The cost of each indi-·

vidual component was estimated separately, utilizing quantities such as

miles of pipeline times the unit price to derive the construction costs~

No allowance was made for rights-of-way in the Stage II plan since the

City of Cheyenne already has acquired rights-of~way, or they would be

provided from Forest Service lands. For groundwater development alter

natives, allowance for rights-of-way was included for the pipeline
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facilities costs. A 15% allowance for contingencies was utilized, after

which a 9% allowance was included for engineering, legal, and administra

tion. Interest during construction was calculated utilizing'4% per year

over the construction project period. This is the rate used by the State

of Wyoming Farm Loan Board in impact assistance projects.

The annual costs of projects was estimated to include repayment of

capital or construction costs plus project operation, maintenance~ and

replacement costs and pumping power costs where involved. The total

annual operation and maintenance costs are summarized by alternative in.

Table 2. Pumping power was estimated on the basis of $0.04 per kwh of

electric power in the Laramie/Cheyenne area and ,$0.068 per kwh in the

Little Snake River area. Replacement costs were derived by 'depreciating

pumping facilities over a 25-year period.

Capital costs will be repaid over a number of years at an interest

rate established by the State or other lending institution. The figures

in this report assume a 30-year repayment period. The rate of interest

that would be required is difficult to know with certainty under today's'

changing circumstances. Therefore, interest rates of from 4% .to 12%

, were utilized to cover the range from the historic State of Wyoming

water project interest rate to the high rates of interest likely to

result from current high costs of borrowing money.

The annual fepayment costs of construction were added to the annual

operation, maintenance, and replacement costs to derive an annual project

cost for each alternative.

ALTERNATIVES AND ESTIMATED COSTS

Stage II - Full Development as Presently Envisioned

Full development of Stage II as presently envisioned by the Cheyenne

Board of Public Utilities and Banner Associates wo~ld yield 20,100 acre

feet per year. The facilities and modifications required to collect,

store, and transmit this water to Cheyenne are listed below.

Lake Owen to Crow Creek Pipeline

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen Pipeline

Lake Creek Diversion Pipeline

Interceptor System
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Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement

Little Snake Pipeline and Collection Facilities

Hog Park Reservoir Enlargement

In addition to the above facilities, it is highly probable that a

modified delivery system will be required to bring the water into the

Crow Creek Drainage and from Hog Park Reservoir to the Encampment River.

The modifications required are a pipeline to convey water from the end

of the proposed Lake Owen to Crow Creek Pipeline to Crystal Reservoir

and a pipeline from Hog Park Dam to the Encampment River. The modifi

cations are u.s. Forest Service requirements designed to eliminate the

erosion of the streambeds by the additional water being delivered.

Since these facilities are almost a certain requirement, they have

been included in the cost estimate for Stage II as presently envisioned~

Analysis of a separate alternative without these additional facilities

was not done, but could be done simply by excluding the identified costs

of the additional facilities.

The total estimated cost of Stage II from Table 1 is $82,455,000.

The annual project costs at various interest rates of construction cost

repayment are given in Table 3.

Reduced Little Snake Collection Area

This alterna~ive was included to investigate the effect that -the

Huston Park Wilderness Area proposal would have on the Stage II Project.

If the Forest Service does not permit any facilities to be built in the

designated wilderness area, the Stage II Little Snake collection system'

will be reduced in size and yield. The average annual yield will be _

slightly more than 7400 acre-feet per year as opposed to 20,100 acre

feet per year with full development.

The changes to the Stage II system would be a' smaller collection

line in the Little Snake drainage and no Hog Park Reservoir enlargement.

The Douglas Creek to Crow Creek portion of the system would be the same

as with the Full Development alternative.

To make up for the reduced amount of Little Snake exchange water,

12,700 A-F/year of water supply would have to be obtained from another

source, assumed to be purchase and transfer of North Platte River Basin

water rights. The acreage of water rights purchased was based on an
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estimated average of 1.1 acre-foot per acre crop consumptive use an~

60% of water right acreage actually irrigated. The price p&r acre of

water rights was based upon the value added to land in terms of animal

carrying capacity irrigated versus dry land as determined from ranch

sales information plus a sum to account for a "premium" for water rights

since large scale purchases would drive prices up. $1,250 per acre of

water rights was used including a liberal allowance for legal, en<ji

neering, and contingency costs associated with transferring the rights

to storage and direct diversion in the Cheyenne Douglas Creek diversion

system.

Table 3 gives the annual project costs at various interest rates.

Groundwater Alternative

The two groundwater alternatives were identified in the WRRI work

outline. These included the Casper Formation groundwater supply ~n the

Laramie Basin and groundwater from Laramie County northeast of Cheyenne

from the Ogalalla, Arikaree, and White River Formations. Wright Water

Engineers' analysis of the potential groundwater supplies indicates that

singly or together they will not develop the desired water supply.

Therefore, the groundwater alternative becomes a combination groundwater

and surface water alternative because it was found necessary to develop

the Little Snake Douglas Creek diversion to the level of the modified

Stage II capacity of 7,400 acre-feet per year and even include purchase

of a small quantity of North Platte River Basin water rights.

Casper Formation, Laramie Basin - T~e average annual recharge to the

Casper Formation in the Laramie Basin is estimated to be about 13,300

acre-feet per year (see technical memo in appendix). Users of Ca;:;per

Formation water in the vicinity of Laramie include the City of Laramie,

Monolith Portland Cement Company, and other domestic uses. These uses

total an estimated 6,300 acre-feet per year. North of Laramie the McGuire

Ranch uses Casper Formation groundwater to irrigate about 1,100 acres.

Further development of the Casper Formation aquifers to include a

supply for Cheyenne were assumed to be possible by purchasing the

McGuire well and associated irrigation water rights and retiring them

and developing a series of wells and collection pipeline syste~ from the
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McGuire welf approximately 26 miles north of Laramie to a point 12 miles

south of" Laramie where the water would be pumped over the Laramie Moun~

tains t9 the Crow Creek Basin (Figure 3).

Since permanent municipal water supplies are desired, it is assumed

that the Casper Formation groundwater development would be limited·to

the 13,300 acre-feet per year of annual recharge. It is assumed that

pumped water from wells in the collection system would be supplied to

Laramie and the other industrial and domestic users. This pumped water

would replace the flowing springs that now supply the City of Laramie.

It is also assumed that the Cheyenne project would have to pay for the

construction for the wells and collection system and pay the cost of

pumping water for the current water users. Thus, the system const~uction

costs and annual costs include these replacement water costs.

Laramie County Groundwater - The development of further Lar~e

County groundwater resources is a possibility. However, a potential for

interference with senior water rights, including both senior ~rrigation

wells in eastern Laramie County and senior surface irrigation water rights

in Horse Creek tributaries, appears to create a limitation, if" no~ a cost

factor, for the further development of Laramie County groundwater. The

State Engineer's Office has recognized for some time the potential for

further overdraft of groundwater and resultant lowering of water tables

in the developed areas, and is considering expansion of existing control

areas or new ones. As a result of applications for additional groUnd

water permits, the State Engineer's Office, in conjunction with the

U.S.G.S., has been studying the Laramie County groundwater situation

through a model study. The groundwater model has been completed,· and the

State Engineer/USGS have presented the findings in a public hearing.

However, the results of the model have not been published, and details

are available only for a 5,000 acre-foot per year development of new

groundwater northeast of the city of Cheyenne.

Wright Water Engineers requested the State Engineer's Office to

cause additional model runs to be made, indicating greater levels of

groundwater development and affects on the groundwater table and on
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surface stream flows. We were informed, however, that the USGS will, not

make such.runs until approved by higher authority within the USGS, and

then only if the results can be published after review by the USGS. In

other words, the model could not be utilized in time for this analysis.

In fact, only partial information was made available on September 26,

1979, of the 5,000 acre-foot per year potential development.

Development of 5,000 acre-feet per year of municipal water supply

from the Laramie County aquifers 15 miles northeast of the city of

Cheyenne (Figure 4) will result in up to 50 feet of lowering of the static

water table after a 20-year period. However, the area of lowered water

table will not extend to the extent that it affects irrigation wells

outside of the pumping,area. A few irrigation wells within the pumping

area will be affected, and it is assumed that water would be supplied

to these irrigators. In addition, springs which feed tributaries of

Horse Creek in northern Laramie County would be affected by the ground

water pumping. Springs and other groundwater contribution currently

provide significant water supplies to irrigation and are fully appropri

ated within Laramie and Goshen Counties. Therefore, costs of 'purchasing

irrigation water rights were included as capital costs in an amount

necessary to retire enough consumptive use from Horse Creek irr~gated

lands to account for the depletion caused by the municipal well p~ing

in the new Laramie County groundwater project.

Little Snake/Douglas Creek Development - The combined yield of the

two groundwater developments would be 12,000 acre-feet per year,

leaving 8,100 acre-feet per year to be developed from other water

supplies for 'a total of 20,100 acre-feet per year. The modified Stage

II Little Snake diversion will develop 7,400 acre-feet per year outside

of the Huston Park Wilderness area, requiring 700 acre-feet per year of

replacement water to be obtained by purchasing upper North Platte River

water rights. It is estimated that 1,060 acres of water rights will

have to be purchased.

The Douglas Creek system can then be enlarged to convey the 8.,100

acre-feet per year needed to Crow Creek. Rob Roy Dam would remain at its
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present size. The unused capacity of the existing Lake Owen to Crow

Creek pipeline (11,000 - 7,400) of 3600 acre-feet per year would convey

a portion of the water. A portion of Lake Creek diversion and the Lake

Owen to Crow Creek pipeline contemplated in Stage II would be modified to

develop and convey the remaining 4,500 acre-feet per year of water'

supplies. For cost estimating and comparison purposes, it was assumed

that the Lake Owen pipeline would be constructed to the booster pump of

the Casper Formation collection system where the Douglas Creek water

would be combined with the Casper Formation groundwater and pumped over

the Laramie Mountains to Crow Creek.

In summary, this alternative contains four parts: 1) purchase and

transfer of 1,060 acres of North Platte River irrigation water rigqts to

the Rob Roy Douglas Creek diversion system; 2) construction of a portion

of the Lake Creek diversion system and a second Lake Owen to Crow Creek

pipeline; 3) development of Casper Formation Laramie Basin groundwater

to be pumped into the second Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline; and 4)

Laramie County groundwater.

The costs of this system are included in Table 1, and annual-costs

are included in Table 3.

North Fork Little Snake Reservoir with Stage II

This plan proposes the development of 20,100 acre-feet per year

from Douglas Creek for delivery to the Crow Creek drainage. The North

Platte exchange water would be furnished by a reservoir and pumping and

pipeline facilities on the North Fork of the Little Snake River. The

firm annual yield from the reservoir investigated is 20,100 acre-feet

and would require a 310 foot high dam with a reservoir capacity of

25,550 acre-feet. Maximum yield available at this site after instream

flows and downstream rights have been satisfied is approximately

24,000 acre-feet per year.

In addition to the reservoir, a pumping station and pipeline would

be required to deliver water to the west portal of the transcontinental

tunnel.
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Other facilities required for this alternative are:

Hog Park Reservoir Enlargement

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement

Lake Owen to Crow Creek Pipeline

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen Pipeline

Lake Creek Diversion Pipeline

Interceptor System

Modified Delivery System - Hog Park Creek

Modified Delivery System - Crow Creek

Pipeline lengths, dam embankment quantities and reservoir capacity

were ,calculated on the basis of a map investigation using USGS quad

sheets, scale 1:24,000. Unit prices were developed using U.S. Bureau of

Reclamation estimating methods, USBR cost indexes, and unit prices

estimated by Wright Water Engineers.

Total project capital cost is shown in Table 1 by individual

project component. Annual project cost for various amortization rates

are given in Table 3.

Pumping power costs used were estimated by Banner Associates ,on the

basis of $0.03 per kwh in 1980, and increased by 6.5% per year to a cost

of $0.106 per kwh over a 20-year period. These costs are for the Little

Snake River Basin area.

Middle Fork Little Snake River Reservoir with Stage II

The concept used in this alternative is identical to the North Fork

Little Snake Reservoir alternative. North Platte exchange water would

be supplied by a major reservoir at a lower elevation in the Little

Snake drainage pumped via pipeline to the west portal of the trariscon~

tinental tunnel.

The reservoir in this alternative would be located on the Middle Fork

of the Little Snake River approximately 1,500 feet upstream of the

confluence of the North Fork Little Snake and the Middle Fork. A 194 foot

dam would create a 24,700 acre-feet reservoir with an firm annual

yield of 20,100 acre-feet. Extensive diking would be required to

obtain a greater capacity and yield.
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Wright Water Engineers obtained all reservoir capacities and

quantities, piIe lengths and head from map investigations. Cost estimates

were developed using u.s. Bureau of Reclamation methods and indexes and

Wright Water Engineers unit prices.

The Stage II facilities required would be:

Hog Park Reservoir Enlargement

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement

Lake Owen to Crow Creek Pipeline

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen Pipeline

Lake Creek Diversion Pipeline

Interceptor System

Modified Delivery System - Hog Park Creek

Modified Delivery System - Crow Creek

Total project capital cost is shown in Table 1, and annual p~oject

cost is given in Table 3.

WATER SUPPLY AND PROJECT RELIABILITY

The water supplies for all of the alternatives are based to one

extent or another on estimates of the physically available water. Of

course, water must also be "legally avai1ab1e." The combination of

physical supply, legal availability and control facilities to develop a

supply have pronounced effects upon the reliability or firmness of a

water supply . Municipalities require a dependable firm supply of water

to supply the domestic needs of their citizens. Municipal water supplies

also provide amenities of life, such as irrigation water for lawns,

gardens, and parks and water for commercial and industrial use.

Cheyenne has considerable experience dealing with the reliability of

water supplies, having just been through a severe drought on Crow Creek

which has affected the surface water supplies there, and having been

through at least two periods of depending on extensive groundwater

pumping for a supply. The Douglas Creek system will provide a firm

physical supply, but it is not legally available unless an exchange of

water is provided. This is because of the provisions of the North

Platte U.S. Supreme Court decree, which says in effect Wyoming should

maintain the status quo of water development as of about 1952.
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On the other hand, Wyoming has a dependable supply of water both

physically and legally available in the Little Snake River b"asin, a

tributary of the Colorado River. The Colorado River Compact and Upper

Colorado River Compact allocate to Wyoming considerable water which can

be appropriated by the City of Cheyenne. This water can be diverted to

the North Platte River basin to replace the Douglas Creek water.

The alternatives presented in this report include purchase of

Upper North Platte River irrigation water rights in Wyoming and use of

unproven groundwater supplies. It should be noted that it is not sug

gested that Upper North Platte River basin water rights in Colorado be

purchased and transferred to Cheyenne's municipal use. This is also

because of the provisions of the U.S. Supreme Court decree which a~locates

a supply of water for Colorado that is to be used in that state. In

addition, Colorado statutes 37-81-101 through 103, "Diversion of Waters

from State," prohibit the transportation of water allocated to Colorado

from the state by any means. Therefore, to suggest purchase of Colorado

ranches to supply the water for exchange purposes for the Cheyenne

diversion project appears to involve even greater legal entanglements

than would be involved in purchase of Wyoming irrigation water rights for

such purposes.

The State of Wyoming has attempted by legislation to prec1ud~ the

transfer of irrigation water rights to other uses. This occurred in

1909 by attaching the water rights to the land. In 1974, however, the

Wyoming Legislature recognized that even this statute did· not preclude

irrigation water rights transfers and passed a more comprehensiv~ act

allowing for such transfers. Nevertheless, provisions of the statutes,

WS 41-3-102 through 104, are quite restrictive, and the Board of Control

has been anything but liberal in its approval of the few transfers that

have been proposed. The Board, in fact, has denied at least one transfer

which would have complicated water rights administration by transferring

a water right many miles upstream on the North Platte River in a riv~r

reach with several intervening tribuatries.

Thus, it is not known with certainty that transfer of irrigation

water rights would, in fact, be a reliable source of water to be
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considered in the Cheyenne diversion project. There is also the

"political reliability" to consider, since the project will -be sent to

the Legislature for authorization. We believe these factors must somehow

be pointed out in the State's project feasibility study. We have allowed

for what we believe to be liberal prices in purchase of water rights,.

including high legal and engineering costs of transfers.

The groundwater supplies described previously in this report are

also less known quantities than the more studied surface water supplies

of the Little Snake River. Cheyenne's experience with its well fields

west of the city demonstrate the problems of depending upon groundwater

and the resulting falling water tables that are the result of drought

conditions and overdraft from use during even average periods. Fo~ this

reason, Wright Water Engineers' estimates of groundwater supplies are

within the estimated recharge rates.

Development of the Casper Formation, even within the existing

recharge rate, could require extensive exploration to find wells of

sufficient capacity for the project. It appears that the wells should

be located in fault zones after extensive geologic investigation. It

was assumed that the current municipal and domestic supplies would be

replaced because of the pumping drawdown effects of further developing

the aquifer. It is believed that the increase in development would

likely affect the flow of the springs presently used by the City of

Laramie, and that this water would have to be replaced. In short, "there

are many subsets of estimates involved in our cost estimate associated

with the Casper Formation water supply.

The Laramie County groundwater source for Cheyenne assumes develop

ment from the deepest portion of the combined aquifers in Laramie County

which have been identified by the USGS. The groundwater is relatively

deep in this area, and full development would require construction of

wells deeper than have been constructed heretofore - up to an excess of

750 feet deep. Development of groundwater in this area would, by analy-'

sis of the USGS, cause in access of 50 feet of drawdown from current

static water level conditions. Pumping depths in wells would be even
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deeper due to the individual well cones of depression. At least two

factors can affect the reliability of the cost estimate of d~veloping

Laramie County groundwater. The first is that the drawdown effects

may require more wells than were assumed in order to properly manage the

drawdown of water. Second, the formations may require detailed explo~

ration to identify good wells to adequately develop the supply indicated.

Nevertheless, the cost estimate is based upon the best information that

is available from DEPAD, the State Engineer's Office, and the USGS.

The recharge rate of the Laramie County groundwater is estimated

from field studies and based on a percentage of the average annual rain

fall occurring on the aquifers. The accuracy of these estimates can

only be improved by developing the aquifers and "testing as you go:"

Thus, conditions may be better or worse than estimated in this report.

The legal availability of the Laramie County groundwater is much

more complex to ascertain than any of the other supplies considered in

this report. Wyoming's groundwater law provides that, if well development

interferes with senior wells and reduces the yield of the senior well or

of a domestic well, then the junior well user should replace the water or

compensate the individuals involved. A complicating factor is that most

of the domestic and irrigation wells that might be affected by a new

well field north of Cheyenne do not fully penetrate the aquifers,

particularly to the extent contemplated for a new well field which would

attempt to be as efficient as possible in tapping the aquifers involved.

Nevertheless, there would be technical and legal problems incurred if

Cheyenne does interfere with the wells of senior water appropriators.

This appears most certainly to be the case considering the degree of draw

down contemplated with the development. While the cost estimates included

costs of supplying water to nearby irrigators in the well field area and

the cost of purchasing some surface water rights in the Horse Creek

drainage, the conditions could be much different (worse) than anticipated,

and even higher costs than estimated would be incurred.

One of the questions that might be asked is, "Could the Larami.e County

groundwater development proposal yield greater than 5,000 acre-feet per

year?" This question cannot be answered, except with further study,
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such as making additional analyses with the USGS Laramie County ground

water model, which was not made available to Wright Water Engineers.

Even so, the material made available to Wright Water Engineers did

indicate that, from a reliability standpoint, 5,000 acre-feet per year

should be the maximum considered at this time.

All of the foregoing is an attempt to point out the physical and

legal factors affecting the reliability of the water supply of the

alternatives presented in the report. It is our opinion that the Little

Snake River and Douglas Creek diversion provide the best physically and

legally reliable supply available to the City.

Another reliability factor is the mechanical reliability of the

systems contemplated. The Cheyenne Stage II project is a gravity ~low

system and involves no pumping or mechanical equipment, other than valves,

headgates, and other control type devices. The purchase of wate~ rights

in the upper North Platte River basin similarly would not require mechani

cal equipment to pump or otherwise convey water to the city.. Thus, that

alternative would have a mechanical reliability similar to the Stage II

project. The other alternatives of groundwater or lower Little Snake

River basin reservoirs, however, all involve the pumping of water.

Most of the pumping schemes involve not only the requirement for

pumping, with its accompanying energy cost, but also involve rather high

pumping heads necessitating either many lift stations or high pressure

facilities. In this day and age, of course, pumping equipment is readily

available and can be designed to be reliable. Nevertheless, the possi

bility of power failure, equipment breakdown, etc. does distract from the

reliability of this type of supply.

Pumping equipment and power lines for either the North Fork or Midcle

Fork Reservoirs in the Little Snake River basin would be located in

remote mountainous areas, as would the pressure pipeline. Reliability of

this kind of equipment in this kind of environment would likely not

compare with the reliability of the gravity flow equipment contemplated

for the Stage II diversion project.

In short, from a reliability of water supply standpoint on the basis

of physical and legal water supply availability and mechanical reliability,

the Stage II project appears to be the best alternative.
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COST C<»fPARISON

The-data in Table 3 were plotted on Figure 5 in order to compare

the total annual project costs versus interest rates among the

alternatives.

Normally, one would think that such a cost comparison would indicate

the most economical project and lead to the recommended project. Such

conclusions may not be so easily reached in this case, however. For

example, at lower than 6~% interest rates, Plan 2 (purchase of North

Platte irrigation water rights and the modified Stage II Little Snake

diversion for replacement water) appears to be the least cost plan.

Before that conclusion is reached, however, the extenal cost to the State

of losing a sizable acreage of irrigated land and accompanying agr~

cultural economy should be considered.

At interest rates greater than 6~% Plan 3A (which is the gr~undwater

alternative with the modified Stage II collection system reduced to

limited capacity to the yield outside of the wilderness area) appears to

be the best alternative. Considering the unknown reliability factors

associated with the groundwater supplies, it would appear prudent,

however, to develop Plan 3 with an expandable Little Snake diversion

system in case the groundwater use must be curtailed because of over

development. Thus, Plan 3B would appear to be the most logical ground

water alternative, considering reliabilit~ and perhaps Plan3A should be

eliminated from consideration.

Considering the above economic and reliability considerations and

if the external cost will raise the Plan 2 costs by at least one-half

million dollars per year, Plan 1, the Cheyenne Stage II project as

presently envisioned is the least cost project up to interest rates of

about lO~%, after which the groundwater alternative begins to compare

favorably in annual cost.
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Page 1 of 4

Table 1 - Construction Costs of Cheyenne Stage II ~roject

and Selected Alternatives

Components

Plan 1: Full Develop
ment of Stage II
Capacity 1
or Yield/ Cost ($)

Plan 2: Reduced Little
Snake Collection Area
Capacity 1
or Yield/ Cost "($)

Lake Owen to Crow Ck P/L (AF/Y)

Douglas Ck to Lake Owen P/L (AF/Y)

Lake Ck. Diversion P/L (AF/Y)

Interceptor System (AF/Y)

Rob Roy Enlargement CAF)

Hog Park Enlargement (AF)

Little Snake Collection
System (AF/Y)

Upper North Platte Water Rights

12,700 AF

20,100 AF

Groundwater

Casper Formation (AF/Y)

Laramie County (AP/Y)

Little Snake River Water Rights
(AF/Y)

Low Elevation Darns

North Fk L.S.R. (AF/Y)

Middle Fk L.S.R. (AF/y)

Modified Delivery System

#1 Hog Park-Encampment R (AF/Y)

#2 Middle Crow-Crystal Res.
(AF/Y)

Totals

18,600

16,650

4,450

1,900

26,400

26,300

20,100

20,100

18,600

20,100

22,160,100

4,064,700

4,524,100

504,000

14,815,100

11,117,700

20,752,500

1,424,500

3,092,700

82,455,400

18,600

16,650

4,450

1,900

26,400

7,435

12,700

7,435

20,100

22,160,100

4,06.4,700

'4,524,100

504,000

14,815,100

6,434,800

24,000,000

1,424,500

77,927,300

lListed capacities are of the individual project component. The total yield
listed is for each alternative (AF/Y).
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Table 1 - Construction Costs of Cheyenne Stage II Project
and Selected Alternatives

Plan 3A;

Groundwater
Capacity 1
or Yield! Cost ($)

4,500 t0
2

!
9,998,400

11,500

Plan 3B: Groundwater w!
Expandable L.S. Collec.
Capacity 1
or Yield/ Cost·($)

Components

Lake Owen to Crow Ck P/L (AF/Y)

Douglas Ck to Lake Owen P/L (AF/Y)

Lake Ck. Diversion P/L (AF/Y)

Interceptor System (AF/Y)

Rob Roy Enlargement (AF)

Hog Park Enlargement (AF)

Little Snake Collection
System (AF/Y)

Upper North Platte Water Rights

12,700 AF

20,100 AF

Groundwater

Casper Formation (AF/Y)

Laramie County (AF/Y)

Little Snake River Water Rights
(AF/Y)

Low Elevation Dams

North Fk L.S.R. (AF/Y)

Middle Fk L.S.R. (AF/Y)

Modified Delivery System

#1 Hog Park-Encampment R (AF/Y)

#2 Middle Crow-Crystal Res.
(AF/Y)

Totals

2,500

7,435

700

7,000

5,000.

7,435

18,600

20,100

2,720,100

6,434,800

1,325,000

18,100,000

6,646,000

1,424,500

3,092,700

49,741,500

18,600

2,500

7,435

7,000

5,000

20,100

18,600

20,100

22,160,100

2,720,100

8,570,200

18,100,000

6,646,000

i,424,500

62,713,600

lListed capacities are of the individual project component. The total yield
listed is for each alternative (AF!Y).

2pipe is sized to carry 4500 AF/Y to groundwater booster pump, 11,500 AF/Y from
there on.
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Page·3 of 4

Table 1 - Construction Costs of Cheyenne Stage II Project
and Selected Alternatives

Components

Plan 4A: Purchase N.
Platte Irr. Wtr Rts.
Capacity 1
or Yie1d/ Cost -($)

Plan 4B: Purchase L.S.R.
Irrigation Wtr. Rts.
Capacity 1
or Yie1d/ Cost ($)

Lake Owen to Crow Ck P/L (AF/Y)

Douglas Ck to Lake Owen P/L (AF/Y)

Lake ek. Diversion P/L (AF/Y)

Interceptor System (AF/Y)

Rob Roy Enlargement (AF)

Hog Park Enlargement (AF)

Little snake Collection
System (AF/Y)

Upper North Platte Water Rights

12,700 AF

20,100 AF

18,600

16,650

4,450

1,900

26,400

20,100

22,160,100

4,064,700

4,524,100

504,000

14,815,100

38,100,000

18,600 22~160,100

16,650 4,064-,700

4,450 4';524,100

1,900 504,000

26,400 14,815,100

26,300 11,.117 ,700

20,100 20,752,500

18,600 3,092,700

22,700/
2

87,380,400

Groundwater

Casper Formation (AF!Y)

Laramie County (AF/Y)

Little Snake River Water Rights
(AF/Y)

Low Elevation Dams

North Fk L.S.R. (AF/Y)

Middle Fk L.S.R. (AF/Y)

Modified Delivery System

#1 Hog Park-Encampment R (AF/Y)

#2 Middle Crow-Crystal Res.
(AF/Y)

Totals

18,600

20,100

3,092,700

87,260,700

2,600

20,100

4.,'925,000

i,424,500

1Listed capacities are of the individual project component. The total yield
listed is for each alternative (AF/Y).

2 Includes 20,100 AF/Y for Cheyenne and 2,600 AF/Y for North Platte River
water users.
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Table 1 - Construction Costs of Cheyenne Stage II Project
and Selected Alternatives

Components

Plan 5A: North Fork
Little Snake Dam & Res.
Capacity 1
or Yield/ Cost ($)

Plan 5B: Middle Fork
Little Snake Dam & Res.

,Capacity 1
or Yield/ Cost ($)

Lake Owen to Crow Ck P/L (AF/Y)

Douglas Ck to Lake Owen P/L (AF/Y)

Lake Ck. Diversion P/L (AF/Y)

Interceptor System (AF/Y)

Rob Roy Enlargement (AF)

Hog Park Enlargement (AF)

Little Snake Collection
System (AF/Y)

Upper North Platte Water Rights

12,700 AF

20,100 AF

Groundwater

Casper Formation (AF/Y)

Laramie County (AF/Y)

Little Snake River Water Rights
(AF/Y)

Low Elevation Dams

North Fk L.S.R. (AF/Y)

Middle Fk'L.S.R. (AF/Y)

Modified Delivery System

#1 Hog Park Encampment R (AF/Y)

#2 Middle Crow-Crystal Res.
(AF/Y)

Totals

18,600

16,650

4,450

1,900

. ·26,400

26,300

20,100

20,100

18,600

20,100

22,160,100

4,064,700

4,524,100

504,000

14,815,100

11,117,700

37,867,500

1,424,500

3,092,700

99,390,400

18,600

16,650

4,450

1,900

26,400

26,300

20,100

20,100

18,600

20,100

22',160,100

4,064,700

4' ;524,100

504,000'

14,815,100

11,.117 , 700

36,838,300

1,424,500

3,092,100

98,361,200

lListed capacities are of the individual project component. The total yield
listed is for each alternative (AF/Y).
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Table 2 - Cheyenne Stage II Project
and Selected Alternatives

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATION, MAINTENANCE
AND REPLACEMENT COSTS

.Annual Annual Annual Total Annual
o &. M Replacement Power Cost O'M ~ R

Alternative ($) ($) ($) ( $)

Plan 1: Stage II Full
Development 100,000 0 0 100,000

Plan 2: Reduced Little
Snake Collection
Area 75,000 ° 0 75;000

Plan ·3A: Groundwater " 908,100 109,400 1,226,900 2,244,400

Plan 3B: Groundwater wi
Expandable Little
Snake Collection
System 908,100 109,400 1,226,900 2,244,400

Plan 4A: Purchase of
Upper North
Platte Irriga-
tion Rights 75,000 0 0 75,000

Plan 4B: Purchase of
Little Snake Irr.
Water Rights 75,000 0 0 75,000

Plan 5A: North Fork Little
Snake Dam 100,000 191,000 3,304,100 3,595,100

Plan 5B: Middle Fork
Little Snake Dam 100,000 212,000 3,764,700 4,076,700
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Table 3 - Cheyenne Stage II Project
and Selected Alternatives

TOTAL ANNUAL PROJECT COST
AT VARIOUS INTEREST RATES

Interest Annual Annual Total Project
Alternative Rate Project Cos~ o M & R Annual Cost

(%) ($) ($) ($)

4 4,768,400 100,000 4,868,400
Plan 1 8 7,324,500 .100,000 7,424,500

12 10,236,000 100,000 10,336,000

4 4,506,500 75,000 4,581,500

Plan 2 8 6,922,300 75,000 6,997,300

12 9,673,900 75,000 9,748,900

4 2,876,600 2,244,400 5,121,000

Plan 3A 8 4,418,500 2,244,400 6,662,900

12 6,174,900 2,244,400 8,419,300

4 3,626,700 2,244,400 5,871,100

Plan 3B 8 5,570,800 2,244,400 7,815,200

12 7,785,300 2,244,400 10,029;700

4 5,046,300 75,000 5,121,300

Plan 4A 8 7,751,400 75,000 7,826,490

12 10,832,500 75,000 10,907,500

4 5,053,200 75,000 5,128,200

Plan 4B 8 7,762,000 75,000 7,837,000

12 10,847,400 75,000 10,922,400

4 5,747,700 3,595,100 9,342,800

Plan 5A 8 8,828,800 3,595,100 12,423,900

12 12,338,300 3,595,100 15,933,400

4 5,688,200 4,076,700 9,764,900

Plan 5B 8 8,737,400 4,076,700 12,814,100

12 12,210,600 4,076,700 16,286,700
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ME M0 RAN DUM

To:

From:

Subject:

Fi 1e 791-77

Rob Traylor

Casper Formation Study

Date: 07 September 1979

I GEOLOGY AS IT RELATES TO GROUNDWATER

A. Aerial Extent

The Casper Formati on outcrops east of Laramie in a north-south trendi ng
zone. The outcrop varies in width from approximately 1/2 mile in the northern
section to 5 miles in the southern section. It is approximately 45 miles long.
An outcrop map can be found on Plate 1. The Casoer Formation outcrop includes
an area of 192 square miles.

The Casper aquifer is composed of interbedded confined sub-aquifers that
are hydraulically integrated into one system by several major faults. The
aquifer includes the Pennsylvanian-Permiam, Casper, and Fountain Formations,
which have a combined thickness which ranges from 0 to 750 feet in the'study
area. The Casper Formation is comprised of a series of permeable sands.tones
and thinner, virtually impenneable interbedded limestones, whereas the Foun
tain Formation contains permeable arkosic sandstones and lenses of sandy shale.
In the southern portions of the Laramie Basin, the Casper Fonnation overl~es

and in part, interfingers with the Fountain Formation. In the northern portions
of the Laramie Basin, the Fountain Formation thins and disappears. The Cas~

per Formation sandstones are gradually replaced by limestone as they are traced
northward across the basin. Immediately above the Casper Formation are thick
sequences of gypsiferous red beds including the Santanka, Forelle, and Chug
water Formations. These formations contain thick, almost impermeable shale
beds and" serve as confining layers that create artesian conditions in the
underlying Casper Formation. These units overlie an older igneous and meta
roorphic basin complex of Precambrian age. The Precambrian units are an
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unlikely source of water for high yield wells. Casper sandstones are generally

fine-grained, well-sorted, sub-a~oses that are usually well-cemented. 1n con
trast, the Fountain sandstone is generally a poorly-sorted arkose. Casper
limestones are usually microcrysta1ine and" fossiliferous. The underlying

Precambrian rocks a~e composed of granite, gneiss, anorthosite, and gabbro
which are intruded by·the Sherman Granite.

B. Thickness

The Casper Formation varies in thickness from approximately 750 f~et

near Laramie to less than 50 feet, 11 miles to the north of Laramie. Three

cross-sections in the vicinity of Laramie can be found in Figure IV by Don
Lundy.

C. Hydrogeologic Factors

Regional groundwater flow in unfolded parts of the Casper aquifer is

to the west. Intergranular porosity of the Casper Formation varies from between
15 and 30 percent. Table 1 surrmarizes known hydraulic conductivities, trans':

missivities, and storage· coefficients for the Casper aquifer. These data in
dicate that the minimum and maximum hydraulic conductivities in the aquifer

correlate with well-cemented sandstones and major faults, respectively.

Parts of the aquifer that have hydraulic conductivities between these two

extremes represent varying degrees of fracture in intergranular porosity.

In the areas of intragranular and limited joint permeability, transmissivities
have been found to vary between 20 and 200 square feet per day. Transmissi

vities in proximity of fault where rocks have significant joint and fracture

permeability vary from approximately 10,000 to 30,000 square feet per day.

Storativity values in the Casper Formation vary from 10-3 to 10-4.

D. Structure Influences

The older rocks of the Laramie Basin, including the Casper Formation, have

been warped down to form a northward plunging syncline. Superimposed upon the

regional downwarp are a number of smaller folds and numerous faults and frac
tures. Two types of faul ts occur in the area; (l) a Larami e set of reverse
faults and associated monoclines, and (2) a set of normal faults and associated
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folds. In the area of Laramie, the Casper Formation dips to the west. Ver
tical displacement along faults range up to 250 feet and 60 percent of the
faults are upthrown in the west. Monoclines associated with the reverse
faults are as wide as one mile and have structural reliefs that range from
300 to 700 feet. Stra ti graphi c di spl acements across the faul ts are as great
as 200 f;et and dips of the fault planes range from 600 to 80°. Nonnal faults
often grade 1aterally or verti cally into syntheti c folds that are tens' of feet
wide and have stratigraphic offsets equal to the displacements along the assoc
i ated faul ts.

Fault zones locally alter regional circulation patterns by providing
laterally and vertically continuous large permeability. Correlation between
springs and faults proves that faults act as conduits within the Casper
Fonnation.

II DEVELOPED WATER SUPPLIES AND TEST INFORMATION

A. Wells

The McGuire Well or Leitz #1 (SEO Pennit Number UW44464) Well located
approximately 28 miles north of the city of Laramie appears to have a signi
ficant development potential. The well is located in Section 23, Township 20
North t Range 73 West. According to the drillers log t a cavern was encountere~

at a depth 349 feet which was also the first water-bearing formation. The
water level rose to a depth of 256 feet. The well was cased to a depth of 60
feet with 16-inch 0.0. 1/4-inch wall thickness casing. The well was pumped
in July 1974 for 24-hours at 750 gpm with 0 feet of drawdown. The static' water
level is 250 feet. A second test wa~ completed after 48-hours of pumping at
1t200 gpm with 0 feet of drawdown. The second pumping test was completed
previous to February 1977. A third pumping test completed prior to April 1978
produced 3tOOO gpm with 6 feet of drawdown. No time allottment was given.
The estimated specific capacity was 333gpm/ft. Calculated transmissivities
range from 64 tOOO square feet per day to 71,000 square feet per day (479;000-
53l tOOO ~pd/ft). The McGuire Well has been reported to serve lt066 acres for
irrigation.
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The A1co~ Well #1 (SEO Permit Number UW28071) is located in Section. 6,
Township 17 North, Range 73 West, approximately 10 miles north of Laramie.
This well was completed 08 February 1975, and was drilled to a depth of 2,765
feet. Testing of the well showed specific capacity of more than 11 gpm per
foot of drawdown. The well was also completed in the Muddy, Cloverly, Chug
water, and Forelle Formations. The well was pumped at 1,500 gpm for 504 hours
wi th 126.82 feet of drawdown. The stati c water level was 47.27 feet.

B. Water Quality Information

The Casper Formation increases in parts per million to the west. Water
quality at the McGuire and Alcoa Wells can be found in Table II. The Wyoming
Department of Agriculture states the McGuire Well is "bacterially safe, and the
water is chemically good". Water quality information on wells in the vicintty
of Laramie can be found on Table 2, Page 29, of Don Lundyls Master Th·esis.

Plate I shows total dissolved solids and chemical classification of the
Casper Format; on water by areal di str; but; on. Contours of tota1 di ssol ved
solids have also been contoured.

III ESTIMATES OF DEVELOPABLE WATER

A. Recha rge Ra tes

Recharge are of the Casper Formation to the east of Laramie is 192 square
miles. Mean annual precipitation is 13 inches. Based on an estimated re
charge of 1.4 inches per year, the annual recharge is 13,358 acre feet per
year (ac. ft/yr). Lundy has stated that the groundwater use from the Casper
Formation in the Laramie area is 6,015 ac ft/yr. This leaves approximately
1/2 of the accumulated yearly recharge for existing and standard water use.
The Casper FOt'mation outcropped area to the north is approximately 1/2 the
size of the outcropped area to the south. This would leave approximately 1/3
of the remaining available water for use in the north. This amount is 2,500
ac. ft/yr. Available water from the south is estimated to be approximately
4,500 ac. ft/yr.
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B. Conclusion

-5- 07 September 1979 A-6

Developable water from the Casper Formation is estimated at 7,000 ac.ft/yr
from the northern and southern sections (See Plate I).

In the northern section, the McGuire Well should be analyzed more comp~

1etely to determine long-term effects of pumping. Present irrigation use of
the well should be acquired.

In the southern section, additional geologic and hydrogeologic investiga
tions should be' conducted before extensive groundwater development.
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TABLE I

CASPER FORMATION

INTERGRANULAR AND LIMITED JOINT PERMEABILITY

07 September 1979

HYDRUALIC
T S CONDUCTIVITY TEST

l~ELL (s9. ftl day) (ft/day) METHOD

Wyo. Tech. Inst. 130 2.6 Specific Capacity
Cathedral Home #1 80 1.3 Specific Capacity
Wyoming Central #1 50 O. 13 Van Everdingen Solution
Wyoming Central #1 42 0.11 Specific Capacity
Ideal #2 130 0.22 Jacob Solution
Ideal #2 120 0.21 Specific Capacity

tE:I USBM Retort Well #1 18 0.10 Jacob SolutionI
w
VI USBM Retort We 11 #1 20 0.11 Specific Capacity

K. Endsley 57 1.5 Jacob Solution
Monolith Wells 186 0.32 Closed Contour

CASPER FORMATION

WELLS COMPLETED IN PROXIMITY OF FAULTS WHERE ROCKS
HAVE SIGNIFICANT JOINT AND FRACTURE PERMEABILITY

Turner #1
Turner Well field
Turner #1

Turner #2
Pope #2
Pope #2

McGui re Well

11,000
18,000
26,000
14,000
18,000

23,000

est. 500,000

.0,01

.006

es t. .001

17
28
40
22

26

33

est. 700

Jacob Solution
Theim Solution
Specific Capacity
Speci fi c Capaci ty

Theim Solution
Specific Capacity
Specific Capacity

»
I

00



To: File 791-77 -8-

TABLE II

McGUIRE WELL (LEITZ #1)

07 September 1979 A-9

Colon Bacilli per 100 cc MPN
Hardness CaC03
Total Dissolved Solids
Su1 fates
Ni trates

ALCOA WELL

Hardness CaC03
Tota1 Di ssolved Sol i ds
Sulfates
Ni trates

E-36

< 2.2
230 ppm
224 ppm

12 ppm
5.0 ppm

205 mg/1
340 mg/1

35 mg/l
2.4 mg/l



APPENDIX B

Detailed Cost Estimates

of Components
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APPENDIX F

DETAILED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Tables F-l through F-6 match the development of each alternative to

the medium water requirement projection.l Tables F-7 through F-12

correspond to the high water requirements projection. These tables

display the estimated current cost for the separate components of each

alternative, the year each component should be completed, the cost of

construction inthat year (assuming an annual inflation rate of 8%) and

the present value of those costs using two discount rates~

Operating costs, losses due to reduced agricultural production and

the total of all these are also displayed. The detailed estimates for

each component (linear feet of pipe, etc.) are contained in Appendix E

pp B-1 through B-20.

Cheyenne's current water supplies include water from Stage I, the

Cheyenne well field and the Crow Creek drainage. A conservative estimate

of the combined average annual yield is 13,000 acre-feet per year:

7,400 ac-ft from Stage I

2,000 ac-ft from the well fields

3,600 ac-ft from the Crow Creek drainage

13,000 ac-ft Total

This yield should be considered conservative for two reasons: Cheyenne's

well fields have yielded an average of 3,426 acre feet/year for the years

1941 through 1978. The average annual yield from the Crow Creek drainage

1This is considered to be the most likely projection.
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is 3,645 acre feet for the period from 1967 through 1978. However, 1975,

1976 and 1977 were exceptionally dry years. The average annual yield for

2
the period 1941 through 1978 is 5,069 acre feet.

Some degree of conservatism was considered to be desirable so that

there would some water supply reserve available for years that are particu-

lar1y dry. Cheyenne's reservoirs, both existing and proposed, give the

city some ability to store water from wet years for use during dry years.

Figure 111-5 in chapter 3 displays the estimated water requirements

through the year 2000. Cheyenne's current supply of 13,000 acre feet/year

was subtracted from each of these figures to yield the "water deficit,"

or the amount of water needed from the new water system. The facilities

of each alternative were staged so that the resulting additional water

supply would at least cover this "deficit" at all times.

LOST AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

Alternatives II, III and IV involve the purchase of land in the

Saratoga valley for the purpose of retiring the irrigation water rights.

Of all the irrigated acres in Carbon County, 98 percent are in hay pro-

duction. It was assumed that this land would still be used to produce

hay in the absence of irrigation. Using data from Wyoming Agricultural

Statistics, 19783 value of lost production was calculated.

1.05 tons/acre (irrigated) - .50 tons/acre (dry land)

2These estimates are taken from S~lliARY AND ANALYSIS OF THE CITY OF
CHEYENNE'S PROPOSED STAGE II WATER SYSTEM EXPANSION, Wyoming Water
Planning Program, State Engineers Office, 1978.

3Wyoming CrQP and Livestock Reporting Service.
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= .55 tons/acre (lost production).

Total tonnage lost was calculated as follows:

n acres purchased x 60% actually irrigated x .55 ton/acre

lost tonnage of hay.

The average price for 1975 to 1977 for all hay was $54/ton. This

price was multiplied by the lost tonnage to obtain the market value of

the lost output. For purchases of 12,700 and 20,100 acre feet of water

rights the associated value of lost output is $342,900/yr and $542,700/yr

respectively. These values represent only the direct effects on the local

economy. Estimates of the direct, indirect and induced effects were

4
obtained through the use of a Type II output multiplier of 1.765. The

estimate of the economic loss from the purchase of 12,700 and 20,100 acre-

feet are $605,200/yr and $957,900/yr, respectively.

NOMINAL AND REAL RATES OF INTEREST

For the sake of clarity this important distinction was not raised in

the earlier presentation. Let n = nominal rate of interest, a market

rate of interest, and i = annual inflation rate. Then r = n - i, is

a "real" rate of interest in the sense that it represents the real return,

in terms of purchasing power, of an amount of money invested at n%. The

common procedure used by economists when performing present value cal-

culations is to use a real rate of interest and "ignore" inflation.

However, for a given nominal discount rate and inflation rate there is

4This is the multiplier that takes
effects of each dollar of output.
Output Hultiplier for Star Valley
Journal 85, p. 27, November, 1974,
University of Wyoming.
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a corresponding unique real discount rate, denoted here by r', where

r' = r n-i 5
l+i = l+i.

For nominal discount rates of 10% and 12%, and an inflation rate of 8%,

the corresponding real rates, r' are 1.85% and 3.70% respectively. The

calculations presented in this study were performed using r' as a discount

factor, rather than inflating current costs at i% and then discounting at

n%. The two procedures yield identical results, provided that the

calculation of r' is carried to six or seven significant figures.

Any real rate r' corresponds to many pairs of nand i, for example,

r' = .02 and i .10 imply n = .122. The general relationship follows

from r' = ~~~, n = r'(l+i) + i. Once this is understood it becomes

apparent that the present value estimates presented earlier are not as

reliant on the assumption of 8% inflation as one might expect.

5The present value of an expenditure t years in the future is given by:

(l+n)t

where Co is the current

Co Co Co= ---t = l+i r t r~(l+i+r)
(l+i + l+i) (1 + i+l)l+i

cost and Ct is the cost in year t.

Ct

Ct

PV = (l+n)t

Co (l+i)t
(l+i+r)t
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TABLE F-1

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE II, CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND ~~INTENANCE COSTS2, STAGED TO MEDIUM WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Year Present Value of Costs at
10% and 12% Discount RatesEstimated Construction Cost at Time

1979 Cost to be Completed of Construction 10% 12%

Hog Park Reservoir Enlargement $11,117,700
Hog Park to Encampment R. pipeline 1,424,500
Little Snake Collection System 20,752,500

Subtotal 33,294,700 1982 (3) $41,941,700 $31,511,400 $29,853,300

Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline 22,160,100
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal 3,092,700

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal 25,252,800 1985 (6) 40,073,000 22,620,200 20,302,200

t'%j Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement 14,815,100 1989 (10) 31,984,700 12,331,500 10,298,200
I

\Jl Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline 4,064,700
Interceptor System 504,000

Subtotal 4,568,700 1998(19) 19,717,100 3,223,900 2,289,300

Lake Creek diversion pipeline 4,524,100 2014(35) 66,890,400 2,380,200 1.269,900

Total Construction $82,455,400 $72,067,200 $64,012,900

o M & R Costs 100,000/yr 3,068,900 2,028,000

TOTAL $75,136,100 $66,040,900

1Alternative I: Collection 20,100 ac-ft from west slope of Sierra Madre Mountain$ to replace equivalent amount
of water taken from Douglas Creek.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.



TABLE F-2

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE III, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 AND LOSSES DUE TO REDUCED AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT,

STAGED TO MEDIUM WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Year Present Value of Costs at

Estimated Construction Cost at Time 10% and 12% Discount Rates

1979 Cost to be Completed of Construction 10% 12%

$ 6,434,800
1,286,500

7,721,300 1982 (3) $ 9,726,600 $ 7,703,700 $ 6,923,200

22,160,100
3,092,700

TOTAL

o M & R Costs
Losses due to reduced Ag. production3

1998(19) 19,717,100 3,223,900 2,289,300

2009(30) 120, 751,900 6,920,100 4,030,400

2014(35) 66,890,400 2,380,200 1,269,900

$64,461,100 $ 52,325,300

2,301,600 1,521,000
10,112,800 4,735,000

$76,875,500 $58,581,300

20,302,200

10,298,200

7,212,100

22,620,200

12,331,500

9,281,500

40,073,000

31,984,700

35,246,300

1985 (6)

1989(10)

1993(14)

25,252,800

14,815,100

12,000,000

504,000
4,064,700

4,568,700

12,000,000

4,524,100

$ 80,882,000

75,000/yr
605,200/yr

Little Snake Collection System
Hog Park-Encampment River pipeline
Hog Park Reservoir Enlargement

Subtotal

Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline
Mldd1e Crow Creek to Crystal

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal

Total Construction

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement

6,350 ac-ft N. Platte Water Rights

Interceptor System
Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline

Subtotal

6,350 ac-ft N. Platte Water Rights

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline

1A1ternative II: Collection of 7400 ac-ft of water from west slope of Sierra Madre Mountains and purchase of
12,700 ac-ft of North Platte River water rights to replace 20,100 ac-ft of water taken from Douglas Creek.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.

3These costs accrue only after the land is purchased.



TABLE F-3

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE 1111 , CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 AND LOSSES DUE TO REDUCED AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT,

STAGED TO MEDIUM WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Present Value of Costs at
10% and 12% Discount Rates

Losses due to reduced Ag. production3

1997(18) 52,312,300 9,408,800 6,082,700

2001(22) 14,787,900 1,816,600 1,222,100

2008(29) 168,642,700 10,631,100 6,304,400

$35,579,800 $26,418,900

17,032,100 11,255,600
1,778,300 1,062,700

19,246,800 8,839,700

73,637,000 47,576,900

879,300 545,400

$74,516,300 $48,122,300

Laramie County Groundwater

Upper N. Platte River Water Rights

Little Snake Collection System
Hog Park-Encampment River pipeline

Subtotal

Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline

Casper Formation Groundwater

Total

o M & R
Laramie County Groundwater
Reduced Stage II
Casper Formation Groundwater

TOTAL

Estimated
1979 Cost

$ 6,646,000

1,325,000

6,434,800
1,286,500

7,721,300

9,998,400
3,092,700

13,091,100

2,720,100

18,100,000

$49,603,500

555,000/yr
75,000/yr

1,614,400/yr

33,550/yr

Year
Construction

to be Completed

1982(3)

1988(9)

1990(11)

Cost at Time
of Construction

$ 8,372,000

2,648,700

18,003,300

10%

$ 6,290,000

1,123,300

6,310,000

12%

$ 5,959,100

955,100

5,175,500

1A1ternative III: Collection of 7400 ac-ft from Sierra Madre MOuntains and purchase of 700 ac-ft of North Platte
River water rights replacing 8100 ac-ft taken from Douglas Creek. 12,000 ac-ft from groundwater.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.

3These costs accrue only after the land is purchased.



TABLE F-4

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE IV(A)l, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 AND LOSSES DUE TO REDUCED AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT,

STAGED TO MEDIUM WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Year Present Value of Costs at
10% and 12% Discount RatesEstimated Construction Cost at Time

1979 Cost to be Completed of Construction 10% 12%

Purchase 5,025 ac-ft N. Platte $ 9,525,000 1982(3) $11 ,99 8 , 800 $ 9,014,800 $ 8,540,500
Water Rights

Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline 22,160,100
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal Res. 3,092,700

pipeline

Subtotal 25,252,800 1985 (6) 40,073,000 22,620,200 20,302,200

Purchase 5,025 ac-ft of Water 9,525,000 1988(9) 19,040,500 6,866,200
Rights

t-:tj

14,815,100 1989 (10) 31,984,700 12,331,500 10,298,200I Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement
00

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline 4,064,200
Interceptor System 504,000

Subtotal 4,568,700 1998(19) 19,717,000 3,223,900 2,289,300

Purchase 5,025 ac-ft of Water Rights 9,525,000 2000 (21) 47,949,800 6,479,100 4,438,000

Purchase 5,025 ac-ft of Water Rights 9,525,000 2012(33) 120,739 ,400 5,198,600 2,868,500

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline 4,524,100 201 (3 ) 66,890,400 2,380,200 1,269,900

Total $87,260,700 $61,248,300 $56,872,800

o M & R
3

75,000/yr 2,301,600 1,521,000
Loss due to reduced Ag. production 975,900/yr 20,219,500 12,225,400

TOTAL $83, 769 ,400 $70,619,200

1Alternative IV: Purchase of 12,700 ac-ft of North Platte River water rights to replace 20,100 ac-ft of water
taken from Douglas Creek.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.

3These costs accrue only after the land is purchased.



TABLE F-5

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE V(A)l, CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 , STAGED TO MEDIUM WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Present Value of Costs at
10% and 12% Discount Rates

Estimated
1979 Cost

Reservoir, Pipeline and Pumping Sta. $37,867,500
Hog Park-Encampment River pipeline 1,424,500
Hog Park Enlargement 11,117,700

Year
Construction

to be Completed
Cost at Time

of Construction 10% 12%

19,717,100 3,223,900 2,289,300

66,890,400 2,380,200 1,269,900

$88,265,600 $79,358,900

8,930,400 5,901,600
56,350,400 32,719,300

65,280,800 38,620,900

$153,546,400 $117 ,979 , 800

Subtotal

Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline
Interceptor System

Subtotal

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline

Total Construction

o M & R less power cost
Power Cost Pumping at Est. Req.

Subtotal

TOTAL

50,409,700

22,160,100
3,092,700

25,252,800

14,815,100

4,064,700
504,000

4,568,700

4,524,100

$99,570,400

1982 (3)

1985 (6)

1989 (10)

1998(19)

2014(35)

$63,501,700

40,073,000

31,984,700

$47,709,800

22,620,200

12,331,500

$45,199,300

20,302,200

10,298,200

lAlternative V(A): Collection of 20,100 ac-ft/yr from a low elevation reservoir on the North Fork of the Little
Snake River. This water would be pumped over the divide and into Hog Park Reservoir.

2Facilities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.



TABLE F-6

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE V(B)l, CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 , STAGED TO MEDIUM WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Year Present Value of Costs at

Estimated Construction Cost at Time 10% and 12% Discount Rates

1979 Cost to be Completed of Construction 10% 12%

Reservoir, Pipeline and Pumping Sta. $36,838,300
Hog Park-Encampment River pipeline 1,424,500
Hog Park Enlargement 11,117,700

Subtotal 49,380,500 1982 $62,205,200 $46, 735,700 $44,276,400

Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline 22,160,100
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal 3,092,700

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal 25,252,800 1985 40,073,000 22,620,200 20,302,200

I-:tj Rob Roy Enlargement 14,815,100 1989 31,984,700 12,331,500 10,298,200
I

I-' Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline 4,064,7000
Interceptor System 504,000

Subtotal 4,568,700 1998 19,717,100 3,223,900 2,289,300

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline 4,524,100 66,890,400 2,380,200 1,269,900

Total Construction $98,541,200 $87,291,500 $78,436,000

o M & R less power cost 9,574,800 6,327,500
Power Cost 64,206,200 37,280, 700

Subtotal 73,781,000 43,608,200

TOTAL $161,072,500 $122,044,200

1A1ternative V(B): Collection of 20,100 ac-ft/yr from a low elevation reservoir on the Middle Fork of the Little
Snake River. This water would be pumped over the divide to Hog Park Reservoir.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.



TABLE F-7

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE II, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 , STAGED TO HIGH WATER REQUIREMENT PROJECTIONS

Present Value of Costs at
10% and 12% Discount Rates

1990(11) 10,652,600 3,733,700 3,062,400

1998(19) 19,524,700 3,192,400 2,266,900

$76,104,500 $69,728,100

3,068,900 2,028,000

$79,173,400 $71,756,100

Hog Park Reservoir Enlargement
Hog Park-Encampment River pipeline
Little Snake Collection System
Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline
Mldd1e Crow Creek to Crystal

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline
~ Interceptor System
I-'
I-' Subtotal

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline

Total Construction

o M & R

TOTAL

Estimated
1979 Cost

$11,117,700
1,424,500

20,752,500
22,160,100

3,092,700

58,547,500

14,815,100

4,064,700
504,000

4,568,700

4,524,100

$82,455,400

100,000/yr

Year
Construction

to be Completed

1982 (3)

1983(4)

Cost at Time
of Construction

73,753,000

20,155,800

10%

55,411,700

13,766,700

12%

52,495,900

11,902,900

1A1ternative I: Collection of 20,100 ac-ft from west slope of Sierra Madre Mountains to replace equivalent amount
of water taken from Douglas Creek.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.



TABLE F-8

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE III, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 AND LOSSES DUE TO REDUCED AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT,

STAGED TO HIGH WATER REQUIREMENT PROJECTIONS

Present Value of Costs at

Estimated Construction Cost at Time 10% and 12% Discount Rates

1979 Cost to be Completed of Construction 10% 12%

Hog Park-Encampment River pipeline $ 1,286,500
Little Snake Collection System 6,434,800
Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline 22,160,100
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal 3,.092,700

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal 32,974,100 1982 $41,537,900 $31,208,000 $29,565,800

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement 14,815,100 1983 20,155,800 13,766,700 11,902,900

6,350 ac-ft N. Platte Water Rights 12,000,000 1987 22,211,200 10,361,700 8,970,700
J-:tj

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline 4,064,700I
~
tv Interceptor System 504,000

Subtotal 4,568,700 1990 10,652,600 3,733,700 3,062,400

6,350 ac-ft N. Platte Water Rights 12,000,000 1996(17) 44,400,200 8,784,300 6,466,600

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline 4,524,100 1998 19,524,700 3,192,400 2,266,900

Total Construction $80,882,000 $71,046,800 $62,235,300

o M & R 3
2,301,600 1,521,000

Losses due to red. Ag. production 13,496,300 8,133,000

TOTAL $86,844,700 $71 , 889 , 300

lA1ternative II: Collection of 7400 ac-ft of water from west slope of Sierra Madre Mountains and purchase of
12,700 ac-ft of North Platte River water rights to replace 20,100 ac-ft of water taken from Douglas Creek.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.

3These costs accrue only after the land is purchased.



TABLE F-9

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE 1111 , CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 AND LOSSES DUE TO REDUCED AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT,

STAGED TO HIGH WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Present Value of Costs at
10% and 12% Discount Rates

Laramie County Groundwater
Upper N. Platte River Water Rights

Subtotal

Little Snake Co11ec. System (reduced)
Hog Park-Encampment R. pipe. (red.)

Subtotal

Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline
Mid. Crow Ck.-Crysta1 Res. pipeline

Subtotal

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline

Casper Formation Groundwater

Total Construction

o M & R
Laramie County
Reduced Stage II
With Power Casp~r Formation

3Losses due to red. Ag. production

TOTAL

Estimated
1979 Cost

$ 6,646,000
1,325,000

7,971,000

6,434,800
1,286,500

7,721,300

9,998,400
3,092,700

13,091,100

2,270,100

18,100,000

$49,153,500

Year
Construction

to be Completed

1982 (3)

1983(4)

1989 (10)

1991( 12)
1995(16) ,

Cost at Time
of Construction

$10,041,200

10,504,700

28,262,700

5,716,500

62,009,600

10%

$ 7,544,100

7,174,900

10,896,500

1,821,500

13,495,100

$40,932,100

17,032,100
2,231,900

33,040,900

52,304,900

1,061,400

$94,298,400

12%

$ 7,147,100

6,676,000

9,099,800

1,467,300

10,115,100

$34,505,300

11,255,600
1,456,200

18,016,600

30,728,400

710,500

$65,944,200

lAlternative III: Collection of 7400 ac-ft from Sierra Madre Mountains and purchase of 700 ac-ft of North Platte
River water rights replacing 8100 ac-ft taken from Douglas Creek; 12,000 ac-ft from groundwater.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.

3These costs accrue only after the land is purchased.



TABLE F-10

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE IV(A)l, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2 AND LOSSES DUE TO REDUCED AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT,

STAGED TO HIGH WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Present Value of Costs at
10% and 12% Discount RatesEstimated

1979 Cost

Year
Construction

to be Completed
Cost at Time

of Construction 10% 12%

$39,723,600

11,902,900

$41,930,000

13,766, 700

3,733,700 3,062,400

7,642,500 6,156,500

6,845,800 4,949,600

3,192,400 2,226,900

$77,111,100 $68,021,900

2,301,600 1,521,000
25,405,200 16,078,700

$104,817,900 $85,621,600

rep lace 20,100 ac-ft of

38,062,100

10,652,600

23,985,600

19,524,700

$55,808,800

20,155,800

1982(3)

1983(4)

1990 (11)

1991( 12)

1998(19)

9997(18)

4,524,100

4,568,700

9,525,000

9,525,000

22,160,100
3,092, 700

44,302,800

14,815,100

4,064,700
504,000

$19,050,000

$87,260,700

Purchase 10,050 ac-ft N. Platte
Water Rights

Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal

Total Construction

o M & R
Loss due to red. Ag. production3

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline
Interceptor System

Subtotal

Purchase 5,025 ac-ft N. Platte
Water Rights

Purchase 5,025 ac-ft N. Platte
Water Rights

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline

1A1ternative IV(A): Purchase of 12,700 ac-ft of North Platte River water rights to
water taken from Douglas Creek.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.
3These costs accrue only after the land is purchased.

TOTAL



TABLE F-11

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE V(A)l, CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2, STAGED TO HIGH WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Present Value of Costs at
10% and 12% Discount Rates

10,652,600 3,733,700 3,062,400

19,524,700 3,192,400 2,226,900

$92,302,800 $85,034,100

8,930,400 5,901,600
77,424,600 47,067,300

86,355,000 52,968,900

$178,657,800 $138,003,000

Reservoir, pipeline and Pumping Sta.
Hog Park-Encampment River pipeline
Hog Park Enlargement
Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement

Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline
Interceptor System

Subtotal

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline

Total Construction

o M & R less power cost
Power Cost

Subtotal

TOTAL

Estimated
1979 Cost

$37,867,500
1,424,500

11,117,700
22,160,100

3,092,7.00

75,662,500

14,815,100

4,064,700
504,000

4,568,700

4,524,100

$99,570,400

Year
Construction

to be Completed

1982(3)

1983(4)

1990 (11)

1998(19)

Cost at Time
of Construction

$95,262,600

20,155,800

10%

$71,610,000

13,766,700

12%

$67,841,900

11,902,900

lAlternative V(A): Collection of 20,100 ac-ft/yr from a low elevation reservoir on the North Fork of the Little
Snake River. This water would be pumped over the divide and into Hog Park Reservoir.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.



TABLE F-12

PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE V(B)l, CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS2, STAGED TO HIGH WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS

Year Present Value of Costs at

Estimated Construction Cost at Time 10% and 12% Discount Rates

1979 Cost to be Completed of Construction 10% 12%

Reservoir, Pipeline and Pumping Sta. $36,838,300
Hog Park-Encampment River pipeline 1,424,500
Hog Park Enlargement 11,117,700
Lake Owen to Crow Creek pipeline 22,160,100
Middle Crow Creek to Crystal 3,092,700

Reservoir pipeline

Subtotal 74,633,300 1982 $94,016,500 $70,636,000 $66 ,919 ,100

Rob Roy Reservoir Enlargement 14,815,100 1983 20,155,800 13,766,700 11,902,900

ITj
Douglas Creek to Lake Owen pipeline 4,064,700

I Interceptor System 504,000
~
Q\

4,568,700 1990 10,652,600Subtotal 3,733,700 3,062,400

Lake Creek Diversion pipeline 4,524,100 1998 19,524,700 3,192,400 2,226,900

Total Construction $98,541,200 $91,328,800 $84,111,300

o M & R 9,574,800 6,327,500
Power Cost 88,218,300 53,628,900

Subtotal 97,793,100 59,956,400

TOTAL $189,121,900 $144,067,700

lA1ternative V(B): Collection of 20,100 ac-ft/yr from a low elevation reservoir on the Middle Fork of the Little
Snake River. This water would be pumped over the divide to Hog Park Reservoir.

2Faci1ities delayed by staging were inflated over current cost estimates at an annual inflation rate of 8 percent.





*1 Total annual yield is based on USGS records for North Fork Little Snake
River near Encampment (#9-2518) indicating watershed yield above gage to be
an average of 2.44 acrefeet per acre per year.

*2 Minimum flow bypass is based on instream flow recommendations from Wyoming
Game and Fish Department. This bypass figure is determined assuming diver
sion structure is shut off from July through April.

*3 Flushing flow bypass is based on the three day diversion shutdown recommen
dation from the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. This three day shutdown
would occur during June.

*4 Water rights bypass is based on the flow at Dixon, Wyoming. When the flow
in the Little Snake River at Dixon falls below 180 cfs, the diversion struc
tures are assumed to be shut off to bypass all natural flow. The bypass
indicated in the tabulation is the natural flow from July through September
for streams affected by the entire Stage I and Stage II (proposed) system,

G2
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